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KROMBACHER
WESTPHALIA, GERMANY

4005K Krombacher Pils    Kreuztal    24 4.8% 30 ltr  Keg 94.24
4006K Krombacher Pils          24 4.8% 50 ltr    153.20
4020 Krombacher Brautradition Kellerbier   24 5.1% 50 ltr    153.20
4016 Krombacher Hell         13 5.0% 30 ltr    96.43
4014 Krombacher Weizen         16 5.3% 30 ltr     98.60
4009-1 Krombacher Dark          21 4.7% 30 ltr    94.21

Draught code  product location vegan    IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Krombacher Brauerei was founded in 1803 in the small town of 
Krombach, nestling in the beautiful Siegerland Hills of Westfalia, 
central Germany. It was sited to take advantage of the local pure 
Felsquellwasser® (spring water) still used by the brewery today. 

Adhering to the strict German beer purity laws, Krombacher is made using 
the fi nest natural ingredients: noble hops, quality malt and pure water. 
Siegel hops are from Hallertau, premium malt from spring barley and 
the yeast is Krombacher’s own - a different strain is used for each style 
and pitched fresh for each fermentation. But the most renowned factor in 
Krombacher’s brewing is its use of crystal clear spring water - soft and 
low in minerals and ideal for producing the Pilsener style of beer that 
arrived from Bohemia in the late 19th century.

Imported into the UK by Morgenrot since 1987,  Krombacher’s continual 
expansion and ability to maintain its leading position in today’s 
challenging beer market is backed by brewery investment, innovation and, 
above all, by maintaining quality and authenticity.

Krombacher’s new Kellerbier is a tribute both to their beer tradition and 
to their modernity. In bygone times unfi ltered cellar beer was reserved 
for Master Brewers, who sampled it for maturity and quality direct from 
the cask. Today, thanks to Krombachers market vision, we can all take 
pleasure in tasting this original style of lager.

Krombacher Hell - 5.0%abv 
this light-coloured lager beer is subtly hopped, making 
it less bitter than a Pils, and delivers a satisfyingly 
pleasant malty sweetness.

Krombacher Kellerbier - 5.1%abv
Kellerbier in its pure form - lightly yeasty at fi rst, then
aromas from the fermentation become apparent;
a penetrating bitterness dominates the fl avour.

Krombacher Pils - 4.8%abv 
brewed with noble hops, quality malt and pure water 
giving a wonderful balance with a crispness on the 
fi nish adds up to the distinctive Krombacher taste.
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KROMBACHER
WESTPHALIA, GERMANY

4000 Krombacher Pils      Kreuztal    24 4.8% 33cl 24 nrb 27.26

4003-1 Krombacher Pils            24 4.8% 50cl 12   17.94

4002 Krombacher Pils            24 4.8% 50cl 20 rtn 32.09

4018 Krombacher Pils            24 4.8% 66cl 12 nrb 23.59

4013-2 Krombacher Weizen            16 5.3% 50cl 12   19.82

4008-1 Krombacher Dark           21 4.7% 50cl 12   18.20

Bottle

Can

code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

4012 Krombacher Pils              24 4.8% 33cl 24  25.16

4004C Krombacher Pils            24 4.8% 50cl 24  34.31

4015 Krombacher Pils            24 4.8% 5 ltr 2  33.69
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Krombacher is the largest privately owned brewery in Germany and 
remains the best selling brand in the competitive Pilsener sector of the 
domestic market - 1 in every 10 Pils consumed in Germany comes from 
Krombacher.

When you enjoy a beer that bears the name Krombacher or the 
Krombacher label, you can be 100% sure that it has been brewed in 
Krombach under the direct supervision of their Master Brewers. In an age 
when many beers – including other famous German brands – are brewed 
away from their home location, often under license by subsidiaries 
or other companies, this will never be the case with Krombacher. The 
provenance of a Krombacher is totally guaranteed.

The Kindelsbergturm has been the defi ning symbol on the Krombacher 
label for generations. It is the tower that stands at the top of Kindelsberg, 
the mountain overlooking the brewery. This symbolises ‘home’ for the 
people of the Siegerland. 

On the Krombacher emblem, the tower is surrounded by green forest, 
representing Krombacher beer’s singular connection with the countryside 
- the brewery is situated in its natural surroundings. The source in the 
lower part of the emblem is a symbol for the unique Felsquellwasser®, 
from which all Krombacher beers are produced. It is outlined in red, a 
reference to the iron-rich rocky soil of the Siegerland. The Krombacher 
emblem is framed by two ears of summer barley, left and right, and by 
hop cones, above and below. 

Thus, all of the ingredients incorporated in the German Reinheitsgebot 
are represented in the Krombacher logo.

Krombacher Dark - 4.7%abv
distinct malt-caramel notes with liquorice, spice 
and coffee notes also discernible; a hoppy bitterness 
asserts itself slowly to linger on the palate. 

Krombacher Weizen - 5.3%abv
naturally cloudy and lightly carbonated wheat beer, 
with soft and sweet aromas reminiscent of honey and 
banana; restrained bitterness leads to a fruity fi nish.
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KROMBACHER
LOW ALCOHOL

4007 Krombacher Low Alcohol Pils Kreuztal    23 <0.5% 33cl 24 nrb (4 x 6 pack) 14.74

4017 Krombacher Low Alcohol Weizen            16 <0.5% 33cl 24 nrb (4 x 6 pack) 17.89

Bottle code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Krombacher go to great lengths to maximise the quality and taste of their 
low-alcohol drinks. These thirst-quenchers have a full-bodied, refreshing 
character and a fl avour extremely close to the originals.

“We rely on our own brewing process, developed in Krombach, for our 
non-alcoholic range. In this way we ensure that our non-alcoholic beers 
also retain the fl avour that is specifi c to their respective type.” Manfed 
Schmidt, Krombacher Chief Master Brewer explains.

Krombacher Non-Alcoholic has become a partner of the German Olympic 
Team and at Rio (2016), Pyeongchang (2018) and Tokyo (2020) all 
athletes and guests to the ‘German House’ will drink from the Krombacher 
portfolio.

LOW ALCOHOL AND HEALTH

A varied and balanced diet, as well as a healthy lifestyle is very 
important. Vitamins which are essential for the metabolism are obtained 
from food. Alcohol-free beer is a true vitamin supplier. 100ml of low 
alcohol Krombacher Pils contains more than one fi fth of the adult daily 
requirement of Folic acid and 40% of the recommended daily intake of 
Vitamin B12. Folic acid and vitamin B12 contribute to the reduction of 
tiredness and fatigue and support normal function of the immune system.

Low alcohol beers also have reduced calories. Low alcohol Pils contains 
27kcal/100ml and Weizen 31kcal/100ml, which is about 30% less than 
‘with alcohol’ beers. In comparison, cola has 42kcal/100ml and orange 
juice 39cal/100ml - so beer is better!

Krombacher Low Alcohol Weizen  - <0.5%abv
The full-bodiedness of a Weizen carries appreciably 
across the palate with the aromas typical of a wheat 
beer. Lack of alcohol in no way detracts from the taste.

Krombacher Low Alcohol Pils  - <0.5%abv
Everyday refreshment with true pils fl avour. Lightly 
sweet at fi rst, the sweetness quickly changes to the 
hoppy, delicately bitter character of Krombacher Pils. 
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EICHBAUM
BADEN-WURTTEMBERG, GERMANY

3954 Eichbaum Lager    Mannheim    22 4.0% 50 ltr  Keg 119.47
3951 Eichbaum Premium Pils            27 5.0% 50 ltr    133.16
3958 Eichbaum Hefeweizen            13 5.0% 50 ltr    137.37
3956 Eichbaum Dunkel            28 4.9% 50 ltr    134.21

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Eichbaum dates from 1679; a Walloon, Jean du Chène established a 
brewery with its own tavern, which he named Eichbaum - his surname in 
German (oak tree in English). It is the oldest brewery in Mannheim, and 
although it has been at different locations since, its headquarters have 
always been in the city and it is one of the leading breweries in Baden-
Württemberg.

Eichbaum obtains the majority of their hops from the Hallertau, the 
growing region situated almost in the middle of Bavaria. Hops have been 
cultivated here since the 8th century and is the largest growing area in 
Germany.These hops contribute to the delicate tangy taste of Eichbaum. 
For the malt, Eichbaum primarily uses malting barley from the Palatinate 
region around the Rhine.

Water used for brewing plays an important role in any beer’s character, 
and Eichbaum relies on water drawn from three of its own wells at a 
depth of more than 100 metres, where it has been stored for thousands of 
years below an impermeable layer free from surface infl uences. Thus, it is 
of real mineral water quality.

Eichbaum Lager - 4.0%abv 
traditionally Baden-Württemberg beers are less strongly 
hopped and taste a little sweeter than those from other 
regions. giving a malty aroma and rounded fl avour.

Eichbaum Dunkel - 4.9%abv
is a dark wheat beer with an emphasis on a nose of 
aromatic malt notes. Light fruity fl avours lead into the 
taste that is tangy and mild with a slight bitterness.

Eichbaum Hefeweizen - 5.0%abv
is a bright wheat beer, just slightly cloudy, with a 50%
wheat malt content. Medium bodied, it is fruity and 
aromatic with spice and citrus notes.

Eichbaum Premium Pils - 5.0%abv
a light golden colour with a malt based aroma and
highlighted citrus and fl oral hop notes. The taste is well 
balanced - initially of sweet malt, then a dry bitter fi nish.
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PANG PANG
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

3715 Tiki Tango Pale Ale  Hökarängen    4.5% 33cl 24 nrb 46.00
3716 Flamingo-Go IPA            6.0% 33cl 24   50.00 
3720 Golden Glock Fruit IPA            5.8% 33cl 24   57.00 
3719 Gaffa Earl Grey IPA            5.8% 33cl 24   52.00
3717 Prepper Double IPA            8.0% 33cl 24   55.00
3721 Shower Beer            10.0% 18cl 24   60.00
3718 Bong Water            11.0% 33cl 24   80.00

Bottle code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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PANG PANG
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

3715-1 Tiki Tango Pale Ale  Hökarängen    4.5% 30 ltr   1-way Keykeg 140.49
3716-1 Flamingo-Go IPA            6.0% 30 ltr             157.14
3720-1 Golden Glock Fruit IPA            5.8% 30 ltr             189.85 
3719-1 Gaffa Earl Grey IPA            5.8% 30 ltr             167.55
3717-1 Prepper Double IPA            8.0% 30 ltr             175.63
3718-1 Bong Water            11.0% 30 ltr             220.08
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Fredrik’s brewed the UK a one off batch of his world famous Shower Beer! 
Perfect as a body wash - but even better to drink after a very long day at 
the offi ce.

In a former bakery in Hökarängenis one of Sweden’s smallest breweries.
They make hand made beer with small scale and local production as 
catchwords.

Pang Pang have never done anything practical, easy or economic.
On the contrary, the philosophy to always go the long way, to deliver 
a product that no one else has the power to produce; unfi ltered and 
unpasteurised beer contains live yeast cells, which are bottled and 
labelled by hand.

Pang Pang Brewery wants to convey an experience that extends longer 
than taste. They want to see every bottle as a cylindrical gallery that can 
provide a platform for different artistic expressions!

Translated into English as Bang Bang, unique doesn’t really cover it when 
it comes to lone brewer Fredrik, his brewery Pang Pang and his array of 
full-sensory stimulating, stunning Swedish beers.

Based in Hökarängen, in the south of Stockholm, Pang Pang kick-started 
the Swedish wave of craft brewing when Fredrik built the brewery in 
2010.  

Always pushing the envelope, challenging beer stereotypes, in fact 
challenge anything and everything, Fredrik manages to produce 
consistent fi ne beers, no matter what crazy ingredients he throws into his 
fermenter.

Shower Beer - 10%abv
A sweet but strong pale ale in a teeny 18 cl bottle 
designed to gulp in three sips while standing in the 
shower getting ready for the night. 
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Tiki Tango Pale Ale - 4.5%abv 
the entry gate to Pang Pang beers. A single hopped 
- Simcoe - pale ale. Light, fresh and delicious with a 
wonderful aromatic nose of melon and peaches.

Gaffa Earl Grey IPA- 5.8%abv
Aromatic dry-hopped IPA brewed with bergamott and 
Earl Grey tea. Bergamott fruit juice is poured into the 
wort, then Earl Grey tea and peel from the fruit slung in.

Prepper Double IPA - 8.0%abv
strong, hoppy survival beer. When the world as we know 
it disintegrates as society collapses, this little beauty is 
all you need to pass the time until the new world rises.

Flamingo-Go IPA - 6.0%abv
Vibrant mango nosed beauty. A sessionable IPA without 
punching too hard on the hops, its balance nicely with 
plenty of tropical fruits and a tangy bitter fi nish.

Golden Glock Fruit IPA - 5.8%abv
a crazy Fruit IPA containing every fruit you can name 
in fi ve minutes, all bunged into the fermenter and left 
there until it’s ready.

Bong Water - 11%abv
You ever woken up on someone’s sofa, reachout for 
the nearest water source, only to realise that you just 
chugged down half a gallon of bong water? 

Pang Pang brews are only limited by the imagination of Fredrik 
Tunedal.. and that is a scary thing to contemplate.

Aside from the ‘core’ beers, Tiki Tango and Flamingo-go, we’ll bring in 
small batches of weird and wonderful beers in bottles and kegs.
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CERVECERA ARTESANA
LA RIOJA, SPAIN

Bottle

3840 Palax - bottle conditioned      17 4.9% 33cl 24 nrb 26.26
3842 Ceriux Rubia - bottle conditioned          21 5.4% 37.5cl 12   23.81

3841 Palax   Nalda    17 4.9% 30 ltr   1-way Keykeg 89.35

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Cervecera Artesana
Cervecera Artesana is situated in La Rioja, Spain and has one of the most 
stunning views from any brewery - the gorge Peñas de Iregua. It was 
founded in 2012 and is located in Nalda amongst the vineyards. 

The brewery produces the Palax and Ceriux range of craft beers, taking 
full advantage of the pure local spring water - with ideal characteristics 
for brewing - and quality raw ingredients, as well cutting-edge technology 
to satisfy even the most discerning beer connoisseurs. The resulting craft 
beers are rich in nuances and personality.

Palax is a lager available on draught or as bottle conditioned. It is 
brewed over 7 days and then left to condition for a further 25. It is either 
kegged with minimal fi ltration and no pasturisation or primed to give a 
secondary fermentation in the bottle for another 3 weeks.

Ceriux is a highly-expressive, double fermented craft ale; made using 
an ingredient that sets it apart from other beers - grape must. After 
the initial brewing process it is left to age for over a month and then 
a secondary fermentation takes place triggered by the addition of 
concentrated must, provided by the next door winery. The Viura and 
Tempranillo grape musts add subtle aromas and fl avours that make Ceriux 
delicious and very different. 

Winning Silver in the ‘Innovation Challenge 2017’ Ceriux is “the beer with 
a touch of wine.”

Palax - 4.9%abv
a bottle-conditioned lager made using Hallertau 
Tradition hops and German malt. Following on from 
aromas of honey, fl owers and citrus fruits it has a full, 
rounded taste with more complexity; plus medium 
carbonation from the secondary fermentaion in bottle.

Ceriux Rubia - 5.4%abv
translating as ‘blonde’ is a top fermented ale made from 
Perle and Cascade hops giving dominant citrus and 
spice aromas with some grainy   malt; medium bodied 
with a zesty, balanced fi nish with a vineous character 
that lengthens its taste profi le.
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LA PIRATA
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Bottle

3635 Suria APA - gluten free     /GF  30 5.0% 33cl 24 nrb 37.62
3636 Sansa Amber Ale        40 6.0% 33cl 24   39.68
3639 Viakrucis IPA        62 6.0% 33cl 24   41.30
3640 Deep Inside Porter        50 6.8% 33cl 24   42.30
3638 Black Block Imperial Stout        72 11.2% 33cl 24   56.50

3632 Suria APA - gluten free Suria /GF  30 5.0% 30 ltr   1-way Keykeg 123.60
3630 Viakrucis IPA        62 6.0% 30 ltr             136.40

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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A group of home brew enthusiasts started out in 2004 and soon 
developed a strong following for their artisan brews. Realising that they 
could begin production on a larger scale, Cerveses La Pirata was born 
and these ‘Pirates’ were fi nally able to come out of hiding in 2012.

After three years living a nomadic life brewing in other factories, La 
Pirata opened their fi rst brewery in October 2015 in Súria, a small 
village 70km from Barcelona. 

They have collaborated with half a dozen international craft breweries 
including Brew by Numbers in London and Against the Grain in the USA. 
Since its inception, the brewery has won the National Award for the Best 
Brewery in Fira del Poblenou (Barcelona) twice, while also picking up 
other awards including two bronzes at the Global Craft Beer Awards. 

La Pirata’s beers are based around recipes with a strong malt character 
base and a high abv.  Their philosophy is simple :“Incendiary, artisan and 
natural”... and make people smile.

La Pirata Suria APA - 5.0%abv
gluten free, light and aromatically hoppy with a crisp 
bitterness that doesn’t hide the malt or herbal nuances.

La Pirata Black Block Russian Imperial Stout - 11.2%abv
an incendiary beer that warms the heart and soul of the 
drinker; rich, viscous mouthfeel and a sweet fi nish.

La Pirata Viakrucis IPA - 6.0%abv
a good dose of hops, citrus and stone fruits, a balanced 
bitter and dry fi nish making it a very easy drinking 6%er

La Pirata Sansa Amber Ale - 6.0%abv
reddish, with a touch of bitterness and strong body, the 
malt characters are interspersed with the hops.

La Pirata Deep Inside Porter - 6.8%abv
chocolate and light roast coffee open up to give a very 
smooth palate with a fruity and satisfying after-taste.
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BEERCAT
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Bottle

3627 Siete Vidas Kölsch              25 5.0% 33cl         24 nrb 35.28
3623 Barcelona Blond              30 5.0% 33cl         24   39.62
3620 La Segadora Farmhouse IPA              21 7.0% 33cl         24   45.76

3614 Barcelona Blond   Penedes   30 5.0% 30 ltr  1-way Keykeg 129.33

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Beercatalunya SL (BeerCat) has been brewing since 2013 and was set 
up with help from Manchester’s Cloudwater head brewer James Campbell, 
The whole vibrant craft beer revolution in Spain can actually be traced 
back to 1992 when Liverpudlian ex-pat Steve Huxley opened the ill-fated 
brew-pub, the Barcelona Brewing Company. Though recently big brands 
such as Brewdog and Mikkeller have moved in, there is plenty of interest 
and activity on the micro level.

BeerCat is based in Vilafranca del Penedès, the capital of the Penedès 
wine and Cava region situated about 40km from Barcelona. The brewery 
is housed in a former wine bodega and draws inspiration from the 
surrounding countryside and viticulture to develop a niche range of beers. 

First brewed in collaboration with Magic Rock, La Segadora is fl avoured 
with lemon peel - one of BeerCats recipes using regional ingredients. 
Others doing so include Flor d`Ordal which is based on the famous 
dry-cultivated Ordal peaches, and El Taronger, which has the zest of local 
bitter oranges added.

Also available on a seasonal basis:
Pa I Rosa - 4.8% Wheat beer
Ginger Cat - 6.3% Ginger beer
Flor d’Ordal - 4.8% Peach ale
El Taronger - 5% Orange Winter beer

La Pirata Black Block Russian Imperial Stout
The pearl of “La Pirata”.
An incendiary beer that warms the heart and soul of the 
one who takes it.

BeerCat La Segadora IPA - 7.0%abv
golden colour, lively carbonation with nice yeasty notes 
and plenty of hops; lemon and cinnamon are added for 
fl avour and juniper for a bitter bite on the fi nish.

BeerCat Siete Vidas Kölsch - 5.0%abv 
brewed with a German Ale yeast, this has a slight haze 
with a fruity nose and malty palate; the fi nish is soft, 
rounded and smooth.

BeerCat Barcelona Blonde - 5.0%abv 
golden amber colour with a hoppiness reminiscent of a 
Craft IPA; there is light malt on the nose with more hop 
fruitiness on the palate and a subtly bitter fi nish.
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MALA GISSONA
BASQUE COUNTRY, SPAIN

Bottle

3675 Apatxe APA                34 5.0% 33cl 12 nrb 22.72
3676 Django R. Blanche Wheat Beer                12 5.0% 33cl 12   23.81

3670 Apatxe APA  San Sebastian    34 5.0% 30 ltr  1-way Keykeg 135.60

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Basque brewer Mala Gissona is based in San Sebastian. Inspired by the 
local seafarers, they are particually drawn to the Basque whalers who 
have ventured around Iceland since, at least, 1412.  Links extended to the 
sailors and Icelanders developing a common ‘pidgin’ language. 

“For ju Mala Gissona” is believed to be the commonly used expression in 
Iceland to refer to the Basque whalers. It translates as “You’re a bad man” 
but is an Icelandic slang term given to rough types, even rogues, at fi rst 
impression, but who then prove to be honest, determined and loyal to their 
friends. 

Mala Gissona beers are far from rough and defi nitely are honest, intrepid 
and adventurous - true to craft brewing principles.

The brewery has adapted the technique of secondary fermentation; after 
priming yeast has been added to a mixing vessel, the beer is then bottled 
or kegged and left to condition for 10 days at 20°C. The temperature is 
then reduced to less than 5°C to suspend any further yeast activity.

In keeping with the nautical infl uence, seaweed is used as a fi ning agent.
And true to the fabulous cuisine of the region these beers are a fi ne 
match with seafood; with a range of Pale Ales and a Wheat Beer which is 
named after the great Belgium jazz guitarist Django Reinhart.

Also available on a seasonal basis
Shackletown - 6.5% IPA
Höfn - 4.8% Porter

Mala Gissona Apatxe APA - 5.0%abv
an American Pale Ale with a golden amber colour and 
vibrant citrus nose of tangerines and orange peel; a full 
palate where initial malt sweetness is balanced with a 
slightly astringent bitterness.

Mala Gissona Django R. - 5.0%abv
a Belgium Blanche style of wheat beer brewed with an 
ale yeast; pale with a fi ne head, intensely fruity and 
spicy bouquet with a light, refreshing and lasting fi nish.
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CISK
MALTA

Bottle

3850 Cisk Lager         26 4.2% 33cl 24 nrb 24.16

3855 Cisk Lager  Valletta  26 4.2% 30 ltr  Keg 90.53

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

Can

3853 Cisk Lager         26 4.2% 33cl 24 can 23.57
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The fi rst brewery in Malta was not established until 1929; Farsons Pale 
Ale was brewed to meet the requirements of the British garrison and navy 
stationed on the island. In 1929, Farsons merged with the H.G Simonds 
brewery from Reading to establish Simonds Farsons Ltd.

In the same year and a short distance from the Farsons brewery, the 
Marquis John Scicluna, whose family had established the fi rst privately 
owned local bank, opened the Malta Export Brewery. While Simonds 
Farsons Ltd had been granted the licence to brew ales, the Malta Export 
Brewery was granted a temporary exclusive licence to brew Bavarian 
style lagers under the names Cisk Pilsner and Cisk Munchener. The 
launch in August 1929 unfortunately coincided with the end of the 
‘Roaring Twenties’, just months before the Wall Street Crash. Following 20 
years of rivalry, the Malta Export Brewery merged with Simonds Farsons 
Ltd in 1948.

The name “Cisk” originates from Scicluna’s nickname “ic-Cisk” which 
developed out of the local mispronunciation of the word “cheque” which 
was introduced into local circulation by the Scicluna Bank.

Cisk had a defi nitive role in the transformation of the island’s beverage 
industry, which saw a predominantly wine drinking culture embrace the 
love of beer. Consumed across the Maltese Islands, Cisk has a strong 
presence at Malta’s traditional social band clubs, known as ”kazini”.

In 2012 12.5million Euros were invested in a new state of the art 
brewhouse and in 2016, 27million in a new beverage packaging facility.

Simonds Farsons Cisk Ltd remain independent brewers and committed to 
the family traditions and heritage that sustained the brand all these years. 
Cisk beers consistently achieve international recognition confi rming their 
quality and adding to their prestige.

Cisk Lager - 4.2%abv
golden-coloured, with a distinctive and well-balanced 
character; its rich hop aroma and pleasant bitterness 
has made it the natural choice and thirst quencher 
for beer drinkers who want to savour the original brew, 
which has remained faithful to its recipe of 1929.
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WINDHOEK
WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA

Bottle code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

3680 Windhoek Lager  Windhoek   21 4.0% 33cl 24 nrb (4 x 6 pack) 22.33
3683 Windhoek Draught            17 4.0% 33cl 24 nrb 24.39
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Windhoek is brewed by Namibia Breweries Ltd (NBL) - a pure beer from a 
dry country. It has a distinctive German heritage: in 1920 immigrants Carl 
List and Hermann Ohithaver bought four local breweries and consolidated
them into South West Breweries (South West Africa being the country’s 
name at the time) based in the capital Windhoek. The brewery name was 
changed in 1990 when the country gained independence as Namibia.

The German connection continues to this day - at the outset of brewing, 
Windhoek, NBL adhers to the Reinheitsgebot (German Purity) Law. Unable 
to grow hops in the country, hops are imported from Germany’s Hallertau 
region, malt barley is sourced from a handful of selected suppliers in 
Germany and a German yeast strain is used. Water, a precious resource in 
a desert country, is drawn from a private storage dam 47 miles from the 
brewery.

NBL’s brewery, built in 1986, boasts some of the best equipment in Africa 
and currently produces 2.2 million hectolitres. Master Brewer Christian 
Mueller studied for 15 years in Germany and applies craft and dedication 
to uphold the values of the Reinheitsgebot. It takes 5 weeks of brewing 
and conditioning before the lager is released for sale with the 100% 
pure taste of Windhoek. Known and appreciated for their pure, honest 
taste and reliable authenticity, these are thirst quenching beers from one 
of the worlds driest countries.

NBL have a strong commitment towards the environment and wildlife. 
Since 2016 they have made available N$1million as rewards to anyone 
who provides a tip-off on rhino poaching leading to the conviction of 
culprits. In 2017 they have donated a two-seater Piper Super Cub aircraft 
for use in operations to curb the poaching of Namibia’s wildlife.

Windhoek Draught - 4.0%abv
a more ‘sessionable’ beer showing a smoother and 
sweeter malt character from its long lagering - yet 
remaining deliciously fresh tasting.

Windhoek Lager - 4.0%abv
the use of extra Hallertau hops gives a more distinctive 
bitterness than Draught with the hoppy character 
showing through in its crisp aftertaste.
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SLEEMAN
ONTARIO, CANADA

3658 Sleeman Railside Session Ale    Ontario    26 4.2% 30 ltr   1 way Petainer 106.32
3652 Sleeman Honey Brown Lager          18 4.8% 30 ltr            111.51

Draught code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Sleeman despite being Canada’s third largest brewing company retains 
a craft minded vision. Its ‘notorious’ family history includes piracy and 
bootlegging for Al Capone.

The company dates back to 1834 when John H Sleeman arrived in 
Ontario from Cornwall. By 1851 he was supplying small 100 barrel 
batches from his third brewery in Guelph, Ontario, the location chosen 
for it’s pristine water supply. In 1933 the brewery closed, sold by the 
family when their liquor licence was revoked and they had to pay off fi nes 
incurred for trading beer across the US border during the prohibition.

John W Sleeman - the great, great grandson of John H - who had run 
an English pub in Canada and started a company importing world beers 
re-opened a brewery in Guelph in 1985. Original brewing recipes have 
stayed within the family and these form the basis of Sleeman’s portfolio.

Railside Ale is, though, a new recipe ‘Session Ale’ fi tting into this trending 
segment of US craft brewing, and style-wise is more an American Pale Ale 
than an IPA. As legend goes, back in the late 19th century, a railway route 
through Guelph was used to deliver hops to the original Sleeman Silver 
Creek Brewery. While riding on the rickety rails, loose hops fell overboard 
onto fi elds lining the track. Over time these fallen hops began to grow 
naturally along the rail line and are still to be found in the wild today - 
the inspiration for this new craft beer.

Honey Brown Lager is a long-standing favourite. It is brewed with 
Canadian honey in the tradition of cottage breweries at the turn of the 
century - and is our only beer not suitable for vegans!

Honey Brown Lager - 4.8%abv
a full-bodied lager with a rich copper colour; a touch 
of natural honey gives it a slightly sweet fi nish. The 
distinctive clover honey notes balance the aromas of 
lightly toasted malt and caramel.

Railside Session Ale - 4.2%abv
a golden, medium bodied ale with a light hop character; 
its grapefruit aromas are followed by a fruity, citrus 
fi nish balanced by hints of malt.
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QUILMES
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

Bottle code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

439 Quilmes Lager  Buenos Aires   12 4.9% 34cl 24  nrb 27.80
434 Quilmes Lager              12 4.9% 97cl 6  nrb 18.19
441 Quilmes Bock              19 6.3% 34cl 24  nrb 30.00

Can

436 Quilmes Lager              12 4.9% 35.5cl 24  can 24.70
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Quilmes brewery was founded in 1890 in Buenos Aires by German 
immigrant Otto Bemberg. Though named after the area of the city where 
it was located, the Quilmes were originally a native tribe who lived in the 
surroundings of Tucumán. In the 17th century, after repeated attempts by 
the Spanish invaders to control their lands, they were defeated and forced 
to settle in a restricted colony (reducción) near Buenos Aires, 1000km 
away from their homeland.

The beer Quilmes quickly dominated the drinks market in Argentina 
with outlets in all major cities. Having acquired several more breweries, 
Quilmes was at the forefront of the brewing industry: they made the fi rst 
malt from Argentine barley in 1921 and this enterprise supplied not only 
their own breweries but practically the entire national beer industry.

The company grew steadily in the 20th Century. While beer drinking in 
Argentina fell by almost two-thirds per capita in the economic troubles 
of the 1970’s, Quilmes, which held almost 70% of the remaining national 
beer market, began a radio and television advertising campaign which 
has maintained the brands positioning to this very day.  Quilmes sponsors 
the national football team and is also associated with international polo 
and rugby matches held in Argentina.

Quilmes has a 46% share of its home market - it truly is “Argentina’s 
Favourite Beer” - and this Argentinian icon is enjoying an international 
reputation with export growth in the Americas, Asia, Australia and Europe.

Quilmes remains a genuine import - brewed only in Argentina. Quality 
and provenance are assured from the use of Patagonia hops, barley malt 
grown in the Pampas and pure water from the Andes.

Quilmes Bock - 6.3%abv
a speciality lager with a copper red colour; dominant
maltiness and low hopping accentuates its powerful 
character which carries medium weight.

Quilmes Lager - 4.9%abv
a classic lager that refl ects its Germanic brewing 
heritage: golden colour, rich texture, refreshing light 
hoppy taste with a crisp, dry, thirst quenching fi nish.
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PELFORTH
LILLE, FRANCE

Bottle code  product location vegan IBU abv  size        units      format          £ price

3707 Pelforth Blonde Mons-en-Barœul    5.8% 25cl 24 nrb (4 x 6 pack) 25.13
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Pelforth was originally called Pélican and this strong brand image 
remains to this day. The new adopted name derives from a bit of Pelican 
‘Pel’; a strong French character ‘forte’, and fi nishing with a typically 
anglicised ‘th’.

Pélican, named after a famous foxtrot dance of the era, came into being 
around 1921 when three Lille brewers Louis Boucquey, Armand Defl andre 
and Raoul Bonduel, decided to join forces to overcome problems of 
post-war shortages (especially copper for making the brewing vessels). 
The Brasserie du Pélican gradually bought the Brasserie Coopérative 
de Mons en Barœul, founded in 1903, and settled there in 1966. Pélican 
took the name of Brasserie Pelforth in 1972. 

The traditional ‘Bière de Garde’ (‘Beer to Keep’) from this region are 
top fermented ales with notable malt character, fruity, spicy notes and 
medium to high alcohol. The brewery became renowned for production of 
its dark beer - Pelforth 43 - fi rst brewed in 1937 and using an English 
top fermenting ale yeast (as opposed to bottom fermenting lager yeast).

Brewing was halted during the Second World War and restarted in 1950 
and a ‘Pale’ was fi rst brewed in 1963. In 1991 ‘Pale’ and the ‘43’ dark 
beer were rebranded Blonde and Brune. 

Pelforth was bought by the BGI group in 1980, then by the French 
Brasserie subsidiary of Heineken in 1986 and fully included in the 
Heineken group in 1988. 

Currently the production is mainly from the brewery in Mons-en-Barœul 
augmented by breweries of Esperance in Schiltigheim and Valentine in 
Marseille. Pelforth now produce 22 different beers, including seasonal 
ones, but remains best known for its Blonde and Brune.

Pelforth Blonde - 5.8%abv
a brasserie beer with a refreshing, distinctive character 
and a thirst-quenching taste that belies its strength. Its 
full taste combines malt and fruit fl avours with subtle
notes of honey and fresh hazelnuts. A light bitterness 
develops in its lasting after-taste.
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AVALON SIDRA
ASTURIAS, SPAIN

Bottle

495 Avalon Sidra           5.5% 33cl 12 nrb 13.60

496 Avalon Sidra  Gijón     5.5% 30 ltr   1-way keg 99.57

Draught code  product location vegan  abv  size        units      format          £ price
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Trabanco have been a proud family business since 1925, synonymous 
with quality craft cider. They own over 80 hectares of orchards growing 
traditional apple varieties in the Spanish cider heartland of Asturias, 
North West Spain. The apples are processed using traditional methods 
unchanged for centuries; the juice is fermented with indigenous yeasts, in 
accordance with the guidelines for “Naturally Fermented Quality Cider.”

In the early 1990s Trabanco was one of the fi rst companies to 
incorporate wine making practices, such as employing the equivalent of 
an oenologist, into cider production. The improvement in both analysis 
and method, such as helping avoid inadequate or excessive treatments, 
has resulted in acclaimed consistency and quality.

Trabanco are part of the ATRIA (Association of Integrated Therapies in 
Agriculture) and belong to AACOMASI (Asturian Association of Cider 
Apple Growers). Certifi cation by the Quality Guarantee Assurance Authority 
proves that the sidra has been produced and fermented naturally, and 
made using traditional methods and apples. This ensures a pure 100% 
Asturias sidra, which is completely natural and authentic.

Asturian sidra has a distinctive, somewhat special and very different 
style. It benefi ts from a little airation, and is often seen poured from head 
height into a glass at waist level.

The Avalon brand name references the legendary Arthurian island of 
Avalon - Ynys Afallon - the place where King Arthur’s sword Excalibur was 
forged. Thus a link is acknowledged between Asturian and Breton cider 
making to that of the West County and the Celts.

Avalon is bottled unfi ltered and is gluten free. Trabanco has received 
more than 50 cider awards in the past decade. 

Avalon - 5.5%abv
a brilliant pale yellow Spanish Sidra (Cider) with a 
smooth style and a slow release of fi ne bubbles forming 
an attractive and persistent lacy head. The aromas 
of summer orchards shine through with hints of 
applewood. The fruit has a wonderful balance between 
crispness and sweetness making it refreshingly cool.
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SOLAN DE CABRAS
PREMIUM SPANISH MINERAL WATER

467 Solán de Cabras - still              Cuenca Hills, Beteta  33cl 36 PET 19.25

465 Solán de Cabras - still                       “  50cl 20 PET 12.00

462 Solán de Cabras - still                       “  50cl 12 glass 15.25

463-1 Solán de Cabras - still                       “  75cl 12 PET 8.75

464 Solán de Cabras - still                       “  100cl 6 glass 12.00

466 Solán de Cabras - still                       “  150cl 6 PET 6.70

Bottle code  product                                                     location               size    units format                 price
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Solán de Cabras is Spain’s best known premium water brand. Its 
distinctive blue bottle stands out in many prestigious restaurants and it is 
a popular choice amongst sommeliers, chefs and consumers alike.

Solán de Cabras is sourced from a single spring in the Cuenca hills, 
950m above sea level, near Beteta, central Spain, 100 miles South East 
of Madrid. Its healing qualities having been known since Roman times. 
It became a favourite with Spanish royalty in the 18th century, many of 
whom visited to benefi t from its health giving reputation, and a spa was 
constructed in 1775. 

The fi rst chemical analysis was made in 1790 and the mineral 
composition has hardly changed since then. This is, in part, down to the 
dense character of the minerals that make up the aquifer. It has been 
calculated that rainfall is fi ltered for 400 years before it re-emerges 
from the spring, which runs continuously and at a constant temperature 
of 21 degrees.

Launched in 2006, the distinctive blue bottles have won a World Star 
Packaging Award. Whilst protecting the vital minerals from sunlight this 
visual impact conveys high quality and sets the water apart from other 
brands. 

Solán de Cabras is, and always has been, highly regarded in Spain 
and has an outstanding profi le - refl ected in the quality and status of 
restaurants and events such as Madrid Fashion Week. Solán de Cabras is 
also the offi cial water of Real Madrid Football Club - an elite water for 
the elite athlete. 

Solán de Cabras has to this day achieved a position as the Premier Cru of 
mineral waters, a symbol of quality, purity and design, after more than two 
centuries of history.

Solán de Cabras
Solán de Cabras has a smooth, natural taste which 
makes it an ideal table water. Its naturally low sodium 
and high magnesium content helps digestion and 
reduces gastric acid.
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Wine Agencies

Sparkling & Champagne

Fortified & Spirits
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CHAMPAGNE
ROMERY

1845 Origine Brut - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      12 x 37.5cl 11.55

1859 De Linieres Brut - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      6  17.52

1850 Origine Brut - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      6  18.99

1858 Blanc de Chardonnay Brut - Tribaut Chardonnay NV  12.5%      6  19.94

1854A Millésime Brut - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay 2009  12.5%      6  25.62

1855A La Cuvée René Brut - Tribaut Chardonnay/Pinot Noir NV  12.5%      6  28.89

1847 Origine Brut, Magnum - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      3 x 150cl 39.98

1849 Origine Brut, Jeroboam - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      1 x 300cl 110.60

White code  wine - producer varietals    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1852 Rosé - Brut - Tribaut Pinot Noir/Chardonnay/Meunier NV  12.5%      6  20.68

Rosé
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Romery, France

Tribaut-Schloesser was founded in 1929 in the heart of the Champagne 
region in Romery, near Epernay. Four generations of the family have now 
built upon their passion and expertise to produce a range of impressively 
delicate and refi ned Champagnes.

Tribaut’s 25ha of vineyards are situated on sunny south west facing 
slopes in the very best locations between the Montagne de Reims and the 
Marne Valley. They are planted with the three principal varietals allowing 
all of their Champagnes to be produced solely with their own grapes.

De Linieres
traditional elegant champagne, crisp and dry with 
delicious green apple fruits from the picturesque 
vineyards overlooking Romery.

Tribaut Schloesser

Brut Origine
40% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Meunier; 
8gm dosage; 36 months ageing - is fruity and middle to 
full bodied, a nose of apple, brioche and hints of apricot.

Blanc de Chardonnay
is a 100% varietal with 7.5gm and 48 months ageing; 
delicate and refi ned with a precise palate of citrus fruits 
and a touch of honey rounded out by brioche notes.

Millésime
60% Pinot Noir, 40% Chardonnay with 8gm dosage and 
4-6 years lees contact - is rich and full of fi nesse on the 
nose and a complex, delicate maturity on the palate.

La Cuvée René
30% Pinot Noir, 70% Chardonnay. Fermentation in oak 
barrels, 6-8 years on the lees before disgorgement. A 
vanilla and hazelnut nose and delicate, toasty fl avours.

Rosé
shares the same composition as Origine with10gm 
dosage; it has a pink salmon colour with enticing red 
fruit aromas.
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SPANISH SPARKLING
SPAIN - PENEDES

1893 Loxarel Reserva Brut Nature - Masia Mayol Xarel-lo/Macabeu/Chardonnay 2012  12.0%      12 x 37.5cl 6.03

1890 Saniger Reserva Brut - Masia Mayol Xarel-lo/Macabeu/Parellada 2014  12.5%      6  8.84

1888 Loxarel Reserva Familar Brut - Masia Mayol Xarel-lo/Macabeu/Parellada 2009  12.0%      6  15.41

1890 Saniger Reserva Brut - Masia Mayol Xarel-lo/Macabeu/Parellada 2008  11.5%      6 x 150cl 20.57

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1891 Loxarel 999 Brut Nature - Masia Mayol Pinot Noir/Xarel-lo  2014  12.5%      6  9.63

Rosé

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

SPAIN - RIAS BAIXAS

1895 Feitizo da Noite Brut - Bodegas Pablo Padin Albariño NV  12.0%      4  17.62

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Penedes, Spain

Masia Can Mayol is one of a number of producers who no longer apply 
the description Cava to their sparkling wines. They are now labelled 
as ‘Methode Traditionnelle’ and ‘DO Penedès’; a decision based on the 
desire to guarantee quality. Cava is a ‘production’ DO administered in 
Madrid, not a regional one. As an ‘appellation’, DO Penedès guarantees 
at least 12 months ageing (not 9 months required for Cava) and allows 
more autonomous varieties eg Xarel-lo Vermell used in the rosé. Masia 
Can Mayol believe that under this DO they can become distinct from low 
quality and low price Cavas.

Located high in the mountains, 50ha of vines are given to environmentally 
friendly production in 70 year old vineyards. Emphasis is on the 
traditional Xarel-lo varietal (hence the brand name) whilst Chardonnay 
and Pinot Noir have been introduced in recent years.

With the know-how of four generations of winemakers to call upon, the 
vines have a minimal treatment of organic fertiliser once every three to 
four years with a determination not to over-work the soil. Thus, production 
is of high quality and low yields in line with their bio-dynamic principles.

Masia Can Mayol

Loxarel Reserva
Xarel·lo, Macabeu and Chardonnay aged over 28 months 
with no dosage or sulphites added after disgorging. 
Fruity aromas, light with a fi ne, crisp mouthfeel.

Saniger Reserva
standard blend of Xarel-lo, Macabeu and Parellada 
with over 15 months ageing and has a fullish rich and 
rounded style with a little dosage.

Loxarel Reserva Familiar
aged for 48 months, made completely by hand and only 
disgorged when ordered. Light in taste and complex 
with almond pastry notes, fi nishing clean and elegant.

999 Rosé
is made from Pinot Noir and Xarel-lo Vermell (red Xarel-
lo). Bottle aged for 15 months, fairly full in colour and 
taste, where raspberry and other red fruits dominate.
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Rias Baixas, Spain

Pablo Padin

Bodegas Pablo Padín, began making artisanal wine following the 
traditional methods employed by the family, however, the evolution of their 
business allowed them to introduce advanced technology and modern 
infrastructures, whose results are high quality Albariño wines. 

Part of this innovation lies in experimentation, none more so than in their 
decision to create the fi rst sparkling Albarino - an original concept for 
Rías Baixas wines and a surprisingly scuessful wine, full of personality. 

The grapes are picked by hand, and production is limited to just a few 
hundred cases each vintage. Quality and character is assured by being 
made according to the traditional Méthode Champenoise producing its 
secondary fermentation in bottle

Feitizo da Noite means ‘Spell of the Night’, in Galician, and evokes the 
enigmatic and intriguing essence of a sparkiling Albariño; the magic 
trapped in its bubbles and its elegant, seductive and sophisticated nature, 
without forgetting its Galician roots.

The ‘Gato Negro’ references the magical Black Cat, so often the 
companion of the Bruja (witch) in Galician,and Western European 
folklore.

Feitizo da Noite - Albariño
sparkling Brut; a fresh wine, with a very refi ned 
character notable for its creamy mouth-feel and a light 
crispness that makes it perfect to drink as an aperitif or 
accompanying light foods.

Awards Feitizo
Silver - Concours des Oenologues de France 2015
Bronze - International Wine Challenge 2015
Bronze - Decanter World Wine Awards 2015
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PROSECCO
ITALY - VENETO

1832 Mionetto Frizzante Glera NV  11.0%      24 20cl can 2.64 

1825 Mionetto Spumante - Brut, DOC Glera NV  11.0%      24 20cl bottle 2.78

1820 La Pieve Frizzante - DOC Glera NV  11.0%      6  8.16

1830 FuoriBolla - Brut, DOC Glera NV  11.0%      6  8.65 

1821 La Pieve Spumante - Extra Dry, DOC Glera NV  11.0%      6  8.70

1809 Conegliano-Valdobbiadene - Extra Dry, DOCC Glera NV  11.5%      6  10.90

White code  wine  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1824 Mionetto Vivo - Extra Dry  NV  11.5%      24 20cl bottle 3.05

1822 Mionetto Vivo - Extra Dry  NV  11.0%      6  6.99

Rosé



Veneto, Italy

The Ora Wine Project was born in late summer 2010 during a convivial 
aperitif whilst viewing the stunning landscape of the Prosecco Superiore 
vineyards from Cison di Valmarino’s Castelbrando restaurant. Young 
founders and school friends Elia Dal Cin and Mattia Solinas (pictured 
right) were both born in the famous Conegliano-Valdobbiadene DOCG 
area.

Elia became an art student and interior designer. Mattia studied fi ve 
years at Royal School of Viticulture and Oenology in Conegliano and then 
Economics and Management. Their idea, vision and dream was of an 
innovative and dynamic approach with a brand that can best represent 
them - artistically and viticulturally - and promote their own birthplace. 

Ora own 16ha in Conegliano-Valdobbiadene, though as they are bottled 
outside the area they have only a DOC designation. Optimum winemaking 
techniques are used: harvest is by hand, the best grapes are carefully 
selected and the most modern vinifi caton of the ‘charmat’ method is 
employed.

‘Fuoribolla’ is an expression used in Veneto to indicate a non perfect 
inclination of a plane and surface but also, fi guratively, to address a 
person who thinks and acts in unconventional ways, ‘outside of the box’.

“Imperfection is the new perfection” is the wine’s motto. As bubbles don’t 
follow a fi xed and predetermined path, elegance and perfection can be 
reached by unpredictable and imperfect ways.

Fuoribolla is Mattia and Elia’s homage to the ‘creative insanity’ that 
distinguishes their young and unconventional style and approach to 
wines.

Ora Wine Group

Fuoribolla - Glera
made by the Martionotti-Charmat method from 100% 
Glera (Prosecco) grapes with 12g/ltr. Typical fruity notes 
of apple, peach and fl owers like acacia; it is dry, fresh, 
light in body and well-balanced.
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Veneto, Italy

The origins of Prosecco have ancient roots and date back at least as far 
as Roman times. The success of the wine, even in those ancient days, has 
given a strong boost to the development of viticulture and enology in the 
whole north-east of Italy. 

Mionetto are based in the beautiful hills of Valdobbiadene, founded in 
1887 by inspired master winemaker Francesco Mionetto. Coupled with 
close ties to the culture of its native region, his legacy continues to be 
refl ected in the La Pieve and Mionetto labels. 

In its 130 years of history, Mionetto has become a fl agship for the area 
and a shining example of Prosecco production on the international scene. 

Passion, tradition, research and excellence are the fundamental values of 
this unique winery and brand, with its unmistakable style.

Mionetto

La Pieve Spumante
La Pieve has a straw yellow colour with an intense and 
characteristic fl oral fragrance. It is fresh, harmonious 
and pleasantly lively on the palate. 
Also available as Frizzante in screwcap

Mionetto Vivo Rose
is a lovely sparkling wine that is deeply coloured and 
soft textured with plenty of sweet fruit character and a 
gentle fi zz.
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SPARKLING
GERMANY

1700-1 Sohnlein Brillant - Trocken Schmitt Söhne NV  11.0%      6  7.73

White code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1702-1 Sohnlein Brillant - Halbtrocken Schmitt Söhne NV  11.0%      6  7.73

Red

FRANCE

1805 De Perriere - Brut Boisett NV  12.0%      6  9.22

Rosé code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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3079 Tapiz - Bodegas Fincas Patagonicas     Torrontés 2015  13.5%      12  9.27

White

3068 Tucumen - Budeguer Malbec 2015  13.5%      12  8.44

3069 Tucumen - Budeguer Cabernet Sauvignon 2015  13.5%      12  8.44

3078 Tapiz - Bodegas Fincas Patagonicas Malbec 2016  11.0%      12  9.27

3078-1 Tapiz Reserve - Bodegas Fincas Patagonicas Malbec 2013  11.0%      6  12.86

Red

code  wine - producer varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

ARGENTINA

MENDOZA

3078-2 Tapiz Rosé - Bodegas Fincas Patagonicas Malbec 2015  14.0%      12  9.27

Rosé

SAN JUAN

3064 Incienso - San Juan de la Frontera Malbec 2015  13.5%      12  6.21

Red code  wine - producer varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Mendoza, Argentina 

The Budeguer family have their roots in sugar cane production in the 
Tucumán region of Argentina. Juan José Budeguer realised his dream 
to have his own winery when, in 2005,100ha of land in Maipú was 
purchased and planted with vines. The fi rst harvest was in 2008 and they 
began building their own winery in Agrelo, 35km south of Mendoza City, 
in 2011.

Water for irrigation is drawn from a specially constructed reservoir and 
the Andes, 60-100km away, form an impressive backdrop to the winery. 
Winemaker Juan Manuel Mallea, previously worked worldwide in wineries 
from Ribera del Duero to Australia. He has been in charge since the fi rst 
harvest and 2012 saw Budeguer awarded the accolade of Best New 
Mendoza Winery.

Grapes for Tucumen Malbec and Cabernet come from their 110ha estate 
in Maipú (they have a further 20ha in Agrelo). The soils are silty, alluvial 
sand, and river rock, the climate Continental and warmer than other parts 
of the region.

Taking its name from the Budeguer family home in TUCUmán and their 
winery home in MENdoza, the Tucumen label was commissioned from 
leading designer Guillo Milia. The colours are inspired by the painted 
houses of the old town of Boca, and the typefaces from old street posters 
of the 1930s and 40s with the aim to refl ect both the Mendoza and 
Tucumán regions. The collage conveys the cultures, styles, colours and 
textures of the two lands whilst highlighting the exciting, bright, fun and 
expressive nature of the wines.

Bodegas Budeguer

Tucumen - Malbec
is vinifi ed to a medium intensity to emphasise fruit and 
softness; a short contact with new American oak gives
light vanilla and toast notes making a very approachable 
style of Malbec.

Tucumen - Cabernet Sauvignon
has spicy and pepper notes along with black fruits and
eucalyptus; vanilla from the American oak is well 
integrated and adds to the sweet and delicate impact of 
its tannins.
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San Juan, Argentina 

San Juan de la Frontera is a close-knit family business who can trace 
their credentials back to their winemaking grandfather who emigrated 
to Argentina from Italy in the late 1900s. Their father bought their fi rst 
vineyards in 1977 and in 2002 they added a winery. This dated from the 
1950’s so was kitted out with modern, Italian made, equipment.

San Juan de la Frontera is located in the Tulum Valley at the foot of the
Andes. It has a semi-desert climate and vines depend on snow melt from
the mountains for irrigation. which is drawn from rivers and underground.

The vineyard’s focus on Malbec - 54ha are planted, along with 18ha 
of Cabernet Sauvignon and 15ha of Tannat. There are smaller areas 
of Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot, Tempranillo and, as befi ts their Italian 
heritage, Bonarda and Aglianico. A minimum use of chemicals is 
practiced in the vineyards.

The winery, overseen by Carlos, head winemaker who has been in charge 
since 2002, is capable of vinifying up to 2.5million litres and only grapes 
grown in their own estates are used for their wines. 

The consultant winemaker is Daniel Ekkert, previously with Cruz de Piedra
and Bodegas Argento, and renowned for his work with the Malbec varietal.

There are two contrasting labels - the classically designed Incienso or
the more contemporary looking Scribble.

San Juan de la Frontera

Incienso - Malbec
with 5% Tannat added, is soft and nicely balanced 
between sweet fruit and dry tannins. Black fruits, spice 
and mocha entice the nose and palate which is rounded 
off with creamy vanilla notes.
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Mendoza, Argentina 

Fincas Patagonicas was built in 1999 when the Californian company
Kendall Jackson expanded into Argentina, The winery was bought in 2003
by the Argentine family Ortiz who already had vineyards in the region.

They have successfully changed the direction of the Tapiz brand, from 
one aimed at the American market to wines with international appeal. 
Tapiz markets itself as “Argentine heritage with cosmopolitan fl air” 
showcasing the extraordinary qualities of contemporary Argentine 
winemaking.

A combination of a diversity of terroir in 140ha of vineyards, one of the 
most technological wineries in Argentina and an emphasis on quality fruit 
and structure has produced a range of classically styled, award winning 
wines. They can be considered as textbook interpretations of the varietals.
Jean Claude Berrouet, winemaker at Ch. Petrus from 1964 - 2007, now 
acts as a consultant both to Tapiz and to the famous Bordeaux Château.

Bodegas Fincas Patagonicas

Tapiz - Malbec
8 months in oak with an exceptional concentration of 
fruit. A powerful nose with aromas of red berries, black 
fruits and raspberries plus a good fi rm structure.

Tapiz Reserve - Malbec
14 months ageing in French and American oak; aromas 
of red mature fruit combined with touches of vanilla 
and chocolate. Smooth in the mouthfeel, balanced, 
with velvety and sweet tannins.

Tapiz - Torrontés
reveals delicate and intense aromas of fl owers and
tropical fruits. It is fresh and well balanced with a round 
and persistent fi nish.

Tapiz Rosé - Malbec
an intense rosé colour; a seductive nose with a full fruit 
character, touches of ripe cherries and delicate fl oral 
hues. Fresh, balanced with a long aftertaste.
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AUSTRALIA
SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIA

2885 Waterstop Station - McPherson Chardonnay NV  13.0%      12  5.65

1790 Scribble - McPherson Verdelho 2016  tbc      6  5.70

White code  wine - producer varietal   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2886 Waterstop Station - McPherson Shiraz NV  14.5%      6  5.65

Red

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

1764 Woolpunda - Byrne Vineyards Chardonnay 2016  13.5%      6  6.84

White code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1765 Woolpunda - Byrne Vineyards Shiraz 2015  14.5%      6  6.84

1765 Woolpunda - Byrne Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  14.0%      6  6.84

Red
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South Australia

Byrne Vineyards has resulted from three generations of hard toil in 
the vineyards. In 1963, Eric and Romla Byrne purchased the Devlin’s 
Pound property near Overland Corner in South Australia and planted this 
limestone based vineyard to a range of grape varieties, most notably 
Shiraz, Cabernet and Chardonnay. In 1995 they aquired the Morgan 
(Scotts Creek) vineyard which was established by then owners Penfold’s, 
under the guidance of Max Schubert, during the 1970s. Due its close 
proximity to the Barossa, excellent limestone soils and ideal climate these 
vineyards were for premium wine production. 

So, having originally grown grapes for other major wineries, Byrne 
Vineyards started producing its own wines from the estate vineyards in 
2008. It has gone from strength to strength winning many accolades.

Eric and Romla’s sons Rob and Terry Byrne are now joined by Rob’s 
daughter Petria and have continued the family passion for wine, vineyards 
and viticulture, Winemaker Peter Gajewski brings a wealth of experience 
to his role including a term as senior winemaker at Penfolds.

Woolpunda originates from a beautiful vineyard with breathtaking views 
once used for sheep farming - the word Punda means water.

Byrne Vineyards

Woolpunda - Chardonnay 
Delicate straw in colour, with a fragrant honeydew 
melon and perfumed citrus blossom aromas lead to 
consistent fl avours of melon and stone fruits. Providing 
a mouth fi lling palate with a lingering fi nish. 

Woolpunda - Shiraz
Deep crimson in colour, with ripe cassis and plum 
aromas, accompanied by spices and subtle oak. A full 
bodied palate intense with raspberry and mulberry 
fruits and with anise and mocha accents.

Woolpunda - Cabernet Sauvignon
Dark cherry red with juicy blackberry fruit aromas that 
have soft notes of vanilla and cedar. Full bodied and 
rich, with smooth hints of French oak, are ideal with 
barbecued meats and stir fries. 
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South East Australia

McPherson Wines had its beginnings in 1968 when Andrew McPherson, 
with his father Jock, fi rst started winemaking, swiftly earning a reputation 
as true innovators in the country’s blossoming wine industry. 

In 1974, Andrew began winemaking in his own right, and has spent his 
working life to date in the wine industry. He lives in the beautiful hills 
of the Strathbogie Ranges overlooking the vines that grow their most 
famous wine, the Basilisk Shiraz Mourvedre.

1993 saw the establishment of McPhersons fi rst vineyard holdings in the 
Murray Darling region near Mildura. The Murray Darling is so named for 
the two great rivers that run through the region   the Murray River and 
the Darling River. One of the most signifi cant grape growing areas in 
Australia, the region is over 350km wide (east to west) and is renowned 
for its production of soft, generously fl avoured wines - giving consistency, 
reliability and value for money.

The winery is situated just outside the town of Nagambie in Central 
Victoria. Winemaker Jo Nash worked under Andrew McPherson’s tutelage, 
and in 2011 she was appointed chief winemaker at McPherson Wines.

McPherson Wines provide the juice for these wines in line with their 
uncompromising quest for quality and commitment. Over the years they 
have maintained the high standard of winemaking and aim to consistently 
over deliver at every price point.

McPherson Wines

Water Stop - Shiraz
soft and rounded with ripe plums and blackberries and 
a light spicy twist to end with.

Water Stop - Chardonnay 
ripe fl avours of melon and peaches, a full texture and 
yet a crisp and nicely rounded feel.

Scribble - Verdelho
plenty of pineapple and tropical fruit - create your own 
tasting notes or scribble oodles of doodles!
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AUSTRALIA
CLARE VALLEY

1715 Four Buckets - Sevenhill Chardonnay 2016  12.0%      6  9.80

1705 Inigo - Sevenhill Riesling 2016  10.5%      6  11.90

1704-1 Inigo - Sevenhill Verdelho 2014  12.0%      6  11.90 

White code  wine - producer varietal      vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1716 Four Buckets - Sevenhill Touriga/Shiraz/Malbec 2014  13.5%      6  9.80

1709-1 Inigo - Sevenhill  Barbera 2012  14.0%      6  11.90

1710-1 Inigo - Sevenhill  Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  13.5%      6  11.90

1711 Inigo - Sevenhill  Shiraz 2014  15.0%      6  11.90

1713 St Ignatius - Sevenhill Cabernet/Merlot/Malbec 2012  15.0%      6  17.12

1712 Brother John May Reserve - Sevenhill Shiraz 2009  15.5%      6  28.11

Red

EDEN VALLEY

1718 Not Your Grandma’s Riesling - Chaffey  Riesling 2016  12.0%      6  10.60

White code  wine - producer varietal      vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Clare Valley, Australia

Sevenhill Cellars were the fi rst winery to be established in the Clare 
Valley. In 1851 a small number of Austrian immigrants purchased 100 
acres of land, naming it Sevenhills after the seven hills of Rome.

The fi rst grapes grown by the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) were to provide 
sacremental wine. Sevenhill are the only remaining Jesuit-owned winery 
in Australia, the wines support their Missions charitable work.

The now 72ha of vineyards are planted with 20 grape varieties, the 
average age of the low yield vines is 75 years. An altitude of 400m 
ensures cool nights during the hot summer months, critical to the rich 
and concentrated ripening of the fruit.  

Winemaker Liz joined Sevenhill Cellars for the 2006 vintage and 
immediately made her mark winning International Awards on her fi rst 
vintages.

Sevenhill Cellars

Four Buckets - Chardonnay 
unoaked with lifted aromas of grapefruit and citrus 
peel, followed by delightful fl avours of lemon, vanilla 
and honeydew melon on the palate. The fi nish is crisp.

Four Buckets - Touriga Nacional/Shiraz/Malbec
an easy-drinking, mellow blend of medium weight with 
a deep, inky colour, attractive plum and red berry fruit 
and spicy tannins with earthy notes on the palate.

St Ignatius - Cab Sauv/Merlot/Malbec/ Cab Franc
An elegant, classic ‘Bordeaux blend’made from 
premium fruit and aged in old and new French oak.
Dense, dark berry fl avours and concentrated spicy 
fruits fi nished with smooth vanilla oak.

Brother John May - Shiraz 
Br. John May, Jesuit Winemaker, has personally 
selected this Shiraz as being the fi nest red wine made 
at Sevenhill from the vintage. Old vines and craft 
winemaking including fermentation in open slate vats 
and basket pressing.
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Clare Valley, Australia

The Inigo range honours St Ignatius, the Jesuits’ founder and features 
estate grown single varietals. The label’s deep grey colour was chosen 
to connect with the widely seen local slate - used not just as building 
materials but for the unique, and irreplaceable, slate vats and fermenters 
that are perfect for controlling the temperature during the winemaking.

At Sevenhill, they combine the natural advantages of the region’s climate 
and terroir with a commitment to maintaining low yields from their 95 
hectares of vineyards. This approach means their winemakers work with 
fruit that is rich and concentrated, qualities that fl ow through to the 
elegant fl avour and structure of our wines

The Inigo range are a perferect representation of that methodology..

Sevenhill Cellars

Inigo - Verdelho
Clare’s climate has many similarities with the 
Portuguese region producing much riper Verdelho  
wines; fresh and vibrant with a fruit sweetness. 

Inigo - Barbera
Low cropping (70% of the young bunches are discarded)
with higher tannins than the softer Italian style; 
aromatic bouquet of sweet spices with herbal notes.

Inigo - Cabernet Sauvignon
Often regarded as Clare Valley’s fi nest red, matured 
in French oak barrels; prominent red berry fruits with 
hints of violets and a palate of blackcurrant and spice.

Inigo - Shiraz 
Plots of Sevenhill Shiraz vines are 170 years old, 
some of the oldest in Australia, pre-dating phylloxera.  
Wonderfully concentrated with plenty of ripe fruit.

Inigo - Riesling
A typical cool climate style with just 2gm residual 
sugar: highly aromatic orange and honey blossom is 
followed by a crisp palate.
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Eden Valley, Australia

Chaffey Bros. Wine Co. are winemaking brothers-in-law Daniel Chaffey 
Hartwig and Theo Engela. Daniel is the most recent of the Chaffey 
descendants to ply their ancient trade. 

Barossa born and bred, he was immersed in the wine business from an 
early age and spent 11 years working as a wine consultant to Australia’s 
leading winemakers. 

The creation of Chaffey Bros. Wine Co. represents the fruition of a life 
long dream. In 2012, Daniel was joined by brother-in-law Theo as the 
other “Chaffey Brother”.

Their wines make statements as bold as the avant-garde labels! Minimal 
intervention winemaking emphasises pure structured fruit and utilises the 
lost art of judicious small batch blending. The results epitomise the new 
style of Barossa and Eden Valleys.

The Eden Valley is a unique region where the Riesling vine can interpret 
the rocky soils with an extraordinary interplay of fl oral aromas, steely 
minerality and lemon and lime acidity. 

This expressive grape rewards winemaking restraint to deliver detailed 
and compelling fl avours. The resulting wine retains a purity of fruit that 
accurately refl ects how delicious the ripe grapes are on the vine.

Chaffey Bros.

Not Your Grandma’s - Riesling
an aromatic lift of lemongrass and lime combines 
with a light spritz on the palate, which delivers quite 
powerful fruit with a lovely length and a minerality and 
apple blossom fi nish.
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3321 Rayun - Sutil Family Wines  Sauvignon Blanc 2016  12.0%      12  5.54

3310 Cantus - Viña Indomita  Sauvignon Blanc 2016  12.5%      12  5.70

3311 Cantus - Viña Indomita  Chardonnay 2016  12.5%      12  5.70

White

3322 Rayun - Sutil Family Wines   Merlot 2015  13.0%      12  5.54

3312 Cantus - Viña Indomita Merlot 2016  13.0%      12  5.70

3313 Cantus - Viña Indomita Cabernet Sauvignon 2016  13.0%      12  5.70

Red

code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CHILE
VALLE CENTRAL

3314 Cantus - Viña Indomita Cabernet Sauvignon 2016  12.5%      12  5.70

Rosé

3328 Chono - Sutil Family Wines Carmenère 2013  14.0%      6  8.86

Red

COLCHAGUA

code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Valle Central, Chile 

Viña Indomita was founded with a specifi c objective to differentiate itself 
from other makor Chilean wine producers. Led by Roberto Carranca, the 
young and dynamic winemaking team at Indomita skillfully craft wines 
from a stunning new winery, perched overlooking the vineyards with 
cellars partially built into the hillside. 

State-of-the-art thermostatic stainless steel tanks control the 
fermentation process to the utmost degree and the results are of 
consistent high quality..

‘Cantus’ is latin for ‘Singing’ and was used an adjective for any organised 
activity when mixing traditional folk singing with drinking! These loose 
traditions harkback to the early Middle Ages in Europe and which these 
same Europeans brought with them to Latin America.

The Cantus range are designed to offer tasty, straight forward and 
accessible single varietal wines, perfect for sipping and singing.

Vina Indomita

Cantus - Merlot
has well defi ned varietal aromas with plenty of plum 
and blackcurrant fruit: a fruity, easy drinking wine.

Cantus - Cabernet Sauvignon
incredibly pure and ripe fruit with rich cassis and
sweet spices; subtle tannins and the fi nish rounded.

Cantus - Sauvignon Blanc
has an intense, expressive citrus nose and wonderful
fruit balanced with delicate herbaceous notes.

Cantus - Chardonnay
is wonderfully fresh and fruity - full of delicious, ripe,
peachy fl avours and a lively, zesty, mouthfeel.

Cantus Rosé - Cabernet Sauvignon
is ruby pink coloured, fresh and fruity on the nose with 
mouthfi lling red fruits giving a silky soft fi nish.
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Valle Central, Chile 

Sutil is a family owned company which has been in constant search of 
quality in their wines. The wines they make are a clear expression of a 
very committed team who work with the best fruit coming from the most 
well-known wine producing regions in Chile.

The winery was founded by Juan Sutil and Diego Garcia de la Huerta, who 
was the lead winemaker until his death in 2010. The Sutil family remain 
directly involved in the business on a daily basis. Juan Sutil’s passion 
for wine encouraged him to start planting vines in the early 80s and 
establish Viña Sutil in 2000.

Located in Peralilo, in the heart of the Colchagua valley, with over 500ha 
planted in Chile’s best known regions, the winery receives fruit from 
surrounding vineyards and areas. It has a large capacity - 7,179,000 ltr, - 
a proportion of which is matured in French and American oak barrels.

The wines are blended from the Limarí, Maipo, and Colchagua Valleys 
and offer tremendous delicacy and complexity that demonstrate the 
authenticity of their enology.

Rayun is a word that a native Chilean people, the Mapuche, use to talk 
about the fl owering of a plant, or to wish good portents.  The word itself 
means “Bloom”; for Sutil, Rayun is the birth of a new wine that wishes 
well to everyone who drinks it!

Sutil Family Wines

Rayun - Sauvignon Blanc
has aromas of pineapple, and citrus, a striking clean 
palate with balanced acidity and a good aftertaste.

Rayun - Merlot
exhibits a bouquet of cherry and raspberry and some 
fl oral notes. A balanced wine for very easy drinking.

Scribble - Malbec
bright, characterful and cheerful - create your own 
tasting notes or scribble oodles of doodles!
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MAIPO

3315 Cantus Reserva - Viña Indomita  Sauvignon Blanc  2016  12.5%      12  6.55

3326 Chono - Sutil Family Wines Sauvignon Blanc 2015  13.5%      6  8.86

White code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CHILE
CASABLANCA & LEYDA

3316 Cantus Reserva - Viña Indomita  Pinot Noir 2014  13.5%      12  6.65

Red

3329 Chono - Sutil Family Wines Syrah 2012  13.5%      12  8.86

Red code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

LIMARI

3317 Cantus Reserva - Viña Indomita  Carmenère 2015  13.5%      12  6.65

3327 Chono - Sutil Family Wines Cabernet Sauvignon  2012  14.0%      6  8.86

Red code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Casablanca & Maipo, Chile 

The spirit of Viña Indómita is present in every corner of its imposing 
winery constructed in Casablanca that offers unrivalled views to the 
valley and a barrel cellar dug into the hill where guests can appreciate 
sophisticated wines that refl ect the land and region where they are grown.

The winery works hard to protect the environment including; the 
generation of renewable energies; measures geared at using resources 
like water and energy effi ciently; the use of light bottles to reduce carbon 
emissions and conservation programmes to protect the native forest, fl ora 
and fauna.

The Indomita winery is 80km from Santiago and 40km from Valparaiso on 
the coast. It has 400ha of vineyards in Maipo - famous for its Carmenère 
production - and 200ha in Casablanca - the cool climate region that 
excels in growing Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir.

The Cantus Reserva levels offers a quality upgrade for the basic entry 
level varietals. Often produced with fi rst press juice, hand selected 
vineyard plots and with longer ageing in bottle before release.

They offer a signifi cant increase in ripeness, character and fruit, without 
compromising on price.

Vina Indomita

Cantus Reserva - Pinot Noir
shows wild strawberry and raspberry fruits dominating 
a soft palate which leads through to an assertive fi nish
with hints of raspberry and vanilla.

Cantus Reserva - Carmenère
has concentrated, plummy fruit, touches of chocolate 
and spice. The palate is full bodied and the fi nish has 
good tannins and structure.

Cantus Reserva - Sauvignon Blanc
is pure, exuberant and fruity. Packed full of grassy, 
tropical fruit with a lovely tangy fi nish - an impressive 
‘step-up’ from entry level Sauvignon.
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Casablanca, Limari, Maipo,  

Chono was pioneered by Sutil’s famous winemaker Alvaro Espinoza. He 
was awarded the International Wine Challenge “Wine Personality of the 
Year” in 2007. Over time he developed a wine philosophy that Chile had 
exceptional regional potential that required very specifi c planting and 
matching of grape to soil.

Chono wines represent the nomadic spirit of viticulture that invites us 
on an adventure through Chile’s fi nest terroirs in constant search for 
new places and experiences. These wines come from specifi c blocks of 
vineyards in the Limarí, Casablanca, Colchagua, and Maipo Valleys.

Chono is, therefore, a proposition of terroirs, where each variety comes 
from very careful lot selection of the best grapes from the best regions. 
They are Single Vineyard wines of great expression that lead consumers 
to an amazing journey along the most important and well-known D.O.s of 
Chile.

Sutil Family Wines

Chono - Syrah
is made in an elegant style with velvety tannins from 12 
months in oak. It gives fl oral and lavender aromas plus 
smokey notes within the usual ripe fruit and spice.

Chono - Cabernet Sauvignon
a plethora of cherries, raspberries, vanilla, coconut and 
spice with a hint of cinnamon. Its elegant toasted notes 
from 12 months in oak confer potency and complexity.

Chono - Carmenère
plum, blackberry and cassis aromas plus hints of spice 
and black pepper. 12 months in French and American 
oak gives a soft, rounded wine with pleasant tannins.

& Colchagua, Chile 

Chono - Sauvignon Blanc
has an extremely expressive nose with aromas of 
grapefruit, asparagus and green pepper. It is juicy and 
very fresh with a pleasant and balanced crispness.
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FRANCE
LANGUEDOC

2033 Octerra - GCF Chardonnay/Viognier 2016  13.5%      6  6.20

2060 Père et Fils - Laurent-Miquel Chardonnay 2016  13.0%      6   6.80

2065 Solas - Laurent-Miquel  Viognier 2016  13.0%      6   7.40 

2115 H&B Languedoc Blanc - Hecht & Bannier  Picpoul/Roussanne/Grenache 2015  13.0%      6   8.12

White

2034 Les Vignerons - GCF Carignan/Syrah 2016  12.5%      6  5.80

2061 Père et Fils - Laurent-Miquel Merlot 2015  13.5%      6  6.80

2066 Solas - Laurent-Miquel  Syrah 2016  13.5%      6  7.40 

2116-1 H&B Languedoc Rouge - Hecht & Bannier Syrah/Grenache/Carignan 2014  14.0%      6  8.12

Red

code  wine - producer varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

organic

2062 Père et Fils Rosé - Laurent-Miquel Cinsault/Syrah 2016  12.5%      6  6.80

Rosé

2210 Clos La Coutale   Malbec/Merlot  2015  13%      6  7.96

Red
code  wine - producer varietal    vintage         abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan       award      case size    £ price

 CAHORS
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Languedoc, France

Les Grand Chais de France is the No.1 privately owned winemaker in
France. Founded by Joseph Helfrich in 1979, they have been making
wines in the Languedoc-Roussillon region for nearly 30 years.

Gently rocked by the Tramontane and Marin winds, the vineyards benefi t
from an ideal Mediterranean climate and a kaleidoscope of soils of
different hues.

Octerra is a perfect blend of 2 classic Languedoc white grapes;
Chardonnay & Viognier. Designed to be an accesible, fruit driven white
suitable for any occasion.

Octerra - Chardonnay/Viognier
displaying the characteristics of these varietals, the 
wine has a fi ne, fruity bouquet and delicious notes of 
tropical fruits and a harmonious and crisp fi nish.

Languedoc, France

From the vine to the barrel, the vinifi cation of the wine is monitored by
seasoned oenologists who are always ready to take up new challenges –
a passion shared by all with the aim of achieving the very best in terms
of the typicality and quality for our wine.

They work every day to cultivate their vineyards, respecting nature and
using sustainable wine-growing techniques to maintain a fi ne balance
between tradition, knowledge and technology.

Les Vignerons is literally ‘The Vintners’ blend of 2 classic Languedoc red 
grapes Carignan & Syrah. Designed to be a soft, spicy red suitable for 
any occasion.

Les Vignerons

Les Vignerons - Carignan/Syrah
the powerful structure of Carignan is blended with a 
fruity Syrah giving a soft berried wine that fi nishes with 
a silky mouthfeel.

Octerra
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Languedoc, France

Laurent Miquel is a family-run estate based at Château Cazal Viel in Saint 
Chinian, originally acquired in 1791, which had previously been farmed 
by the monks of the nearby Abbey of Fontcaude. They also have another 
property, Château Les Auzines in Corbières.

Their drive towards quality began in the 1970s. Henri Miquel planted 
many new Syrah vines and rejuvenated old ones. Earning himself the title 
of “Mr Syrah” he delivered his fi rst solo vintage in 1980. In 1996 Henri 
was joined by his son Laurent, the 8th generation winemaker, as the fi rst 
plantings of the Viognier vines began to show great promise.

Their wines have been highly praised by Tim Atkin and Jancis Robinson 
from “the most reliable and forward looking winery in the Languedoc”.

Laurent Miquel

Solas - Syrah
aged for 6 months in oak barrels (20%); comparatively 
light nose and soft palate, its toned down spice and 
pepper character gives more focus to the berried fruits.

Père et Fils - Merlot
aged for 3 months in oak; light-medium bodied with 
some herbacious notes on the nose, showing berry fruit 
on the palate and soft tannins on the fi nish.

Père et Fils Rosé - Cinsault Syrah
pale pink in colour, this blend epitomises the best of 
southern French rosés, with a fresh, smooth texture 
and delicious red fruit fl avours.

Solas - Viognier
well-balanced with medium body. Aromas of stone 
fruits with hints of almond and honeysuckle and 
characteristic fruit fl avours of apricot and peach. 

Père et Fils - Chardonnay
matured on the lees in stainless steel tanks and light 
fi ltration before bottling: expressive aromas of exotic 
fruits with a hint of fennel and a long buttery fi nish.
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Languedoc, France

Maison Hecht & Bannier is a ‘Negociant Eleveur’ dedicated to sourcing 
and then blending wines from the Mediterrean regions. They started in 
2001 with partners Gregory Hecht and François Bannier assembling four 
cuvées of Southern France appellations. 

Convinced that the Roussillon to Provence region has not yet received 
the international recognition that it deserves for its quality and diverse 
vineyards, they have expanded their passion for blending and now visit 
hundreds of producers to select the best juice. Often the grapes come 
from vineyards in the cooler foothills where it isn’t unusual to see 
hundred year-old vines.

The goal is to have the H&B label become the bench-mark for wines in a 
range of appellations, allowing wine-lovers to discover the extraordinary 
quality and wealth of the region.

Each blend is usually based on 5 to 10 samples from the 15-30 that 
have been pre-selected; some very good wines are rejected because they 
do not express H&B’s vision of the appellation. The blend can change 
between vintages to remain true to each specifi c geographical origin, 
while emphasising particularly successful grapes or vineyards in each 
harvest.

Once the long selection process has come to an end, H&B then begin 
to create the blends and decide the ‘elevage’ options. The overiding aim 
is to conserve the typical Mediterranean strength in their wines while 
preserving balance and vitality for all the appellations produced.

Hecht & Bannier

H&B Blanc - Picpoul/Roussanne/Grenache Blanc
Picpoul brings its vivid character, which, blended with 
the Roussanne’s fullness delivers citrus fruits and white 
fl ower notes, that combine perfectly in an aromatic 
nose and rounded palate.

H&B Rouge - Syrah/Grenache/Carignan
a fruit driven wine, that’s matured exclusively in 
concrete tanks without any use of barrels, a lovely 
wine that reveals notes of red fruits and then spicy and 
peppery shades.
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Cahors, France

Clos La Coutale dates from 1850 and was replanted in 1885, 15 years 
after the phylloxera epidemic destroyed the entire Cahors region. It now 
covers 60ha and under the leadership of passionate winemaker Philippe 
Bernède has led a 30 year journey from tradition to modernity. 

The vineyards stand on the alluvial fl oor of the Lot river. Its soil is 
particulary suitable for vines, for it contains gravels, silicates and 
limestone clays. Because of the lie of the land, facing south-west, the 
estate is sheltered from the cold winds that blow from the “Causses” 
region (an upland plateau), and consequently it enjoys a micro-climate 
which ensures that the vines and their fruit fully ripen early in the season

The vines have an average age of 25 years and are grown organically 
without the use of chemical fertiliser or pesticides. The yield is on 
average 45hl/ha which enables regular quality over the years. According 
to tradition, the grapes are picked off from the stalks.

The vineyard is divided into a number of parcels, in order to produce a 
number of carefully selected wines. Each plot is vinifi ed separately with 
a long maceration. Fermentation is carried out in thermo-controlled 
vats, and, as befi ts a wine for laying down, the fermenting process takes 
place at a temperature of 28°C (80°F) over a period of 15-18 days. 
Regular “pigeage’’ (breaking-up of the layer formed on top of the juice) 
ensure maximum extraction for the bouquet and the fruit. These wines are 
blended in the January following the harvest and aged in oak casks and 
barrels for 8 - 10 months to create a full balance between the tannins 
and the fruit.

The legendary ‘Black wine of Cahors’ is predominantly made from the 
Malbec grape - though in this region it is known as Côt or Auxerrois. Way 
before Argentina made the varietal ‘famous’, Malbec was an important 
grape in Bordeaux, and still is in the long-lived wines from Cahors - the 
1959 Clos La Coutale is still drinking superbly.

Clos La Coutale

Clos La Coutale - Malbec/Merlot;
made from 80% Malbec and 20% Merlot, the latter
adding refi nement to the bouquet and softening the 
power of the former, making it very drinkable in its 
youth. This wine will age well for up to 10 years.
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FRANCE
COTES DE GASCOGNE

2032 Le Havre de Paix Blanc U. Blanc/Sauvignon/Colombard 2015  11.0%      6  5.50

White code  wine - producer varietal     vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

2031 Le Havre de Paix Rouge  Grenache/Syrah 2015  12.5%      6  5.50

Red
code  wine - producer varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 AUDE

PICPOUL DE PINET

2091 Domaine de la Serre - Vignobles Montagnac  Picpoul 2015  12.5%      6  6.96

White code  wine - producer varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2118-1 H&B Provence Rosé - Hecht & Bannier Grenache/Cinsault/Syrah 2016  12.0%      6  9.10

2118M H&B Provence Rosé - Hecht & Bannier Grenache/Cinsault/Syrah 2016  12.0%      6 x 150cl 20.23

Rosé code  wine - producer varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

 COTES DE PROVENCE
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Cotes de Gascogne, France

Meaning ‘The Haven of Tranquility’, Le Havre de Paix evokes images of
warmth and sunshine. A traditional rural way of life far removed from
the hassle and stress of modern city living.

The region, located between the Landes forest and the Pyrénées
mountains, has an oceanic climate which has an ideal balance of
sunshine, rain and cool winds.

The white wines from Gascony have a classic light freshness, somewhat
reminiscent of White Bordeaux, but with a soft, smooth character.

Perfect House White

Le Havre de Paix 

Le Havre de Paix Blanc
well balanced with aromas of pear and apple, the palate 
is crisp and softly fruited with a lemon zest fi nish.

Aude, France

Here Le Havre de Paix references the beautiful rolling hills, coastal 
lagoons and hills of the Aude region of South West France, which 
includes the ancient cities of Carcassonne and Narbonne and the wine 
regions Minervois and Corbières where grapes have been cultivated for 
nearly 2000 years.

The grapes are sourced from vineyards in Languedoc-Roussillon
regions, from light, sandy, alluvial soils.

The reds of Aude are classically light, fruity and easy drinking.

Perfect House Red..

Le Havre de Paix 

Le Havre de Paix Rouge - Grenache/Syrah
soft, easy drinking, fruity wine of plum and damson 
fruit backed by a little spice and tannin on the fi nish.
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Picpoul de Pinet, France

Located in the historic centre of Languedoc, Vignobles Montagnac have 
been producing wine since 1937, comprising 500 winemakers from 8 
communes farming 2000ha of vineyards. 

The AC Picpoul de Pinet is a small area dedicated to growing the varietal. 
Set on a plateau just a few miles from the coast it is bordered by the Thau 
sea-lake on the south side and cliffs to the north into which the Hérault 
river has carved out deep gorges. The humid winds from the sea help 
the late maturation of the grape, and this, along with the limestone soils, 
makes for a zesty and aromatic wine. 

Les Vignobles Montagnac

Dom. de la Serre - Picpoul
is harvested at night to ensure maximum crispness 
of the fruit. This Picpoul is a delightful white wine, full 
of citrus vitality with a mineral backbone and a zippy, 
clean acidity.

H&B Rosé - Grenache/Cinsault/Syrah
a delightful pale pink rose with expressive fl oral notes 
backed by fennel and anise. It offers immense charm 
and minerality on the fi nish. The glass stopper makes 
for an innovative, faultless, closure.

Cotes de Provence, France

H&B’s grapes for this rosé are selected from the cooler parts of the 
upper Provence vineyards. The higher altitudes also allow a full maturity 
without excessive sugar. The blend is completed with grapes from the 
limestone foothills that add some minerality; and Cinsault, planted a few 
metres from the Mediterranean Sea, brings a subtle, salty and anise 
expression.

Vines are harvested at night between 3.00 - 9.00am in order to avoid 
oxidation and to preserve the fresh characteristics of the terroir and 
varietal. The Grenache and Syrah are macerated together in concrete and 
stainless steel tanks.

Hecht & Bannier
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FRANCE
ARDECHE

2075-0 Les Terrasses - Vignerons Ardéchois  Sauvignon/Grenache Blanc 2016  12.0%      6  5.75

14001 Cuvée Orélie - Vignerons Ardéchois   Sauvignon/Chardonnay 2015  12.5%      6   6.37

            

White

2077-0 Les Terrasses - Vignerons Ardéchois   Grenache/Syrah 2015  13.0%      6  5.75

14013 Gris de Cabernet - Vignerons Ardéchois Cabernet Sauvignon 2015  13.0%      6  6.23

Rosé

2076-0 Les Terrasses - Vignerons Ardéchois   Merlot/Syrah 2015  13.5%      6  5.75

Red

code  wine - producer varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

RHONE

2211 Coteaux du Pont du Gard - C d’Estézargues Grenache/Syrah 2015  14.0%      6  7.50

2206 Côtes du Rhône - C d’Estézargues Grenache/Syrah/Mourvédre 2015  14.0%      6  7.50

2208B Châteauneuf-du-Pape - Ch. Fargueirol Grenache/Syrah/Mourvédre 2013  15.0%      12  16.70

Red code  wine - producer varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

organic
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Ardeche, France

Vignerons Ardéchois is a group of co-operative wineries created in 1967 
and comprises of 14 cellars located in the southern half of the Ardèche. 
Most of the grapes harvested by its 1,500 members are transformed into 
wine at one of these sites. It is the largest single wine producer in the 
Rhône. Its control of 6,500ha of vineyards accounts for 85% of the vines 
planted in IGP Ardèche (formally Vin de Pays des Côteaux de l’Ardèche). It 
produces around 70% of all IGP wines within the Rhône- Alpes region and 
also AOC wines of Côtes du Rhône and Côtes du Vivarais.

The Ardèche borders the west of the Rhône. In the 1960s substantial 
government grants encouraged the returning ‘pieds noirs’ of Algeria to 
replant the vineyards. The harsh stony soils of the area are extremely 
fertile, allowing a large annual production without compromising quality.

“We are aiming for wine which has good fruit, an elegant palate and 
balance on the fi nish” states winemaker Luc Tallaron. Red grapes are 
sourced from sandstone terraces around the village of Rosières and 
white grapes from the limestone soils of Alba and Vogue.

Vignerons Ardechois

Les Terrasses White - Sauvignon/Grenache
boasts appetising fl oral and fruity aromas; the palate is 
fresh, with mineral nuances and discreet citrus notes.

Cuvée Orélie - Sauvignon/Chardonnay
light and supple with fl oral and grassy characteristics 
mixing with citrus fl avours on the palate.

Les Terrasses Rosé - Grenache/Syrah
is bright and vibrant; the fragrant bouquet exhales fruity 
aromas and the fi nish is dry.

Gris de Cabernet - Cabernet Sauvignon
has a light pink-orange hue with aromas of red and 
black fruits and a round and fresh fi nish.

Les Terrasses Red - Merlot/Syrah
is deep in both colour and taste; the palate is lively with 
a good, robust fruit driven structure.
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Rhone, France

Founded in 1965, Les Vignerons d’Estézargues is located in the Gard 
département on the ‘wrong’ side of the Rhône, some 20km west of 
Avignon. It handles fruit sourced from almost 400ha of vines, mostly 
classifi ed as either Côtes du Rhône or Côtes du Rhône Villages 
Signargues.
 
Unlike on the right bank of the river, the vineyards here are more 
dispersed and tend to be located in smaller pockets, often within 
individual clos, and surrounded by woodland. Rather than the mono-
culture of the plains to the east, the terrain here is more undulating with 
some moderate slopes. Whilst it is possible to fi nd the typical galets 
(shingle stones) of the region, the soils here are made up more of red 
clay and pebbles.
 
During the early 1990s, the co-operative moved towards a more 
qualitative approach and rather than selling wine off in bulk, began to 
concentrate on bottled sales, creating a range of ten individual domaine 
wines, sourced from the most signifi cant members.

In the cellar, only natural yeast fermentations are employed and sulphur 
levels are kept to an absolute minimum. Neither is there any fi ning or 
fi ltration on any of the red wines. Being one of the warmer pockets of 
the southern Rhône, the vines tend not to be under too much threat from 
rot and the crop arrives at the cellar in a healthy condition, which helps 
negate the use of additives; the natural alcohol and tannins within the 
wines adding to their stability.

Cave d’Estezargues

Côtes du Rhône - Grenache/Syrah/Mourvédre
50% Grenache, 30% Syrah and 20% Mourvédre blend 
gives a medium bodied wine with forward pepper and 
spice notes, a touch of liquorice and sweet fruit moving 
through to a mouth covering tarry fi nish.

Coteaux du Pont du Garde - Grenache/Syrah
an organic IGP blend with a forceful nose of pepper and 
liquorice and chewy, jammy prune and hedgerow fruits 
on the palate. The fi nish is smooth and slightly lighter 
with integrated tannins.
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Rhone, France

Châteauneuf-du-Pape is the largest and most important appellation in
the southern Rhône, with over 3,000 hectares of vineyards and easily 80
independant growers, Châteauneuf-du-Pape produces more wine than
the rest of northern Rhône in total.

The name literally translates to “The Pope’s New Castle” and, indeed,
the history of this appellation became fi rmly entwined with papal history
when Pope Clement V relocated the papacy to the town of Avignon in
1308.

This classic wine region famously produces marvelously ripe red
wines, perfectly combining both the heat and herbs of the south. This
basic style is then enhanced by the blending of the 14 permitted grape
varieties allowed, which includes Grenache, Mourvèdre and Syrah.

The characteristic terroir of Châteauneuf comes from a layer of stones
called “galets” (pebbles). The rocks are remnants of Alpine glaciers
that have been smoothed over millennia by the Rhône. The stone retains
heat during the day and releases it at night which can have an effect
of hastening the ripening of grapes. The stones can also serve as a
protective layer to help retain moisture in the soil during the dry summer
months.

Château Fargueirol and the Revoltier family have long wine connections.
The Revoltiers have been wine producers since 1340. Back in the 17th
century they owned Château Fargueirol although they had to leave during
the French Revolution. Joseph Revoltier returned in 1974, during a time
of wine crisis, to buy the old estate that included 10ha of vineyards.
They have now trippled the cultivated area thanks to hard work and
dedication, and have a traditional approach while keeping an open mind
to employing modern techniques.

Chateau Fargueriol

Ch. Fargueirol, Chateauneuf du Pape
60% Grenache, 20% Syrah 10% Mourvédre and 10% 
others - each varietal vinifi ed separately with 6-9 
months maturation in large oak barrels. Black cherry 
and spice nose, long and fruity palate, leathery fi nish. 
Ready to drink but can benefi t from years in the cellar.
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FRANCE

2095 Ch. Comigne  Syrah/Grenache/Mourvédre 2013  12.5%      6  6.70

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

 CORBIERES

2117-1 H&B Minervois - Hecht & Bannier Syrah/Grenache/Carignan 2014  14.0%      6  10.70

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

 MINERVOIS

2119 H&B Maury - Hecht & Bannier Grenache 2010  16.5%      6 x 50cl 13.85

Dessert code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

 MAURY
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Ch. Comigne - 30% Carignan, 30% Syrah, 20% 
Grenache, 10% Mourvédre, 10% Cinsault. 
intense, full and round, with hints of pepper and spices. 
The tannic structure is rich and smooth, which gives 
the wine a good ageing potential of fi ve years.

Corbieres, France

Château de Comigne is blended from several grape varieties that will 
vary from vintage to vintage. Aged in oak barrels, the wine has good 
storage potential and optimum drinking is 3-5 years after release. 

The vineyards from which the grapes are harvested include those of 
Château de Comyn. This estate was built in the XIII century for Louis XV 
and restored after Napoleon. Initially, it was the summer residence of 
French monarchs and used for hunting events, thanks to proximity of the 
forest. The estate has since been divided among several owners, but many 
historic buildings are still preserved including the church, manor house 
and former home of the priest. 

Chateau Comigne
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Minervois, France

H&B Minervois expresses the sun-fi lled and spicy personality of Syrah 
in harmony with the softness of Grenache and the intensity of Carignan. 
70% of the blend is aged in new, fi rst and second year oak barrels of 
differing sizes.

Most of the grapes are sourced from the dry areas of Les Mourels and 
Les Coteaux where the vines grow, along with the garrigue, on sandstone 
soils that are less sensitive to dryness. To the west, Syrah is planted in 
cooler places which take advantage of the oceanic infl uences. Growing 
on limestone clay soils, these grapes are able to withstand a dry year 
thanks to the clay subsoil’s water retention capacity. .

Hecht & Bannier

H&B Minervois - Syrah/Grenache/Carignan
reveals intense berry fruit fl avors dominated by the rich 
and peppery Syrah; this wine is exceptionally soft with 
silky fruitiness coming from the Grenache.

H&B Maury - Grenache
aromas of cherry, gingerbread and bramble, a palate 
of dark and candied fruit. Immediately enjoyable, it 
promises a long evolution and keeping for several decades, 
which will see it gain in complexity and richness.

Maury, France

Maury - a dark dessert wine - is made from very old and very low yielding 
vines of Grenache Noir, these grapes providing very high levels of 
concentration. 

There is a skill to fi nd balance in a wine which possesses a high level 
of sugar. This is achieved in two ways. Firstly the fermentation is stopped 
at a relatively low level of residual sugar (less than 100gr/l). Secondly, 
grapes with a deep tannic structure are selected and made into a big, 
dense wine whose fermentation is stopped by the addition of pure alcohol. 
After blending and ageing in oak casks, H&B Maury fi nds a perfect 
balance between sugar and tannins without a high acidity level.

Hecht & Bannier
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FRANCE
LOIRE - Haut-Poitou

2604 Le Bois de la Tour - Cave du Haut-Poitou       Sauvignon Blanc 2016  12.5%      12  7.17

White code  wine - producer varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

LOIRE - Cotes d’Auvergne

2058 Les Volcans - Selia-Saint Verny Vignobles        Chardonnay 2016   13.0%      6  7.90

White code  wine - producer varietal     vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

2059 Les Volcans - Selia-Saint Verny Vignobles  Gamay/Pinot Noir 2015  13.0%      6  7.90

Red

LOIRE - Sancerre & Pouilly Fume

13009 Sancerre - Dom. des Trois Noyers        Sauvignon Blanc 2016  13.0%      12  11.17

13021 Pouilly Fumé - Coteau des Girarmes   Sauvignon Blanc 2015  13.0%      12  11.17

White code  wine - producer varietal     vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

2622 Sancerre - Dom. des Trois Noyers        Pinot Noir 2015  13.0%      12  11.17

Rosé
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Haut-Poitou, Loire, France

The Loire Valley is among the oldest wine regions in Western Europe,
with archaeological evidence of vineyard plantations around the Nantes
area in Roman Times.

The Loire river, some 1000km long, has a signifi cant effect on the
mesoclimate of the region, adding the necessary extra few degrees of
temperature that allows grapes to grow when the areas to the north and
south of the Loire Valley have shown to be unfavourable to viticulture.

A characteristic of many Loire wines (both red and white) is the high
acidity which highlights the fresh, crisp fl avours of their youth, but many
can also develop futher complex charateristics with some bottle age.

AOC status was granted to Haut-Poitou in 2011 and covers a fairly small
area of 186ha hectares of vineyards to the north of Poitiers in the Vienne
- this is less than 20% of the total vines planted in the region

The vineyards are mostly on hillsides or the folds of the plateaux for
a better exposure to the sun. These“fi efs de vigne” are a grouping of
vineyards in islets and is characteristic of the Haut-Poitou region,

Haut-Poitou lies a short distance to the south of the Loire Valley,
near the town of Neuville-de-Poitou. Here the Sauvignon Blanc grape
offers much of the character of a Touraine, but with exceptional value
compared with the grand Sancerre or Pouilly-Fume.

Le Bois de la Tour is the result of a rigorous selection in the 10ha
vineyard.

Alliance Loire

Le Bois de la Tour - Sauvignon Blanc
very intense with aromas of lemon and exotic fruits 
with a crisp, citrus, mouthwatering fi nish. The 
expressive gooseberry and grassy fl avours retain an 
excellent balance and clean zingy fi nish. Capable of 
ageing 5 years.
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Les Volcans - Chardonnay
light lime on the nose develop into a more forward fruit 
salad character - the palate gives a little creaminess 
with a full fi nish backed by a crisp, mineral edge.

Cotes d’Auvergne, Loire, France

Cave Saint-Verny is the sole co-operative in the Puy-de-Dôme. Originally 
called Cave des Coteaux it was founded in 1950 and suffered a 
chequered history, coming close to being dissolved in the late 1980s. 

The Cave was rescued in 1991 by a 15 million Francs investment from 
Limagrain, Europe’s largest agricultural seed specialist. A new cellar with 
37 temperature controlled, stainless steel tanks replaced the concrete 
vessels in 1993, and was the fi rst in the region to install a de-stemming 
machine.

Resident oenologist Olivier Mignard has been at the Cave Saint-Verny 
since 1999 and has instigated a rigorous assessment of all the vineyards 
under his control - totalling 200ha and 115 adhérents meaning an 
average holding of less than two hectares per member.

Given the new interest in ‘Volcanic Wine’, Auverge is the largest volcanic 
area in Europe. Dormant volcanos form a line of peaks that not only 
infl uence the soil but provide a barrier to the westerly weather. 

The vineyards are located on the eastern edge of the chain stretching, 
intermittently, 80km and sharing the same latitude as Bordeaux and 
northern Rhone, although at a higher altitude.

Chardonnay is the only permitted white in the appellation, though the 
region’s main emphasis is on reds. Gamay and Pinot Noir are traditionally 
blended to give distinctive mineral wines which can be enjoyed at classic 
room temperature, but are even more pleasant when served slightly 
chilled.

Cave Saint-Verny

Les Volcans - Gamay/Pinot Noir
a 50/50 blend where the grapes are de-stemmed and 
fermeneted in tank but without any Beaujolais style 
carbonic-maceration. Cherry aromas, light, smooth 
mouthfeel with hedgerow fruits on the fi nish.
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Sancerre, Loire, France

Roger Reverdy’s small production winery, Domaine Trois Noyers, is based 
in the top village of Verdigny a few kilometers from Sancerre itself. “Trois 
Noyers” means“three walnut trees”.

The vineyard area covers 10ha and is divided into a majority of 
Sauvignon Blanc (about 7ha) for the Sancerre Blanc and rest planted 
with Pinot Noir for the Sancerre Rouge and Sancerre Rosé. The wines of 
Roger Reverdy Cadet & Fils are regular award winners at domestic and 
international tastings..

Roger Reverdy Cadet

Sancerre Rosé, Domaine des Trois Noyers - Pinot Noir
an aromatic, crisp rose with a gorgeous earthy nose 
underneath which are prominent red berry fruits - the 
fi nish is dry and light.

Pouilly-Fume, Loire, France

Roger Pabiot is a 4th generation winemaker working from a 21ha 
domaine in Tracy-sur-Loire which includes some 80 year old vines - the 
average age is 25 years. The varied terroir includes the four different 
soils of the region: hard limestone, fl inty clay, sandy terraces and 
Kimmeridgian marl - each lending particular characteristics to the fi nal 
wine.

Domaine Roger Pabiot

Pouilly-Fumé, Coteau des Girarmes - Sauvignon Blanc
more fruit driven than the fl inty style of Pouilly Fumé. 
An engaging nose giving a slight elderfl ower bouquet; 
soft fruit emerges from a light, clean, minerally palate, 
rounded off with a hint of lime: fi ne and elegant.

Sancerre, Domaine des Trois Noyers - Sauvignon Blanc
undergoes fermentation in stainless steel tanks for a 
‘New World’ style of Sauvignon. Upfront aromatic nose 
of nettles and blackcurrant leaves, the palate is full with 
crisp citrus fruit and a long balanced fi nish.
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FRANCE

LOIRE - Anjou

2615 La Chapelle Sec - Ch. de Fesles Chenin Blanc 2014  13.5%      6  10.01

2614 Bonnezeaux - Ch. de Fesles Chenin Blanc 2016  13.0%      6 x 50cl 20.87

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2615 Rosé d’Anjou, La Chapelle - Ch. de Fesles Grolleau/Gamay 2014  12.0%      6  7.70

Rosé

2608 Les Plantagenets - Cave de Saumur Cabernet Franc  2012  12.5%      12  7.23

Red code  wine - france  varietal    vintage      abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award       case size    £ price

 LOIRE - Saumur

2605 La Divatte ‘Sur Lie’ - Vign. de la Noelle  Melon de Bourgogne  2015  11.5%      12  6.96

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

 LOIRE - Muscadet
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Muscadet, Loire, France

The “La Divatte” cuvee is made from grapes grown on the left bank of the 
Loire, upstream from Nantes.

The appelation covers 23 communes to the south-east of Nantes, around 
Vallet, Clisson, Le Loroux Bottereau, and Vertou. Located between the 
Sèvre and the Maine rivers, the terroir is a mix of volcanic rock with great 
deal of light, stony soil, either silica-based or more alkaline.

Muscadet is well known as a perfect accompaniment to fi sh and seafood 
dishes, and also white meat dishes, especially when the wine is a few 
years old.

Les Vignerons de la Noelle

La Divatte - Melon de Bourgogne
a Muscadet Sèvre et Maine Sur Lie that is aged on lees 
for 8 months to give more roundness, adding light 
stone fruit to its intense, grassy dryness. It is enjoyably 
crisp whilst young, but will age well for several years.

Saumur, Loire, France

Saumur vineyards cover more than 800ha on the south bank of the Loire. 
The soils are based on the Jurassic hard limestone, a shallow and rocky 
soil resulting from the degradation of this base material.

Cabernet Franc is a very popular grape in this region where it is 
well-suited to the slightly cooler climate and is noted for its hardiness. 
Earthy and vegetal aromas can often be an important part of the grapes 
character giving a rustic edge

Cave de Saumur

Les Plantagenets - Cabernet Franc
soft, round and fruity in the mouth; its tannins are 
supple and low enough to allow the wine to be served 
chilled for light summer drinking.

Awards:
Recommended (89 points) - Decanter 2016
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Anjou, Loire, France

Château de Fesles which is in the village of Thouarcé was built nearly 
1000 years ago on the summit of one of the four hills that now make up 
the Bonnezeaux appellation. With 33ha of vines, including 14ha of AC 
Bonnezeaux (the largest holding of anyone) it is, without doubt, the best 
known estate in the area.

Pierre-Jean Sauvion, a fourth generation winemaker, has spent time in 
both California and Australia. Back in Anjou he now vinifi es wines, under 
the ‘La Chapelle’ label, right through the spectrum from whites to reds, 
completely dry to very sweet and on to sparkling.

The proximity of the River Layon and its morning mists favour the 
development of Botrytis or Noble Rot, to concentrate the grapes so as to 
produce Bonnezeaux, one of the greatest dessert wines in the world. The 
grapes - from Chenin Blanc vines with an average age of 50 years- are 
hand-picked over the course of usually six ‘tries’ and the wine is matured 
for 15 months in oak barrels. The result has fabulous length and serious 
long-term cellaring potential.

Chateaux de Fesles

Ch de Fesles Anjou Rosé - Gamay/Grolleau
30% Gamay, 70% Grolleau; a salmon pink colour with a 
fl oral and fruity explosion of red (strawberry, raspberry) 
and dark (blackberry, blueberry) fruits. A smooth initial 
mouth-feel confi rms the aromatic richness, a tangy 
and lightly caramelised fi nish express great harmony.

Ch de Fesles Bonnezeaux - Chenin Blanc
a dessert wine with intense fl oral and stone fruit 
aromas in its youth; candied fruit and spice notes plus 
honey and nuts develop with maturity - which can be 30 
years. Opulent, complex and full-bodied.

Ch de Fesles Sec - Chenin Blanc
given one month in oak and aged for a further six on 
the lees. The nose is dominated by lime blossom and 
elderfl ower, the palate is very well balanced around a 
smooth fullness of dried fruits, elderberry and light 
toasty notes with mouthwatering lime and citrus fi nish.
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FRANCE
BORDEAUX

2660 Bordeaux Blanc - Ch. Anniche      Semillon/Sauvignon 2015  12.5%      12  7.28

White

2670 1er Côtes de Bordeaux - Ch. Anniche Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  13.5%      12  7.91

2729 Médoc - Ch. Clair Moulin Cab Sauv/Merlot/P.Verdot 2015  13.0%      6  8.14

2716 St Émilion - Ch. La Pointe Bouquey Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  13.0%      6  9.49 

2725 Ronan by Clinet - Ch. Clinet Merlot 2011  13.5%      12  11.38

2727 Puisseguin St Émilion - Ch. Des Laurets  Merlot/Cabernet Franc 2012  13.5%      12  15.38

2755 Margaux - Ch le Coteau, Cuvée Chappaz Cab Sauv/Franc/Merlot/P.Verdot 2011  13.0%      6  16.69

2728 Lalande de Pomerol - Ch. Siaurac Merlot/Cabernet Franc 2013  13.0%      12  19.42

2751-1 Pauillac - Ch. d’Armailhac Cab Sauv/Franc/Merlot/P.Verdot 2004   13.0%      6  57.91

2753-1 Pauillac - Ch. Clerc Milon Cab Sauv/Franc/Merlot/P.Verdot 2004  13.0%      6  68.44

Red

code  wine - producer varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

Dessert

2663H Cadillac - Ch. Haut Roquefort Semillon 2014  14.0%      24 x 37.5cl 6.12

2794 Sauternes - Reserve Dulong Semillon 2012  13.0%      6 x 50cl 8.18 

2663 Cadillac - Ch. Haut Roquefort Semillon 2014  14.0%      12  11.29
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Bordeaux, France

Michel Pion’s family has been based in the village of Haux since 
Napoleonic times. 72ha of the 80ha estate is planted with vines which 
include nearly all the major varietals of Bordeaux. 

The irreplaceable know-how that stems from several generations of wine 
producers is today applied alongside the latest technological equipment 
and wine-making methods. Marrying tradition with modernity, vinifi cation 
is carried out in a new winery with temperature controlled stainless-steel 
vats and oak barrels for ageing.

This modern and precise control during the fermentation process is 
carried out alongside a strictly traditional method of maceration. The 
“assemblage”, or mixing, of the different grape varieties focuses 
essentially on their blending, the objective being to ensure harmony and 
balance.

In keeping with their principles of sustainable viticulture to maintain
biodiversity, and aware of the decimation of the bee population, Château 
Anniche have installed beehives, nestling between the vines and acacia 
trees.

Chateau Anniche

Ch. Anniche Blanc - Semillon/Sauvignon
75% Semillon, 25% Sauvignon. Medium weight, its lime 
and lemongrass notes are followed by developing fl oral 
and ripe stone fruit highlights.

Ch. Anniche Rouge - Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon
a 50/50 blend, unoaked but kept for 18 months before 
release. It is fruity, medium bodied, with a minty 
blackcurrant character.

Ch. Haut-Roquefort, Cadillac - Semillon
is a Sauternes style dessert wine: 100% Semillon from 
2ha of very old vines. The wine has a bright golden 
colour and an aromatic candied fruit bouquet.
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St Emilion, Bordeaux, France

Château La Pointe Bouquey is located in the heart of Saint-Emilion 
appellation. 

Wine is vinifi ed in the traditional way and aged in oak barrels, keeping 
potential is 5-6 years. 

Chateau La Pointe Bouquey

Ch La Pointe Bouquey -  Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon
an 80% / 20% blend showing elegant aromas and 
fl avours woven with notes of blackcurrant and plum, 
complemented by nuances of tobacco leaf and oak. 

Puisseguin St Emilion, Bordeaux, 

The 95ha of Château des Laurets straddle two appellations: Puisseguin-
Saint-Émilion and Montagne-Saint-Émilion, of which 45ha are reserved 
for production of the wine that bears its name.

Until 2003, Château des Laurets was an underachieving winery, its 
wine mostly sold in bulk to Bordeaux negotiants. Bought by Benjamin de 
Rothschild, the focus was changed to the winery’s own labels and it now 
ranks among the most promising new wineries of Saint-Émilion.

The property is visually stunning, from the magnifi cent 19th-century 
chateau with its unusual architecture and octagonal central tower to the 
old stables, lake and sloping vineyards encompasing the estate.

Château des Laurets focuses on Merlot complemented by Cabernet Franc. 
The grapes are harvested by hand, then sorted and de-stemmed before 
being transferred to tanks made of wood, stainless steel or concrete and 
100% temperature controlled. The wines mature in these tanks for 14 to 
18 months.

Ch. des Laurets - Merlot/Cabernet Franc
a 80% / 20% blend giving a dark plum character with 
dried cranberry and red tart fruit on the palate. The 
fi nish has a more earthy edge with noticeable tannins.

Chateau des Laurets
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Medoc, Bordeaux, France

Château Clair Moulin is located in Saint-Yzans-de-Mèdoc, north of Saint-
Estèphe. Its clay and limestone vineyards are planted with 50% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 45% Merlot and 5% Petit Verdot.

Château Clair Moulin is owned by Xavier Berrouet who produces a very 
traditional Medoc wine. His wines remain youthful for around fi ve years 
and then start to mature.

Chateau Clair Moulin

Ch. Clair Moulin - Cab. Sauvignon/Merlot/Petit Verdot
a soft and well balanced wine with aromas of red fruits, 
cedar wood, and vanilla; layers of fruit on the palate are 
rounded off by silky, already integrated, tannins.

Bordeaux, France

Ronan by Clinet is made by the winemaking team at Pomerol’s celebrated
Château Clinet, created with a modern and distinctive style. 

Grapes are carefully sourced from selected properties situated close to 
Château Clinet in appellations that include Côtes de Castillon, Côtes de 
Bourg, Lussac St-Emilion and Bordeaux.

The winemaking team in their new, state-of-the art winery and chai - 
specifi cally built to develop the Ronan wines - have crafted a new take on 
Claret: forward, soft and fresh with a balanced texture and a persistent, 
fl avoursome fi nish.

Ronan by Clinet

Ronan by Clinet - Merlot
100% Merlot - aromatic with hints of cherry, raspberry
and blackcurrant, enlivened with sweet pepper, a silky 
blackberry theme and twist of spice. “A staggeringly 
serious wine for the price” Mathew Jukes.
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Margaux, Bordeaux, France

Château Le Coteau is a small estate in Margaux that neighbours Rauzan 
Ségla, Giscours and Issan. Its 12ha is planted with 65% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc and 2% Petit Verdot. No 
herbicides or insecticides are used. The soil, composed of pebbles 
and gravel, is very poor and retains a lot of heat - perfectly suited to 
cultivation of vines. The high temperature is mediated by the climatic 
infl uence of the nearby Garonne river. 

The winery’s 13 stainless steel tanks allow the different plots and 
varietals to be vinifi ed separately. Ageing is in French oak barrels, one 
third of new wood, for 12-16 months.

Ch. le Coteau - Cab Sauv/Franc/Merlot/Petit Verdot
offers aromas of dark cherries, roasted plum, spices, 
tobacco and a touch of herbs. Medium to full-bodied 
with a lush, velvety texture nicely balanced throughout.

Lalande de Pomerol, Bordeaux, France

Château Siaurac, at 46ha the largest estate in Lalande de Pomerol, is 
now benefi ting from investment by the global Artemis Group - which also 
has interests in Château Latour amongst many others. With this fi nancing, 
Siaurac is one of the few estates to have secured the consultant services 
of iconic winemaker Jean-Claude Berrouet, ex Pétrus - which lies less 
than half a mile away. The estate is planted with 75% Merlot, 20% 
Cabernet Franc and 5% Malbec.

In the vineyards all pesticides and herbicides have now been stopped, but 
it will take time for the soils to recover, and they hope to slowly move over 
to 100% organic farming by 2021. A new orchard was planted last year, 
and recently installed beehives both help with pollination.

Chateau Siaurac

Ch Siaurac - Merlot/Cabernet Franc
80/20 blend vinifi ed in temperature controlled concrete 
vats with 12 months in oak - medium bodied with black 
cherry, cassis and spice. Full, juicy and quaffable with a 
wonderful level of fruit and great structural balance.

Ch. le Coteau ‘Cuvee Chappaz’
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Pauillac, Bordeaux, France

Château d’Armailhac, an 1855 Classifi ed Growth under the name Mouton 
d’Armailhacq, covers 70ha in the northern part of Pauillac. The terroir 
is of light and very deep gravelly soil - the preferrence of Cabernet 
grapes, although all the traditional Médoc grape varieties are planted. 
The average age of the vineyard is 46 years, but nearly 20% of the total 
surface area dates back to 1890.

The key harvesting decisions are made by an analytical and research 
laboratory which also monitors Château Mouton Rothschild. The dry 2004 
vintage led to the following blend; Cabernet Sauvignon 58%, Merlot 25%, 
Cabernet Franc 14%, Petit Verdot 3%.

Ch d’Armailhac
once opened up it shows blackcurrant, blackberry and 
fresh red fruit mingled with cedar wood notes. Well 
integrated tannins develop on the palate revealing a 
fruit fl avoured concentration on the fi nish.

Pauillac, Bordeaux, France

Château Clerc Milon has 41ha of vines in the north-east of the Pauillac 
appellation, near Château Mouton Rothschild. Environmentally-friendly 
integrated vinegrowing techniques are employed, keeping the use of 
pesticides to a minimum. Close monitoring and strict parcel selection are 
on a par with those practised at Mouton Rothschild.
 
A wine with considerable ageing potential; powerful, fruity and full-
bodied, Château Clerc Milon displays all the typical elegance of the fi nest 
Pauillac wines. The 2004 vintage comprises: Cabernet Sauvignon 58%, 
Merlot 29%, Cabernet Franc 11%, Petit Verdot 1% and Carmenère 1%.

Chateau Clerc Milon

Ch Clerc Milon
the nose displays perfectly ripe fruit, with notes 
of liquorice and verbena. From a full palate the 
fl avours build towards a rich and harmonious balance; 
the tannins are well-rounded, silky and creamy; 
underpinning the vanilla is spicy oak.

Chateau d’Armailhac
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FRANCE
ALSACE

1905 Riesling ’Caveau’ - Arthur Metz   Riesling 2015  12.0%      6  8.54

1904 Pinot Gris ’Caveau’ - Arthur Metz         Pinot Gris 2015  12.5%      6  8.96

1902 Gewüztraminer ’Caveau’ - Arthur Metz  Gewürztraminer  2014  12.5%      6  9.80

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

MACONNAIS

2312 Mâcon Villages ‘Clos d. Condemine’ - Luquet Chardonnay 2015  13.0%      12  9.03

2314 St. Véran ‘La Grande Bruyère’ -Luquet Chardonnay 2015  13.5%      12  11.23

2315 Pouilly-Fuissé ‘Cuvée Terroir’ - Luquet Chardonnay 2015  13.5%      12  14.38

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

BEAUJOLAIS

15003 Fleurie ‘La Madone’ - Producteurs de Fleurie  Gamay 2014  13.0%      12  9.49

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award       case size    £ price
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Alsace, France

Arthur Metz founded in 1904, is ideally placed at the northern end of 
Alsace. The company is involved in the whole process of wine growing 
and production.

They have two pressing and vinifi cation centres: the Vendangeoir de 
Scharrachbergheim and another at Epfi g. Sourcing from across the 
region they select the best terroirs for the varietals. Arthur Metz is in 
partnership with more than 720 vineyard owners over a vast 1050ha.
They oversee the work in the vineyards and monitoring of the vinifi cation 
process to ensure optimum quality.

The wine-growing region of Alsace, one of the northernmost in France 
and in Europe, encompasses 119 little towns from Marlenheim in the 
north to Thann in the south. Parallel to the Rhine, it extends for 120 
km and is only a few kilometres wide. The vineyards comprise 15,500 
hectares of vines.

Nestled in the eastern foothills of the Vosges, the vineyards blanket a 
range of hills of the lower Vosges at an average altitude of between 200 
and 400 metres. The predominantly southern and southeastern exposures, 
as well as the particularly elevated height of the vines, offer the grapes 
maximum sunlight. The natural barrier of the Vosges hills impacts on 
the very unique climate found in Alsace, which is semi-continental and 
benefi ts from low rainfall.

Arthur Metz ‘Caveau’ - Riesling
is a fresh and well rounded style of wine with aromas of 
orange and mandarin, fi nishing off with typical mineral 
notes.

Arthur Metz

Arthur Metz ‘Caveau’ - Pinot Gris
reveals subtle hints of pear and stone fruit; the palate 
has supple notes of peach, apricot and a fi nal touch of 
citrus.

Arthur Metz ‘Caveau’ - Gewürztraminer
intense golden yellow colour with aromas of fl owers, 
lychee and passion fruit. Rich, full-bodied and well-
structured.
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Maconnais, France

Pouilly-Fuissé - Chardonnay
is a classically generous and rich wine, with a hint of 
hazelnuts, toasted almonds and exotic fruit - the wine 
can be kept for 6 years.

St. Véran - Chardonnay
a little fuller on the palate, is made from 25-35 year-old 
vines. Stainless steel tanks and traditional vinifi cation 
preserves the character of the very stony terroir.

Mâcon Villages - Chardonnay
is light, fruity and classy - a wine that can be drunk 
young and over the following 3 years and a great 
alternative to entry level Burgundies.

Domaine Roger Luquet

Domaine Roger Luquet is a genuine family operation dating back fi ve 
generations. Its major growth occurred when Roger Luquet took over the 
running of the 4.7ha estate in 1966.

The original vineyards situated in the centre of the village of Fuissé 
were expanded and the Domaine incorporated others in St Véran in 1972 
and Mâcon Blanc in 1984. A total of 30ha are planted exclusively with 
Chardonnay giving a production capacity of over 240,000 bottles.

Roger, the 4th generation of the Luquet family, retired in 2007 (although 
he continues to help out during the busy times) handing over to the 5th - 
son Patrick working in sales and son-in-law Thierry Mathieu responsible 
for developments of the vineyards. With daughter Christine working at 
the Domaine since 1987, Luquet is a family enterprise with a true family 
spirit and a shared passion.

This passion is evident in their wines. Luquet’s philosophy has always 
been to vinify each plot of vines in separate tanks to maintain their 
authenticity and retain their typicité, i.e. varietal or regional character. 
Most of the wine is vinifi ed in temperature-controlled stainless steel 
tanks. This allows the wine in each tank to be individually cooled to 
control alcoholic fermentation or to be heated if required during winter, 
and also to accelerate the process of full malolactic fermentation. 
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Beaujolais, France

Located north of Lyon in eastern France, Beaujolais overlaps Burgundy in
the north and Rhône in the south. The picturesque Beaujolais vineyards
run along the Saône River, where winemakers have crafted deliciously
supple and fruity wines since the days of Ancient Rome.

The region has ideal growing conditions. It receives plenty of sunshine
and has granite-based soils that lend excellent structure to the wines.

Fleurie itself is found in the north of Beaujolais and covers an unbroken
area of three square miles. The soil here is almost entirely made up of
pinkish granite that is unique to this part of Beaujolais.

Below the main village, the terrain is deeper with a little clay. These wines 
are fuller bodied and age well; time in the bottle reveals darker fruits, 
spice and often some smoky qualities.

Producteurs de Fleurie was formed in 1927 and are the oldest
established Cave in the Beaujolais region. With over 320 members
working 300ha of the region’s vineyards (which is 35% of the
Appellation) they are producing one third of all Fleurie AC wines.

‘Arenite’ is the name of the pinky, crumbly terroir of the La Madone
vineyards, rated as among the best vineyards in Fleurie. Goblet trained
vines on the south east facing vineyards lie below the Chapel of the
Madonna on the hill. The Gamay vines range from 40 to 90 years of age.

Grapes are hand-picked and whole-berry fermented for 8-10 days
(traditional carbonic maceration) followed by a further 2 to 3 days on the
skins to assist with aromas. There is no use of cultured yeasts and the 
fi rst press wine is left to mature for 8 months before bottling.

Fleurie, La Madone - Gamay
for a ‘light’ wine the palate is intense and forthright 
with notes of ripe cherry and red fruit. The fi nish is 
delightfully round and supple with good concentration.

Producteurs de Fleurie
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FRANCE
CHABLIS

2390 Petit Chablis ‘Pas si Petit’ - Chablisienne Chardonnay 2014  12.5%      6  10.63

2391 Chablis ‘La Pierrelée’ - Chablisienne Chardonnay 2014  12.5%      6  12.12

11001-1 Chablis Vieilles Vignes - Chablisienne Chardonnay 2013  12.5%      6  14.64

2392 Chablis 1er Cru Beauroy - Chablisienne Chardonnay 2015  13.0%      6  16.70

2394 Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons - Chablisienne Chardonnay 2013  13.0%      6  17.30

            

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price

BURGUNDY

2355 Meursault ‘Les Haut Bois’ - Martenot Chardonnay 2014  13.5%      6  26.72

2346 Chassagne Montrachet ‘Chartron et Trebuchet’ Chardonnay 2015  13.0%      6  36.13

2347 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru ‘Embazées’  Chardonnay 2015  13.5%      6  45.13

White

2548 Bourgogne Rouge - Ch. de Miraudet Pinot Noir 2012  12.5%      6  10.91

2544 Givry - Vignerons de Buxy Pinot Noir 2013  12.0%      6  11.65

2545 Mercurey - Vignerons de Buxy Pinot Noir 2014  12.5%      6  12.50

2564 Beaune 1er Cru - Nuiton Beaunoy Pinot Noir 2012  13.0%      6  22.26

Red

wine - producer  varietal    vintage       abv         screw-cap   veg/vegan      award      case size    £ price
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Chablis, France

Possibly the most famous white wine in the world, in fact it is so famous
in its own right, it can be overlooked that the wines are exclusively made
from the Chardonnay grape.

The region is geographically quite far north of the rest of Burgundy, and
as such has a subtle difference in style. Usually more austere, with great
minerality and a touch of lime. Oak is used sparingly, given rise to the
classic expression of unoaked Chardonnay.

La Chablisienne is a co-operative that dates back to 1923 and now
comprises a group of nearly 300 winegrowers who have full control over
the winery.

La Chablisienne

Petit Chablis ‘Pas si Petit’- Chardonnay
Pas si Petit, meaning “not so small” spends 6 months 
on the lees giving a full fruity character and a richness 
on the fi nish that transcends its belittled name.

Chablis ‘La Pierrelée ‘- Chardonnay
La Pierrelée (“the stones”) refers to the stoney soils of
the region and the mineral edge of classic Chablis style.
The wine has great minerality, is crisp yet full of fruit.

Chablis Les Vénérables - Chardonnay
is from an average of 35 year old vines. The wine is
matured for 14 months on the lees and in oak barrels.
A mineral palate is off-set by fl oral and citrus nose.

Chablis 1er Cru Beauroy - Chardonnay
from SE facing left bank vineyards; a Cru noted for a
lighter style of Chablis. 12 months lees ageing in steel
tanks and oak barrels gives a fl eshy, rounded fruit.

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons - Chardonnay
again with a SE aspect, Vaillons is separated from 
Montmain by a thin 300m strip of fl at land on the 
hillside. Straw, lime and aromas with orange blossom..
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Burgundy, France

Maison François Martenot dates from a domain that was created in 1859 
by Léonce Bocquet, then sole owner of Château du Clos Vougeot. Lucien 
Gustave Martenot acquired the domain in the early 20th Century. 

Located in Savigny-les-Beaune, Maison François Martenot is now 
managed by Charlotte Martenot who has extended the portfolio of wines 
to cover the entire Burgundy region, with 24 different appellations from 
regional to Grand Cru.
 

Maison Francois Martenot

Mersault - Chardonnay
is aged in oak barrels for 9 to 12 months before bottling.
With a golden colour, the nose combines vanilla, butter 
and hazelnut aromas; in the mouth, the wine is both 
fi rm, mellow and delicate.

Chassagne Montrachet - Chardonnay
aromas of honeysuckle, verbena and hazelnut and a 
fl inty, mineral palate that moves towards toasty, buttery 
notes. Ageing gives a more honeyed and ripe pear 
character with an opulent soft palate.

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Embazées - Chardonnay
from 50 year old vines; traditional vinifi cation in French 
oak barrels with complete malolactic fermentation. As 
the wine opens up, toast and spice notes appear; a good 
level of crispness and structure for long term ageing.

Burgundy, France

Louis Trébuchet and Jean-René Chartron joined forces in 1984 and, from 
their base in Puligny-Montrachet, began to specialise in white wines from 
the area.

Vincent Sauvestre, a fourth generation winegrower succeeded them as 
owners of the House, bringing 240ha of vines in the Côte de Nuits and 
Côte de Beaune including three Grand Crus and twelve Premier Crus 
wines.

Chartron et Trebuchet
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Burgundy, France

Domaine Château Miraudet is located in the heart of the Côtes du 
Couchois appellation with an area of   13.5ha of vineyards on the slopes, 
facing south-south-east, at the edge of the Côte de Beaune.

For its red wines Domaine Château Miraudet practices a traditional 
vinifi cation: de-stemming, cold maceration for 4 to 5 days followed by 10 
days in vats at a temperature around 25°C which allows extraction of the 
tannins, giving gentle wines with robust colors and developed aromas.

Chateau. de. Miraudet

Bourgogne Rouge - Pinot Noir
a welcoming ruby red colour evoking the soft red fruits 
of a classic Pinot Noir. In the mouth, the wine is full, 
rich and fruity. with a nice fl eshy roundness and fi nish.

Beaune 1er Cru - Pinot Noir
Deep red with a ruby hue; aromas of red fruits which 
on the palate gradually give way to spices, tobacco and 
earthy leather. The fi nish is pleasantly rounded, backed 
by a fi rm elegant tannic structure. 

Burgundy, France

Nuiton-Beaunoy is, above all, the history of the pioneer winegrowers of
the Hautes-Côtes de Nuits and Hautes-Côtes de Beaune. They worked
unceasingly and side by side to develop the art of vine cultivation and
wine production in the valleys that sustained human activity and that
connect with the slopes of the Côte d’Or

From across the area, the associated winegrowers of the Cave des
Hautes-Côtes, under the banner of Nuiton-Beaunoy, lovingly craft wines
to express the extraordinary patchwork of vineyard parcels found in the
Côte d’Or.

Nuiton-Beaunoy, brings together 115 associated winegrowers from the
Côtes and the Hautes-Côtes de Beaune. The total vineyard area is some
520ha, giving an average production of 25,000 hectolitres of wine.

Nuiton Beaunoy
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Givry - Pinot Noir
Crimson colour, with purplish glints and typical 
aromas of Pinot Noir - blackcurrant, morello cherry - with 
liquorice, spices and developing leather notes with age. 
Medium tannins with a ‘racy’ character.

Burgundy, France

The Cave des Vignerons de Buxy is at the heart of the Burgundy vineyards
and over the past twenty years has successfully set up ambitious
development and investment policies.

It was created with the determination of the Côte Chalonnaise
winegrowers to pool their talents in a common project to tend the vines,
make the wine and market and sell their produce together. 270 members,
120 wine-growing families and 40 employees are involved.

Thanks to their diligence, the passion for their vocation and their deep
attachment to the soil, these winegrowers have managed to develop
authentic wines rooted in the appellation and sold direct, not through a
negotiant.

Givry and Mercurey are small villages in the Côte Chalonnaise region.
The AOC Givry was established in 1946, AOC Mercurey earlier in 1936
both regions primarily produce Pinot Noir.

The red wines of these villages are characterised by their deeper color,
when compared to neighbouring appellations and also more full bodied. 
The wines of Mercurey are especially noted for their hints of spicy cherry.

These well made examples typically drink at their peak between 5–12
years after vintage.

Vignerons de Buxy

Mercurey - Pinot Noir
Deep red with ruby glints, pleasant aromas of red fruits 
backed by a fi rm elegant tannic structure. Red fruits 
gradually give way to herbal notes, spices, tobacco, and 
leather. Pleasantly round and very fi rm.
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GERMANY
MOSEL

1211 Piesporter Michelsberg QbA - Schmitt Söhne  2014  9.0%      12 Blue Bottle 5.50

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1201 Liebfraumilch QbA - Schmitt Söhne  2013  9.0%      12  5.50

1504B Rudesheimer Rosengarten QmP - Koblenz Spätlese 2015  7.5%      12  7.39

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 NAHE

 SPARKLING

1700-1 Sohnlein Brillant - Schmitt Söhne  Trocken NV  11.0%      6  7.73

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1702-1 Sohnlein Brillant - Schmitt Söhne Halbtrocken NV  11.0%      6  7.73

Red
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Mosel & Nahe, Germany

Schmitt Söhne has been in business for over 200 years,from when 
the Schmitt ancestors settled in the small village of Longuich, located 
along the Mosel River in the Mosel-Saar-Ruwer wine region, and began 
managing vineyards and producing wine. Now in the 4th generation, 
Schmitt Söhne is one of Germany’s largest and most successful wine
exporters.

In 1919, Hilar Schmitt, the great-grandfather of today’s owners, founded 
the company as a small regional winery. In 1934 Peter Vitalis Schmitt 
expanded his father’s business and distributed their wines throughout 
Germany, expanding to a European export market in 1953.

While continuously developing winemaking and looking for ways to 
incorporate new technologies and techniques, Schmitt Söhne never lose 
sight of the traditional way of producing exceptional German wines. Their 
policy has remained the same for over 200 years: produce the best wines 
possible using only top-quality grapes. 

At Schmitt Söhne’s winery, still located in Longuich, they have increased 
production capabilities, updated and expanded a computer network 
to effi ciently handle all aspects of the winery, from quality control to 
customer service and shipments. 

Schmitt Sohne

Söhnlein Brillant White 
fruity and off-dry (trocken) with long lasting tropical 
fruits and a natural sweetness.

Söhnlein Brillant Red 
light red with a grapey bouquet, medium sweetness 
(halbtrocken) and a light mousse.

Piesporter - Riesling/Müller-Thurgau
beautifully fragrant, medium-bodied with upfront fruit 
with hints of peaches and green apples (approx 35 g/l).

Liebfraumilch - Riesling/Silvaner/Müller-Thurgau/ Kerner
the most popular style of wine from Germany; fresh and 
fruity with a medium sweetness of 35 g/l.
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GERMANY
RHEINHESSEN

1202 Niersteiner Gutes Domtal QbA - Schmitt Söhne  2014  9.0%      12  5.50

1217-1 Flying Goose QbA - Schmitt Söhne Riesling 2014  10.5%      6  5.92

1502 Flonheimer Adelberg QmP - Schmitt Söhne Spätlese 2014  8.5%      12  6.97

1510B Appenheimer Abtey QbA - Schmitt Söhne Ortega - Auslese 2015  9.0%      12  7.29

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1221 Global Roaming QbA - Schmitt Söhne Pinot Noir 2015  12.5%      6  5.65

1220 Dr Schmitt QbA - Schmitt Söhne Pinot Noir 2013  11.5%      12  5.65

1609 Dornfelder QbA - Schloss Koblenz Dornfelder - Lieblich 2015  10.0%      12  6.97

Red

1322-1 Königin Victoriaberg QmP - Joachim Flick Riesling - Kabinett 2015  10.5%      6  14.66

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 RHEINGAU

1411 Siebeldinger Königsgarten QmP - Koblenz Kerner - Kabinett 2014  10.0%      12 Blue Bottle 6.97

White code  wine - producer  varietal - style   vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 PFALZ
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Rheinhessen, Germany

German wine is light, lively and fruity, thanks to the unique climatic and 
geological conditions. The diversity of Germany’s wines is based on the 
country’s varying soil types and grape varieties.

Quality levels follow the German wine law and are determined by the 
degree of ripeness which the grapes have achieved upon harvest. Riper 
grapes provide more aroma and more fl avour, hence a more expressive 
and fl avorful wine. Sweetness in a wine, an attribute independent of its 
quality level, does not just depend on the ripeness of grapes but on the 
winemaker’s decision regarding the fermentation process.

Germany is the world’s 3rd largest producer of Pinot Noir but is often 
overlooked in favour of more fashionable regions such as New Zealand 
and Australia, not to mention the classic Red Burgundy.

Schmitt Sohne

Appenheimer Abtey - Ortega
Auslese style (approx 60g/l sugar): honey-coloured with 
a sweet smell of apricot and a fi ne fruitiness.

Dr Schmitt / Global Roaming - Pinot Noir 
a very light colour with off dry (6g/l) raspberry and 
cherry fruit and plenty of character on a lingering dry 
fi nish. It has 6gm of residual sugar and can be served 
chilled.

Flying Goose - Riesling 
a modern dry style (7gm of sugar) with upfront fruit 
fl avours of peaches and apricots, a well-rounded middle 
palate that is soft and rich with a lingering dry fi nish.

Flonheimer Adelberg 
Spätlese style (approx 48g/l sugar) : a smooth, rich wine 
with an intense fl avour and deliciously fruity.

Niersteiner 
a medium-bodied, fragrant wine with upfront fruit, a 
touch of spice and a mild soft fi nish: approx 35g/l sugar.
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Nahe, Pfalz & Rheinhessen, Germany

Wein & Sekthaus Schloss Koblenz is an associated company of Josef 
Drathen, one of Germany’s leading suppliers of wine.

The Drathen winery has been in family possession for over 100 years 
whose forefathers originated from the Netherlands making their way to 
the Moselle via Linz on the Rhine River. The Peter Josef Drathen winery 
was founded in 1860 with its home in St. Aldegund and was renamed in 
1927 as the Josef Drathen winery through settlement of the estate. 

On the death of the founder Josef Drathen in 1939 the winery was run by 
his widow Else, her niece Grete Gesthüsen with her husband Hugo until 
1969. 

On 1 July 1969 the next generation took over and successfully ran the 
business for about 30 years. By using careful business policies it was 
possible to open a completely new and modern winemaking facility in the 
business park on Zell-Barl in 1993. Since 1996 the management of the 
business has been in the hands of the younger generation of the family 
represented by Tim Gesthüsen and Jürgen Zirwes

The sweetness of German wine needs to have a harmony with the grapes 
natural acidity to give a balanced taste. Drathen’s state-recognised 
laboratory provides the cellar masters with an analysis for the tolerance 
of each and every wine are are thus able to guarantee the highest level 
of unchanging product quality..

Schloss Koblenz

Schloss Koblenz Lieblich - Dornfelder
an off-dry red wineapprox with 42g of sugar; the aromas 
are of cherries and blackberries with a touch of spice. 
Low in tannins so can be served chilled.

Siebeldinger Konisgarten - Kerner 
a modern dry style (7gm of sugar) Well rounded and 
balanced, fruity, light and having approximatly 45 g/l of 
residual sugar

Rudesheimer Rosengarten - Riesling 
a Spätlese with a sweetness of 52 g/l; a very elegant, 
fruity and well-balanced Riesling.
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Rheingau, Germany

Konigin Victoriaberg has an interesting history. It acquired its name after 
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert attended a wine tasting at the Hochheim 
am Main vineyard in 1845. Thanks to her enthusiasm she allowed to give 
her name to one of the most beautiful and best vineyard in the area. As a 
commemoration, an English neo-Gothic monument (pictured on the label) 
was erected amongst the vines. 

Since then, wine from Hochheimer Victoriaberg is a listing in the cellars 
of Buckingham Palace and in the British Embassy in Berlin and often 
opened on offi cial occasions. It was served twice on the last visit of 
Queen Elizabeth II in June 2015.

Joachim Flick Winery is based in the town of Wicker in the Rheingau 
region. Their acclaimed Strassenmühle estate has a history spanning 
over 700 years. 

The Flick family has been in the agricultural and winemaking industry 
for many generations. The winery business came in greater focus when 
Joachim Flick took over the reins in 1973 and the Konigin Victoriaberg 
vineyards were purchased a few years ago.

Konigin Victoriaberg wine is presented in a tall fl uted bottle and sealed 
with innovative glass closere. The wine itself is elegant, subtle and yet 
with superb richness: a wonderful example of what can be achieved with 
Riesling from the Rheinegau. 

The complexity of the wine is just starting to develop and, whilst excellent 
now, it will continue to mature and take on a typical  ‘old Riesling’ 
character for future drinking..

Joachim Flick

Königin Victoriaberg - Riesling 
a superb example of an elegant and subtle
Riesling. It has a light petal nose with stone fruits 
- apricot and peach - coming through on the palate 
and refreshing lime on a long fi nish yet with enough 
richness to develop with age.
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ITALY
VENETO

3263 Cornale Bianco - Casa Vinicola Bennati Garganega/Chardonnay NV  11.0%      12  4.97 

3202-1 Rocca Bastia, IGT - Casa Vinicola Bennati Chardonnay 2016  11.5%      6  5.66

3290 Antico Casale, IGT - Cantina Levorato Pinot Grigio 2015  12.0%      6  5.66

19012 Santi Apostoli, IGT - Cantina Levorato Pinot Grigio 2015  12.0%      12  6.34 

3210-1 I Gadi, IGT - Casa Vinicola Bennati Pinot Grigio 2016  12.0%      6  6.76 

3213-1 Corte Pitora, IGT  - Casa Vinicola Bennati Pinot Grigio 2016  12.0%      6  6.76 

3206 Soave Classico Libet, DOC - Bennati Trebbiano 2016  12.5%      6  7.49

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3291 Antico Casale Blush, IGT - Cantina Levorato Pinot Grigio 2016  9.0%      6  5.66

3298 Dea del Mare, IGP - The Wine People Pinot Grigio 2016  12.0%      6  6.26

3218-1 Bardolino La Quercia - Chiaretto, DOC - Bennati Corvina/Rondinella/Molinara 2016  12.0%      6  6.76

Rosé

3265 Cornale Rosso - Casa Vinicola Bennati Cabernet/Corvina NV  11.0%      12  4.97 

3209-1 Rocca Bastia, IGT - Casa Vinicola Bennati Merlot 2016  12.0%      6  5.66

3217-1 Bardolino Classico, DOC - Bennati Corvina/Rondinella/Negrara 2015  12.0%      6  6.76 

3219-1 Valpolicella Classico I Gadi, DOC - Bennati Corvina/Rondinella/Molinara 2015  13.0%      6  8.49

3233 Valpolicella Superiore Ripasso, DOC Corvina/Rondinella/Molinara 2014  14.0%      6  11.18

3227 Amarone della Valpolicella Elite, DOCG Corvina/Rondinella/Molinara 2013  15.0%      6  19.25 

3247 Amarone della Valpolicella Cerasum, DOCG Corvina/Rondinella/Molinara 2009  15.0%      6  38.63

Red
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Veneto, Italy

Casa Vinicola Bennati is an old established house, founded in 1920 
by Annibale Bennati, in the area of Cazzano di Tramigna, just a few 
kilometers from Soave. Annibale was the son of the famous Antonio, 
or‘Toni Recioto’ as he was called in honour of the raisin wine of that 
name.. 

In this vinicultural heartland, their vineyards are in a prime position and 
are protected by the surrounding hills. High quality is assured by astute 
management and hand-picking is still carried out with optimum care.

In the early years the company restricted its activity to producing 
esteemed local wines, specifi cally the ageing of Amarone - which are 
still the fl agship wines of the range. Subsequently, under the winemaking 
direction of a younger generation of the family, Bennati has extended 
its interest to international grapes and wines from surrounding areas, 
concentrating on regional character and the quality of varietals.

‘Cornale’ represents the entry ‘Casa’ wines, soft, fruity and lower in 
alcohol than other richer fuller styles.

‘Rocca Bastia’ represent a classic ‘International’ pair of Chardonnay and 
Merlot, each with its own subtle Italian fl air.

Casa Vinicola Bennati

Cornale Rosso - Cabernet Sauvignon/Corvina
soft and with plenty of depth from plum and red cherry 
fruit with a smooth fi nish.

Cornale Bianco - Garganega/Chardonnay
light bodied with notes of fruit salad and ripe banana 
plus a good, lively palate.

Rocca Bastia - Merlot 
dark ruby red, full plummy palate with herbal notes and 
a light fi nish with a charming softness.

Rocca Bastia - Chardonnay 
an inviting bouquet of tropical fruits and nuts capturing 
the palate with a fi ne crispness and full fi nish.
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Veneto, Italy

The Veneto region is protected from the harsh northern European climate 
by the Alps, the foothills of which form the Veneto’s northern extremes. 

These cooler climes are well suited to crisp, fresh white varietes like 
Pinot Grigio, Garganega and Trebbiano. It is also ideal for producing, 
light, fruity rosé wines from Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara grapes.

In recent years Pinot Grigio has grown from relative obscurity to stand 
alongside Chardonnay, Riesling and Sauvignon Blanc as one of the 
dominant white wine grapes globally. 

The grapes of Soave never reached the same heights and, despite a 
peak in popularity in the 60’s and 70’s, the wines remain far behind their 
cousin in terms of volume. However, historically Soave was viewed as the 
the rightful white partner to Chianti as the most important wines of Italy. 
As such they became the fi rst zones in Italy to be recognised by Royal 
Decree in 1931.
 
Bardolino is closely associated with the beautiful landscape around Lake 
Garda, with the region touching the south eastern shores. The Classico 
zone surrounds the local towns and villages, including Bardolino and 
Garda. 

Bardolino Rosso ‘Corte Pitora’ Classico - Corv./Rond.
cherry and violets on the nose. with an harmonious and 
delicate structure making for excellent easy drinking.

Bardolino Rosé ‘Esivo’ Chiaretto - Corvina/Rondinella
cherry-red rosé , light-medium bodied; fl avours and 
aromas of peach and blossom with a crisp, dry fi nish.

Casa Vinicola Bennati

Soave Classico ‘Libet’ Soraighe - Garganega/Trebbiano 
with aromas that are particularly striking; it has a rich 
body, pleasant tannins and a well balanced softness.

I Gadi & Corte Pitora - Pinot Grigio
a superb full, rich style: fruity fl avours of lime, stone 
fruits, lychee with a delicious intensity.
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Veneto, Italy

Casa Vinicola Bennati has from its outset been devoted to producing the 
local wine Valpolicella, specifi cally the ageing of Amarone. These are still 
the fl agship wines of their portfolio. We list four wines from three ‘levels’.

The grapes - Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara, for Valpolicella Classico 
are sourced from this designated DOC area and after vinifi cation have a 
short maturation in large oak casks.

For Ripasso, meaning ‘repassed’, this wine is macerated with the pomace left 
behind from the making of Amarone, giving much richer aromas and taste. 

Grapes for Amarone are harvested some three weeks later than usual to 
allow for a greater concentration. The bunches are put in small crates 
inside the “fruttaio”, a large room where ventitalion is controlled by 
opening windows, allowing the grapes to shrivel. At the beginning of the 
new year, the grapes are de-stemmed and pressed; berries and must are 
put into tanks to macerate for 20 days and winemaking begins.

Soraighe Valpolicella Ripasso 
elegant notes of ripe red fruit (especially cherries) on 
an undertone of vanilla, tobacco and cacao; the palate 
is very supple, distinctively velvety and long-lasting.

Bennati Amarone della Valpolicella ‘Cerasum’
intense scents of ripe fruit and jam with delicate fl oral 
notes and tertiary ones of tobacco and cinnamon. Very 
elegant on the palate with a complex fi nish of cherries, 
blackberries and raspberries. 

Casa Vinicola Bennati

Bennati Amarone della Valpolicella ‘Elite’
oak ageing gives a remarkable warm bouquet 
reminiscent of dried fruits and spices rounded off with 
the classic bitter almond taste of Amarone and intense 
scents of stewed fruit and jam.

I Gadi Valpolicella Classico
alluring ripe cherry, plum, vanilla fl avours and a 
marvellous well balanced taste with supple tannins. 
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Antico Casale - Pinot Grigio
slight maceration gives a pale straw-yellow colour, good 
aromas and dry fl avour with a pleasant apricot fi nish.

Antico Casale - Pinot Grigio Blush 
has a light pink colour with fl oral and blackcurrant 
aromas and a soft off-dry and satisfying fi nish.

St Apostoli - Pinot Grigio 
is fermented off the skins; light to medium bodied and 
off dry with a fruity aroma and a good length.

Veneto, Italy

Cantina Levorato s.r.l. was founded in 1928 in Dolo, in the renowned area 
of Riviera del Brenta, between the two famous cities of Padua and Venice. 
Initially it was a wine-pressing cellar managed by Umberto Levorato, 
selling wines in casks and demijohns mostly in Venice and in the small 
towns along the Naviglio del Brenta.

Later, Gino and Giovanni, respectively Umberto’s brother and son, with 
great tenacity and profi ciency, decided to beginng bottling wines under 
their own labels, and so began Cantine Levorato.

Nowadays the tradition goes on and has developed itself with Carlo, 
Giovanni’s son, taking care of business with his sister Silvia and brother 
Marco. Together they deeply modifi ed and modernized the production 
and management of the company, successfully establishing the family 
business in the foreign market.

Currently Cantina Levorato produces around 80000 bottles per day, of 
which 95% is exported to the US, UK and Germany. They sell a wide range 
of wines from the most important Italian wine-growing regions, such as 
Veneto, Friuli Venezia Giulia, Abruzzo, Puglia and Sicily. 

Their particular speciality is Pinot Grigio. Where grapes are vinifi ed by 
soft pressing with a 15-20 day fermentation before being held in steel 
tanks prior to bottling, allowing for a greater concentration of fruit, whilst 
retaining the classic aromatic freshness of the varietal.

Cantine Levorato
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ITALY
PIEDMONT

3256 Gavi, DOCG - Poderi Della Collinetta Cortese 2016  12.0%      6  8.70

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3203 Cornale, DOC - Casa Vinicola Bennati  Barbera 2015  12.0%      12  5.93

3257 Dolcetto del Alba, DOCG - Poderi Collinetta Dolcetto 2015  13.5%      6  8.70

3258 Barolo, DOCG - Poderi Della Collinetta Nebbiolo 2013  14.5%      6  16.10

Red

TUSCANY

3226 Chianti, DOCG - Volpetto Sangiovese/Cannaiolo 2014  12.5%      6  7.24

3229 Chianti Riserva, DOCG - Volpetto Sangiovese 2013  13.0%      6  7.75

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

ABRUZZO

3205-1 Ca ‘Brigiano, DOC - Casa Vinicola Bennati Montepulciano 2015  12.5%      6  6.50

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Piedmont, Italy

Poderi della Collinetta are wines made with the great passion of a famous 
winemaker, Roberto Sarotto. He has a strong belief in traditional values, 
but at the same time not afraid to take new ways and can be considered 
a“local pioneer” in the wine fi eld..

His family run company owns a number of estates. stretching over 
50ha of vineyards located in some of the best wine producing areas of 
Piemonte.

The Sarotto family trace their history back to the end of the 18th century 
and from the 1800’s began making wine from their own vineyards. The 
business underwent expansion from 1870’s to 1930’s -during these 
years, the family specialised in the production of Dolcetto, exporting it in 
bulk in wooden barrels as far away as England in the early 1900’s. 

The export market was lost with the war, and the vineyards were later 
decimated by the phylloxera pest. Roberto’s grandfather worked and 
replanted the vineyards from 1950 but the grapes were sold to dealers 
until the early 1980’s, when Roberto, graduated from the local wine-
making school. Since 1991 all the grapes grown on the estates have 
been vinifi ed in the winery, and the range of wines produced was 
extended in the same year with the purchasing of a 20ha in Barolo.

Roberto Sarotto

Gavi ‘Poderi della Collinetta’  - Cortese
bouquet of fl oral overtones and captivating hints of 
pineapple, apricot and peach; the palate is pleasingly 
fresh with marked apple characteristics.

Barolo ‘Poderi della Collinetta’ - Nebbiolo 
“the king of wines and the wine of kings”. 24 to 30 
months in oak barrels; a full-bodied, dry taste that’s 
rich, yet smooth and well-balanced and bulging with 
fruit and spiciness.

Dolcetto del Alba ‘Poderi della Collinetta’ - Dolcetto 
a speciality grape of Piedmonte, Dolcetto ‘little sweet 
one’ has strong pigments and high tannins so a short 
maceration and vinifi cation in stainless steel tanks 
gives a full, fruity wine with a dry lingering aftertaste.
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Tuscany, Italy

Viticulture in Tuscany dates back to settlements in 8th Century BC and 
by the 3rd Century BC there were already literary references by Greek 
writers about the quality of Tuscan wine,

HIstorically Monasteries were the main producers and purveyors of the 
region, but, as the rising merchant classes emerged in Italy during the 
middle ages, newly established ‘Wine Merchants’ would become important 
and highly infl uencial.

Part of the success of Tuscan Reds are due to the extremely poor soil 
quality. This highly desirable factor is much sought after by vintners as it 
helps force lower yields and higher quality levels.

Chianti emerged a distinct region in its own right during the 18th 
Century, until its formal creation as an offi cial province in 1932.

Volpetto Chiantis are based on the traditional Sangiovese grape but are 
totally modern wines, made using the best possible up-to-date methods 
to bring out the very best in the grape variety. They are classic styles 
updated to suit the contemporary palate for fruit-driven wines.

Volpetto, meaning fox cub, takes this name as a symbol of the Tuscan 
countryside. While previously feared, now foxes seen in their natural 
habitat are considered a sign that the area is in harmony with nature.

The Wine People

Chianti Riserva Volpetto - Sangiovese
100% Sangiovese, hand selected to ensure the best
fruit and aged for 12 months in oak. It has a highly 
concentrated bouquet and is full-bodied, giving a 
smooth yet complex wine with a deep intensity of fruit 
and a powerful long fi nish.

Chianti Volpetto - Sangiovese/Cannaiolo
an unoaked blend, mainly of Sangiovese with a small 
percentage of Cannaiolo. It is well structured and full 
bodied, lively and intense with lots of juicy, mouthfi lling 
crushed berry fruit and fi nishing with silky tannins.
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Piedmonte, Italy

Casa Vinicola Bennati

Ca ‘Brigiano - Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 
hand harvested with fermentation in steel tanks and 
without oak. It has generous fruit, medium bodied with 
a deep red colour and a softness that creates a very 
appealing style.

Cornale - Barbera 
a fi ne example of this famous regional grape, with 
forward cherry aromas and a warm velvety taste - all 
that a well structured, easy drinking red wine needs.

Abruzzo, Italy

The DOC region for Montepulciano d’Abruzzo covers a vast expanse of 
land in the Abruzzo region between the Apennines foothills down to a few 
miles inland from the Adriatic coast.

The region is one of Italy’s most mountainous with more than 65% of all 
Abruzzo being considered mountainous terrain with the Apennines peaks 
reaching up to 9000 feet above sea level. The hillside vineyards planted 
on calcareous clay benefi t from warm and signifi cant sun exposure that is 
ventilated by dry breezes coming off the Adriatic.

The wine is not be confused with ‘Vino Nobile di Montepulciano’, a Tuscan 
wine made from Sangiovese and other grapes.

Casa Vinicola Bennati

Casa Vinicola Bennati also source fruit from other selected vineyards in 
Italy, which they ship and bottle in Veneto allow greater access to a range 
of Italian wines, all from one source.

Barbera is often overlooked by its more illustrious cousin Nebbiolo, it 
produces high yields and is known for deep color, low tannins - perfect 
for producing good quality wines in a more approachable style than 
Barolo.

Bennati’s Piemonte Barbera is a fi ne example of great value winemaking 
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ITALY
CAMPANIA

3252 Jadis Bianco - Cantine Iorio Falanghina/Trebbiano   NV  12.0%      12  5.50

3255 Falanghina del Sannio, DOP - Cantine Iorio Falanghina 2016  13.5%      6  8.90

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3253 Jadis Rosso - Cantine Iorio Aglianico/Montepulciano   NV  12.0%      12  5.50

3254 Aglianico del Sannio, DOP - Cantine Iorio Aglianico 2015  14.0%      6  8.90

Red
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Campania, Italy

Cantine Iorio is proud of guarding, through its everyday work, the 
traditions of it’s region. It is situated in Torrecuso, a hilly district located 
in the heart of the Sannio and beside the Taburno Regional Park. Here 
vines represent the cultural and social identity of the whole wine making 
area so much that Torrecuso is known as ‘The town of Aglianico’.

Owners Pietro and Luca founded a new and modern cellar in 2004, their 
local knowledge ensuring the right mix between tradition and innovation.

The main object at the beginning of their project was to recover both 
abandoned lands and the surviving experience of local grape growers. 
The resulting success inspired them to produce high quality wines using 
the best selected grapes from the territory. Falanghina and Aglianico are 
two of the fi nest, and oldest, varietals in Italy. They thrive in the volcanic 
soils of the area, Falanghina especially, acquiring a mineral edge.

Cantine Iorio - Aglianico del Sannio
malolactic fermentation followed by 8 months in steel 
tank - no oak; a wine of intense fragrance with red fruits 
and spices makes a deep, rich ‘porty’ character with a 
soft fi nish of elegant tannins.

Cantine Iorio ‘Taburno’ - Falanghina del Sannio
delicate bouquet of white fl owers and exotic fruits leads 
into a complex palate with a fi ne balance of softness 
and crispness, fi nishing with fennel and herbal notes.

Cantine Iorio

Jadis Rosso - Aglianico/Montepulciano
lovely vibrant wine - a bright cherry nose, full of red 
fruits and dry tannins with a lighter weight and fi nish.

Jadis Bianco - Falanghina/Trebbiano
nice light aromas with herbal, fennel and fl oral notes; 
fruit develops on the mid palate with a citrus fi nish.

Awards:
Falanghina del Sannio: Silver - IWSC 2017
Falanghina del Sannio & Aglianico del Sannio:
Silver Medals - Concous Mondil de Bruxelles 2017
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ITALY

PUGLIA

3282 Pink Zinfandel ‘DeCanal’, IGT - C.Girelli Zinfandel NV  10.5%      6  6.07

Rosé code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3287 Primitivo, IGT - Cantina Levorato Primitivo 2015  13.0%      6  6.23

Red

SICILY

3211-1 Dea del Mare, IGP - The Wine People Catarratto/Pinot Grigio 2016  12.5%      6  5.38

3211 Dea del Mare, IGP - The Wine People Pinot Grigio 2016  12.5%      6  6.26 

3272 Miopasso, IGP - The Wine People Fiano 2014  13.5%      6  6.78

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3286 Nero d’Avola, IGT - Cantina Levorato Nero d’Avola 2014  13.0%      6  5.80

3274 Canapi, IGP - The Wine People Shiraz 2014  13.0%      6  5.92

3273 Miopasso, IGP - The Wine People  Nero d’Avola 2015  14.0%      6  6.78

Red

LAZIO

3276-1 Frascati Sup. ‘Fontella’, DOC - C.Girelli Malvasia/Trebbiano 2016  9.0%      6  6.59

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Lazio, Italy

Founded in the late Nineteenth century, Casa Girelli is a historic Italian 
company that has made the art of winemaking its vocation.

Focusing on producing exceptional value wines from regions located all 
over Italy, they are able to bring together a portfolio that offers fantastic 
variety and great value.

The grapes are selected from gently rolling hillside vineyards in Castelli 
Romani, north eastern Frascati. Harvest occurs in the nighttime to ensure 
the maximum freshness of fruit when it arrives in the vineyard.

Decanal Blush - Zinfandel
a lovely combination of berry fruits and sweet spices, 
which burst out of the glass. The highlight is an 
attractive note of lush morello cherries.

Frascati - Malvasia/Trebbiano
Delicate bouquet of peaches, pineapple and passion 
fruit. Medium-bodied on the palate with the perfect 
balance of fruit and crisp acidity.

Casa Girelli ‘Fontella’

Puglia, Italy

Casa Girelli has a know-how acquired through many years of experience 
in winemaking. The main elements are: speed, competence, care, research 
and the commitment to constantly improve.

Casa Girelli’s philosophy could be summarised: “Utmost attention to detail 
and constant research are key to achieving reliable superior quality in 
winemaking, with no compromise.” 

Zinfandel is closely related to Primitivo, which has been grown in 
southern Italy for millennia. The vines are trained using the traditional 
Alberello basso and Spalliera method and the production is around 
70 hl/ha. It produces wonderful ripe and expressive red and rosé wines.

Casa Girelli ‘DeCanal’
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Puglia, Italy

The main and constant target of the company is the customer 
satisfaction, achieved by high-qualifi ed staff, taking advantage of cutting-
edge technologies, creating new product lines in order to satisfy each 
customer request. 

Cantina Levorato provided itself with a self-monitoring code to comply 
with the strictest national and international regulations.

Levorato sourced the fi nest Primitivo fruit from Puglia to bottle into their 
house ‘Levorato’ brand.

Levorato - Nero d’Avola di Sicilia 
lightly oaked but packed with spice and liquorice 
making a dense and chewy wine, balancing big juicy 
fruit and tannins on the fi nish.

Levorato - Primitivo di Pugliia 
a charming, fragrant, soft, fruity, jammy wine with a 
smooth rounded fi nish, - its intense dark and red fruit 
character is quite typical of traditional southern reds.

Cantine Levorato

Sicily, Italy

Cantine Levorato

The company participates in the most important national and 
international wine fairs and was awarded several times in events and 
competitions.

Now as then, they work with the same commitment, determination and 
accuracy of the founders of Cantina Levorato, joining tradition and 
innovation with passion for their work.

Levorato sourced the fi nest Nero d’Avola fruit from Sicily to bottle into 
their house ‘Levorato’ brand.
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Sicily, Italy

TWP Wines is run by Stefano Girelli, whose family has been at the heart 
of Italian winemaking for three generations. The portfolio stretches the 
length of Italy, from the Veneto, to Tuscany, to Puglia and Sicily, and the 
focus is on organic viniculture. Many of the wines are certifi ed organic 
and all are made in an eco-friendly way, with a long-term commitment to 
the environment and are therefore brands of integrity. 

Leading consultant winemaker, Stefano Chioccioli, uses the best possible 
indigenous grapes to create wines with a great quality to value ratio, with 
individuality and character - wines which speak of their terroir.

Dea del Mare, the Sea goddess, is a benefi cent and independent power of 
nature - not feared, but understood to be a part of life, followed by birth 
and renewal each time the vines are pruned.

Canapi - Shiraz 
intense garnet in colour and a prominent nose with 
plenty of blackcurrant, black pepper and spices. The 
palate is full of dark berry fruit, cassis and cherries.

Miopasso - Fiano
left on the lees and given a light fi ltration so that the 
perfectly ripened grapes combine with crisp, citrus 
acidity to make it fresh and fl oral with touches of honey.

The Wine People

Dea del Mare - Pinot Grigio
crisp citrus fruit aromas accompanied by soft honey 
undertones; the taste is refreshing, lingering with zesty 
green apple fl avours. 

Dea del Mare - Catarratto/Pinot Grigio
60/40 blend with all the hallmarks of Pinot Grigio’s 
citrus fruits on the nose and a palate of crisp green 
apple balanced by subtle minerality from Catarratto.

Miopasso - Nero d’Avola
an incredibly intense nose featuring black pepper and 
spices. The palate offers layers and layers of fruit with 
excellent balance and complexity.
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NEW ZEALAND
OHAU

2850 Waitonga Falls - Ohau Estate Sauvignon Blanc 2016  12.0%      6  6.33

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

MARLBOROUGH

2858-1 Supper Club - SCW Sauvignon Blanc 2016  13.0%      6  9.07

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CENTRAL OTAGO

2860 Supper Club - SCW Pinot Noir 2013  13.0%      6  14.33

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Ohau, New Zealand

Ohau Winery, a new venture in a new region, has been gaining awards 
since its very fi rst harvest in 2009. Nestled in the small village of Ohau 
in New Zealand’s lower North Island, the estate is crafting a range of 
aromatically expressive wines with intense fruit fl avours.

The area’s terraced, alluvial soils are similar to some of the best sites 
in Marlborough. It has a temperate climate, comparable to Nelson and 
Hawkes Bay, giving minimal frosts at the begining and low rainfall at the 
end of the growing season.

The Tararua Ranges provide a backdrop to the new vineyards at Ohau 
where 40 hectares are planted, with potential for more further up the 
valley. The region is well known as an agricultural hot-spot prized for its 
market-garden produce. For centuries the area has been shaped by the 
Ohau River, which has laid down deposits of gravel, resulting in a stony 
yet fertile soil.

Ohau are the fi rst producers to plant in this fl edgling region, 40ha were 
initially planted with vines between 2006 and 2008, 70% of which are 
Sauvignon Blanc (Pinot Gris being the other signature grape). A variety 
of different clones and rootstock were used to add diversity and minimise 
risk. The area now boasts a distinct and unique regional style of aromatic 
qualities and intense fruit fl avours for the grapes.

Jane Cooper is regarded as one of New Zealand’s leading winemakers 
and has won numerous domestic and international awards for her wines. 
She works closely with her team in Ohau to ensure the best fruit comes 
off the vineyard, and aims to preserve the distinctive Ohau vineyard 
characteristics.

Ohau’s philosphy is to be courageous, creative and inventive - yet always 
unprententious.

Waitonga Falls - Sauvignon Blanc 
softly upfront, and somewhat less aggressive than 
others, though with all the hallmarks of great New 
Zealand varietal character; gooseberry, grass, nettles 
and a crisp light fi nish to captivate the palate.

Ohau Estate
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Marlborough & Central Otago, 

New Zealand

Supper Club draws its inspiration from the Supper Clubs of London 
during the 1940’s where patrons could dine, drink and dance in less 
formal surroundings. Like its namesake this wine is to be enjoyed in the 
company of good food and friends. Both the wine and the stylish label 
should become talking points over dinner; the dancing is optional!

2015 is Supper Club’s 5th vintage. It draws its Sauvignon grapes from 
two blocks - Dillions Point on the Eastern side of Marlborough is more 
fertile and has silt based soil giving fuller fruit; Rapaura Road’s 23 year 
old vines are planted on a dry old river bed and those stony and fl inty 
characteristics very much come through in the wine. 

The Pinot Noir is selected from three single vineyards in Alexandra, 
Cromwell Basin and Gibbston Valley within Central Otago.

Young ‘Rockstar’ winemaker Nick Entwistle is responsible for the 
Sauvignon and has encapsulated all the fi nest qualities of Marlborough. 
The Pinot is a collaboration between one of Central Otago’s celebrated 
winemakers Dean Shaw and Supper Club owner Alastair Picton-Warlow.

Supper Club - Pinot Noir 
aged in a selection of new to four year old French oak 
barriques, blended after ten months before undergoing 
minimal fi ning and fi ltration. Bright, rich, redcurrant 
and blackberry fruit aromatics are followed by a dense 
palate showing generous, warm fl avours, elegant 
texture and a persistent, lingering fi nish.

Supper Club - Sauvignon Blanc
a true expression of Marlborough, characterised 
by intense tropical and passionfruit aromatics in 
combination with more delicate citrus and fl oral notes. 
These attributes translate generously onto the palate, 
which is bursting with tropical fruit, ripe citrus and fi ne 
mineral acidity with just 3gm of residual sugar.

Supper Club Wines
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SOUTH AFRICA
WESTERN CAPE

1730-1 Planetbee - Ormonde Cellars Chenin Blanc 2016  12.5%      12  6.37

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1734 Butterfl y Tree - McGregor Wines Chenin Blanc 2015  14.0%      6  5.12

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 WELLINGTON

1735 Butterfl y Tree - McGregor Wines Pinotage 2014  12.5%      6  5.12

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 ROBERTSON
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Western Cape, South Africa

Ormonde Private Cellar is situated in Darling on the West Coast of South 
Africa, where the rugged Darling Hills roll and fall along the contours of 
a ancient granite intrusion. These molten rocks, forced from the earth to 
300m above sea level, guard the Atlantic Ocean while banks of fog roll to 
the foot of the hills, blessing the vineyard with coolness and moisture.

The Cape Floral Kingdom is the richest reservoir of plant species in 
the world, comprising 9600 species. The Darling wine region is home 
to 600 of these species fl owering from September each year. Gladiolus 
Carinatus, commonly known as bloupypie, thrives on our terroir and 
symbolises the unique character and quality of our wines.

Respectful of the environment, Ormonde manage their vineyards with 
this responsibility in mind and are a member of the Biodiversity in Wine 
Initiative and in keeping with a ‘Save the Bee’ campaign they do not spray 
insecticides.

Planetbee - Chenin Blanc 
encapsulates the fruit and fragrant blossom aromas 
loved by bees. It has a welcoming bouquet and is dry 
and lightly fruited with a crisp fi nish.

Ormonde Cellars

Friends of the Honey Bee

Did you know that Bees pollinate over two thirds of the world’s crops?

We are reliant on them for much of the food we eat. But the use of 
insecticides compounded with the loss of wildfl ower habitats and the 
mysterious Colony Collapse Disorder has created a serious decline of the 
bee population.

Planetbee aims to raise awareness of the bee amongst wine drinkers. 
The back label highlights the importance of this and the problem facing 
bees. It helps consumers take action as a donation is made on the sale of 
each bottle and is on target to raise £10,000 for the British Bee Keepers 
Association.

50p from each bottle sold is donated to 
the Friends of the Honey Bee Charity.
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Wellington & Robertson, 

South Africa

McGregor Winery, situated outside the village of the same name in the 
Breede River Valley, was established in 1948, part of the history and the 
proud Scottish heritage of the village. The modern day winery continues 
the philosophy of its founding fathers, to produce exceptional quality 
wines from the unique and varied soils of the area.

Grapes for Butterfl y Tree wines are grown in terroir ranging from the 
cooler climate of the Riviersonderend Mountains to the more temperate 
conditions of the King’s River Valley. This selecting contributes to the 
unique wine styles and fl avour profi les which make the Butterfl y Tree 
wines stand out.

Butterfl y Tree - Pinotage 
a light style with fruity aromas of berries and ripe 
banana, complimented by delicate wood maturation 
fl avours. An easy drinking, medium bodied wine with 
soft sweetish tannins.

McGregor Wines

Butterfl y Tree - Chenin Blanc 
welcomes you with lively, fruity, guava and green herb 
fl avours with a hint of lime. Prominent on the palate 
they are well balanced with the initial aromas and a 
crisp, clean, lingering fi nish.
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2815 Solms Astor Langarm - Solms Delta Pinotage/Touriga Nacional/GSM 2012  14.0%      6  8.50

Red

SOUTH AFRICA
STELLENBOSCH

2816 Jasmine Fragrant White - Villiera Wines Muscat/Riesling/Gewürztraminer 2014  11.5%      6  8.50

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

SWARTLAND

2836 The Den - Painted Wolf Wine Co Chenin Blanc 2015  13.5%      6  8.45

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2837 The Den - Painted Wolf Wine Co Pinotage 2014  14.0%      6  8.45

2838 The Den - Painted Wolf Wine Co Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  14.0%      6  8.45

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 COASTAL REGION
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Stellenbosch, South Africa

Vielliera is a large farm on the edge of the Stellenbosch appellation. For 
over 30 years the Griers of Villiera have been unlocking the marvels of 
nature to create the distinctive wines and sparkling wines that bear the 
family name.

Of the 400ha around half is dedicated to vineyards with the balance set 
aside as a wildlife reserve. This is the quintessential family business, 
with cousins Simon and Jeff working in the vines and cellar respectively, 
whilst Jeff’s sister, Cathy, runs the sales and marketing.
 
One of the early supporters of ‘green’ viticulture, viticulturist Simon Grier 
has always been a keen supporter of maintaining environmentally friendly 
vineyard practices. The farm has not sprayed insecticides for the past 
thirteen years and a fl ock of 1000 Peking ducks are responsible for some 
natural pest control.

The Grier’s are also responsible for running several social upliftment 
projects off the farm, including a day care centre for educating the 
30-odd children, belonging to Villiera’s farm workers, and an after-school 
club. There is also a commitment to the Pebbles Project, teaching the kids 
the benefi ts of environmental awareness.

Villiera are also highly active in environmental awareness. There is a 
strong focus on water conservation, recycling and a greening project, 
which entails the planting of 1000’s of indigenous trees on the farm. 

This philosophy has led to a vibrant eco-system on the farm, including 
huge fl ocks of guinea fowl and pheasant as well as steenbok, Cape foxes, 
grey mongooses, porcupines and the threatened blue crane.

Jasmine Fragrant White - Muscat/Riesling/Gewurz. 
composed of 43 % Muscat, 33 % Riesling and 24 % 
Gewürztraminer the grapes are picked slightly earlier 
than usual to retain freshness and ensure a lighter 
style. Cold fermentation in the winery also ensures the 
retention of maximum fruit character A fl oral, slightly 
spicy white wine which is fresh, light and slightly sweet 
(15g/ltr) but complex enough to drink with food (fusion 
and spicier dishes).

Villiera Wines
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Franschhoek, South Africa

Solms Delta is an old farm, dating back to 1690, with 23ha of vines 
planted at the Paarl end of the Franschhoek Valley by owner (and 
renowned neuroscientist), Professor Mark Solms. The fi rst wines were 
produced from the 2004 harvest.

At Solms-Delta they celebrate what it means to be South African. The food, 
the people, the music and, of course, the wine, telling the stories of where 
they come from and sharing ownership and profi ts equally with their 
workers. They bring a sense of pride, belonging and ownership to those 
who have, for generations, called their historic farm home.

Recent changes in management, the introduction of Rosa Kruger as 
consultant viticulturist, plus the arrival of two young and talented 
winemakers in Hagen Viljoen and Joan Heatlie have given the farm a 
greater focus. The cellar is full of exciting new wines which are set to 
emerge over the next couple of years.
 
The wine names are all Afrikaans and, just like the wines and the labels, 
express the unique identity that one associates with the history and 
culture of the Cape.

Langarm, or ‘straight-arm’, is a dance style that captures the mood 
of the Cape at the end of the working week and often performed to 
‘Boeremusiek’ (farmers’ music). It is danced with arms outstretched, like 
demented surfers. Dismissed as strange and comical by all outsiders, the 
wine is better appreciated.

Solms Astor Langarm - Pinotage/Touriga/GSM 
Langarm is a red Cape blend of Pinotage, Touriga 
Naçional, Shiraz, Grenache Noir and Mourvèdre 
grapes sourced from various vineyards, including sites 
on the Solms-Delta farm. Fermentation is at a warm 
temperature for maximum fruit extraction but there is 
no extended skin contact and only a short time in oak.
Fruit driven and nicely rustic wine showing supple 
tannins with plums, stewed fruits and hints of spice.

Solms Delta
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Swartland & Coastal Region 

South Africa

Painted Wolf was founded by Jeremy and Emma Borg whose winemaking 
adventures began in 2005 with a friend offering some grapes that were 
surplus to requirements. Their ‘home fermentation’ experiment has led, via 
the help of winemaking experts and international fi nance, to a full time 
operation.

Painted Wolf is now the preferred name for South Africa’s Wild Dog. 
The winery both supports the conservation of this species and draws 
inspiration from it - the wines, like the animal, are colourful, energetic 
and balanced in full fl ight.

With a shared philosophy and passion Painted Wolf donate 5% of their 
turnover to TUSK, a long established charity helping the rarest and most 
endangered of Africa’s animals including the dwindling numbers of 
African Wild Dogs.

Painted Wolf do not own their own cellar but make a ‘den’ in a winery 
which can change from vintage to vintage. ‘The pack’ is made of growers 
who provide the grapes and wine makers who give assistance. Fruit is 
sourced from Kasteelsig in Swartland, (one of the most highly rated 
vineyards in South Africa), Devon Hills in Stellenbosch and Southern 
Cross and Leeuwenkuil, in Paarl, the latter is the current home to the ‘den’.

The Den - Cabernet Sauvignon
blended with a little Merlot and Shiraz is medium to full 
bodied with typical fl avours of blackcurrant, brambly 
fruit, cigar box augmented by toasty oak.

Painted Wolf Wine Co.

The Den - Pinotage
is medium-bodied with chewy black fruit laced with 
melted tar, Provençal herbs and fennel, leading to a big, 
spicy fi nish with integrated oak.
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The Den - Chenin
blended from three distinct batches - cold fermented, 
oak contact and signifi cant lees contact. The result has 
a great texture and a long layered fi nish.



SPAIN
LA MANCHA

3482 Aromar Blanco - Bodegas Lozano Macabeo 2015  11.5%      6  4.86

3520 Uva 44 Blanca - Bodegas Lozano Macabeo 2015  11.5%      6  5.10

3105 Costa Cruz Blanco - Bodegas Lozano Verdejo/Sauvignon 2016  12.0%      6  5.24

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3107 Costa Cruz Rosado - Bodegas Lozano Tempranillo/Grenache 2016  12.5%      6  5.24

Rose

3483 Aromar Tinto - Bodegas Lozano Tempranillo/Grenache 2015  12.0%      6  4.86

3521 Uva 44 Tinta - Bodegas Lozano Tempranillo/Shiraz 2015  12.5%      6  5.10

3106 Costa Cruz Tinto - Bodegas Lozano Tempranillo/Shiraz 2016  13.0%      6  5.24

Red

TIERRA DE CASTILLA 

3529 Noctua - Quinta de Aves Syrah 2015  13.5%      12  6.70

            

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

TORO

3497-2 Viore Semi Crianza - Bodegas Torreduero Tinta de Toro 2014  14.5%      6  7.20

            

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Costa Cruz Blanco - Verdejo/Sauvignon
thirst quenching blend of these crisp tasting varietals 
gives a wine dominated by citrus and tropical fruits.

Aromar Tinto - Tempranillo/Grenache
expressive aromas of red and black fruit; light bodied 
with cherry and a little spice on the palate.

Aromar Blanco - Macabeo
has a light fl oral nose with a crisp and juicy pineapple 
and citrus fi nish. 

Costa Cruz Tinto - Tempranillo/Shiraz
soft and rounded Tempranillo style with 20% Shiraz; dark 
berries to the fore and a mellow and delicious fi nish.

La Mancha, Spain

Bodegas Lozano was established in 1853 when wine was fi rst produced 
from their vineyards. Four generations later, the company, which was 
founded in 1920 when the fi rst winery was built, is the largest privately 
owned, family run Bodega in Spain and the 5th largest overall.

Situated in the heart of La Mancha at Villarrobledo, Bodegas Lozano own 
almost 1000ha on two estates within 5 miles of the winery. La Carrasca 
and Los Salvadores are planted with 11 different varietals. Collaborating 
with more than 1000 local growers to source and vinify additional 
requirements the Bodega uses technology that is both modern and 
managed to the very highest standards.

The winery works closely with the local community and has worked with 
generations of the same family growers who surround the estate. 

“Our lands represent the work and lives of our people and our effort will 
also be our best legacy.”

Bodegas Lozano

Costa Cruz Rose - Tempranillo/Grenache
sturdy, typically Spanish blend with dry yet fruity red 
berries and soft forest fruits on the palate.
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La Tierra de Castilla, Spain

The estate, Finca La Cañada, which comprises 500ha and several farms 
was acquired in the 1980s. After 25 years dedicated to improving the 
quality of the vineyards the family of founder Don Manuel Casado Casla 
decided to start producing and bottling their own wines under the brand 
Quinta de Aves.

A winery was built in 2006, integrated into the vineyard. An unobtrusive, 
functional building, partially underground, was designed in line with 
the company philosophy: respect of the environment, traditions and 
technological modernity.
 
The building is on a hill overlooking the countryside. Set within Pyrenean 
and Holm oak groves, its colours match the landscape and its profi le is 
designed for it to blend in with the surroundings, go unnoticed and leave 
nature to take the leading role.

The 75ha of vineyards are on a plain at about 725m surrounded by hills; 
the soil is limestone quartzite and slate. There is little summer rainfall but 
the subsoil of calcium carbonate has excellent ability to retain water. 

The Syrah grapes are sourced from 7ha of 14 year old vines. Harvesting 
is carried out at night because of the heat. Being close to the vineyards, 
grapes are able to be transported to the cellar in as short a time as 
possible. The must is transferred to the tanks by gravity, thanks to the 
height difference of the hillside. There are 49 stainless steel tanks, 
digitally controlled and heat is provided by a bio-mass boiler.

There is a current interest in ‘Volcanic Wines’, and Quinta de Aves is from 
one of the most important volcanic regions in the Iberian Peninsular - 
Campo de Catatrava. 

Quinta de Aves

Noctua - Syrah.
has a deep, long lasting aroma of red fruits and strawberry 
with the merest touch of spice; the fi nish is long and 
surprisingly soft and silky for a Syrah.

Awards:
Gold - Gran Seleccion Castilla La Mancha 2016
Bronze - International Wine Challenge 2016
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Toro is one of fi ve DOs found in Castilla y Leon and lies west of Ribera 
del Duero and northwest of Rueda. The climatic character of the region 
is harsh and extreme with hot summers and very cold winters. Just west 
of Rueda, Toro is one of the driest areas of Spain with annual average 
rainfall of just 12”.

Vines that survive produce wines of intense aroma and fl avour - 
historically producing, alongside Priorat, some of the weightiest reds in 
Spain. The modern style is lighter and better balanced.

Wine making in Toro has enjoyed a long and colourful history pre-dating 
the Romans. When phylloxera wiped out vineyards in the 19th century, 
those in Toro escaped due to the region’s dry, sandy soils. Vines from 
here were used to replant vineyards in other regions in Spain and many 
vineyards in Toro still have pre-phylloxera vines.

In the past 20 years the regions potential has been discovered - by big 
names from Rioja, Ribera del Duero and Bordeaux establishing their own 
estates, and by winemakers looking to showcase the best of artisan wines 
and modern winemaking.

Bodegas Torreduero is a small modern Bodega founded in 2001 situated 
in the town of Toro on the banks of the Duero river. The running of it is 
now in the hands of Felipe Nalda Jr - son of Felipe Snr, the winemaker at 
the noted Rioja producers Bodegas Riojanas, who are the owners.

Toro, Spain

Bodegas Torreduero

Viore Semi Crianza - Tinto de Toro (Tempranillo)
100% Tinto de Toro (the regional name for Tempranillo) 
with 5 months in new American oak which helps 
develop the full fruity fl avours and well developed 
structure that is typical of wines from the region.
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SPAIN
JUMILLA

3530 Gorú El Blanco - Ego Bodegas Moscatel/Chardonnay 2016  13.0%      6  7.02

            

White

3145 Marionette - Ego Bodegas Monastrell/Syrah  2015  14.0%      6  7.38

3146 Gorú - Ego Bodegas Monastrell/Syrah/Petit Verdot 2015  14.0%      6  7.59

3531 Gorú 38 Barrels - Ego Bodegas Monastrell/Cabernet Sauvignon 2013  14.5%      6  13.82

Red

ALMANSA

3436 Aldea de Adaras - Bodegas Almanseñas Monastrell 2013  13.5%      12  7.24

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Marionette - Monastrell/Syrah
has had 2-3 months ageing in American oak giving its 
intense, potent fruit some toasted notes. Smooth in 
the mouth with a forceful structure, it is vivid, fruity and 
spicy with delicious tannins. 

Gorú - Monastrell/Syrah/Petit Verdot
fuller style than the Marionette with 4 months ageing. 
Outstanding intense aroma of black cherries and parma 
violets; ripe fruit adds a rich mouthfeel with spice, soft 
tannins, vanilla and cinnamon notes on the fi nish.

Gorú Blanco - Moscatel/Chardonnay
harvested at optimal ripeness, intense aromas are 
achieved by low temperature fermentation. Typical fl oral 
notes from the Moscatel, weight and balance is added 
by the Chardonnay and an overall crisp fi nish.

Gorú 38 Barrels - Monastrell/Cab Sauvignon
selected quality grapes have  20-30 days maceration and 
10 months in French and American oak. Delicate black 
fruit with smokey notes; structured and subtle with sweet 
tannins conferring elegance to its fruity intensity.

Jumilla, Spain

Ego Bodegas, now a decade old, is a boutique winery driven by three 
concepts - Ego, Talento, Infi nito. These are: Ego, the concept of I; Talento, 
the capacity for the performance or execution of an occupation; Infi nito, 
the limitless power of the dream.

Its 25ha of vineyards include varieties such as Tempranillo and Syrah, 
but the main focus is on the local native variety Monastrell - many 
of these vines are about 50 years old. They are situated in a special 
location within the region of Jumilla, one of the driest wine areas of 
Spain. The climate means the grapes grow as small bunches with a good 
concentration of sugar, excellent acidity and thicker skins.

While the surroundings are rural and rustic, the winery and its technology 
are both modern and meticulously managed. The intriguing Gorú image is 
that of a local character who lived as a hermit.

Ego Bodegas
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Almanseñas is a modern winery based in the Venta la Vega estate, named 
after a famous ancient hostelry on the Camino Real route.

The winery is located in a privileged natural environment near the town of 
Almansa (Albacete). It is a land rich in water, with excellent farmland and 
a perfect atmosphere that generates the ideal conditions to give life to 
unique and expressive wines.

The 215 ha of vineyards are on limestone soils with pebbles on the 
surface and have sandy rather than clay areas. Over 100 ha are planted 
with Monastrell and Garnacha. The average height is 850m above sea 
level and the climate is a mixture of Continental and Mediterranean. 

The Mugron, the legendary mountain formation, is responsible for 
containing rainfall in the form of storms, avoiding damage to the 
integrity of the vine, while acting as a natural barrier to pests, creating a 
special microclimate that makes the land be cultivated in a natural and 
ecological way, without any chemical or added treatment. At the top of ‘El 
Mugrón’, you can fi nd evidence of past civilizations including the ancient 
Iberian settlement of Castellar de Meca.

This magic triangle, water, earth and air, are the fundamental basis of our 
concept.

The Bodega specialises in the traditional vines of the region. Aldea is 
100% Monastrell (Mourvèdre). The variety can be a diffi cult grape to 
grow, preferring “its face in the hot sun and its feet in the water” - it 
needs very warm weather, a low leaf to fruit ratio but adequate water to 
produce intensely fl avoured fruit that is not overly jammy or herbaceous.

Almansa, Spain

Bodegas Almensenas

Aldea de Adaras - Monastrell
aged mainly in steel tanks, though 20% has 6-8 months 
in new French oak barrels, creating a full, fruity, spicy 
wine.
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SPAIN
BIERZO

3422 Alvarez de Toledo Godello  Godello 2016  12.5%      6  6.62

3522 La Sonrisa de Tares - Dominio de Tares  Godello 2016  13.0%      6   9.20

White

3423 Alvarez de Toledo Mencia Mencia 2010  13.0%      6  6.62

Red

CASTILLA Y LEON

3523 Quinta del Obispo - Bodegas Viña Albares Chardonnay/Gewürztraminer 2015  14.0%      6  7.80

White

code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3524 Cumal - Dominio de Tares  Prieto Picudo 2014  14.5%      6   14.10

            

Red
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Bierzo, Spain

Alvarez de Toledo family have cultivated vines in Bierzo since the 15th 
century. The vineyards are located in the “Gold Mile” of El Bierzo’s wine 
region. This superbly orientated terrain has the best soils of the entire 
region and surrounds the towns of Villafranca del Bierzo and Valtuille de 
Arriba.

The land, recognized as a World Heritage Site and World Biosphere 
Reserve, has a unique microclimate well suited to the agriculture of the 
area, giving the vines a special character. Being situated in a valley, the 
climate is mild and humid.The soils are composed of a mixture of fi ne 
elements, quartz and slate. Water fl ows from the mountains down into the 
valleys. The vineyards are planted mainly on humid dark soil which is 
slightly acidic and low in carbonates.

Godello is the principal grape planted for white wines in this region and 
is a speciality of northwest Spain. It is highly aromatic and is noted for 
making balanced wines of exceptional quality with a great fruity and 
fl oral bouquet.

Mencia, the regional red varietal, has something of the light style of good 
Beaujolais or Loire Valley Cabernet Franc, yet also a character of its own 
and, with the use of oak, affords good wine makers plenty of room for 
expression.

Bodegas Alvarez de Toledo

Alvarez de Toledo - Godello
is a fruity, persistent and elegant white with a good 
backbone to the palate. It has a pale yellow colour with 
hints of fennel on the nose and, picking up mineral 
notes from the soil, fi nishes with light citrus accents.

Alvarez de Toledo - Mencia
is aged 10 months in oak and expresses the unique 
character of the Mencia grape - wonderfully scented, 
with light yet juicy mulberry fruit and liquorice, nicely 
structured with age.
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Castilla Y Leon, Spain

Quinta del Obispo

Located in an area of   exceptional beauty, on a ridge of sandy soil and 
south orientation, Quinta del Obispo (‘The Bishop’s Country House’) is one 
of the best vineyards in Albares de la Ribera near León. 

The village’s origins date back to the ninth century with the establishment 
of the Monastery of St. Mary and St. Martin, and the estate sits on the 
ancient vineyards of Don Antolin Lopez, Archbishop of Tarragona in the 
early twentieth century, in whose honour the vineyard is now named.
 
With 20ha of vineyards planted in an average altitude of 700-900m. 
above sea level, Quinta del Obispo presents a portfolio of forward-looking 
wines planted to benefi t from the specifi c climate and soils of the area. 
In this land of great wine tradition the grapes are grown using time 
honoured procedures without ignoring the latest technological advances. 

The Chardonnay and Gewürztraminer vines, with an average age of 15 
years, are grown on gentle slopes at 780-900m above sea level. 

All the grapes are harvested by hand and pass quickly from the vineyards 
to winery. This process, performed daily in harvest season, ensures the 
freshness of the fruit and provides an ideal start to the winemaking 
process.

Fermentation of grapes last for 22 days in stainless steel tanks with 
wild yeasts from the bunches and a further one month on the lees adds 
complexity.

Quinta del Obispo - Chardonnay/Gewürztraminer
90% Chardonnay with 10% Gewurztraminer; a dry, 
complex wine with intense varietal aromas of green 
apple, ripe peach, fennel and exotic fruits.
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Bierzo, Spain

Grupo Dominio de Tares has always wanted to offer the world the native 
varieties of north western Spain. The project centres around two wineries: 
Dominio de Tares, in El Bierzo, and Dominio Dos Tares, in León.

The winery at San Román de Bembibre was founded in 2000, eleven years 
after the initiation of Designation of Origin Bierzo. and became one of the 
pioneers in the area. 

From the very beginning, it made a commitment to the region and to 
obtaining the best grapes from the best estates for both the red and white 
varietals of the region, Mencia and Godello, selected from the vineyards 
containing the most interesting soils and locations.

Established vineyards with vines between 40 and 90 years old are the 
keys to the wines. The winery has gone about acquiring them and now has 
guaranteed access to grapes from 30ha, both owned and leased.

Domino de Tares combine traditional practices in the vineyards with a 
modern approach in the winery - the aim to produce wines showcasing 
the essence and uniqueness of the regional varietals. Headed by 
Technical Director Rafael Somonte it is a young team who enjoys 
their winemaking - a refl ection of the passion they feel for their land - 
committed to creating wines that are a success among critics and which 
have put Bierzo on the map.

La Sonrisa’s fruit is sourced from vineyards composed of slate and schist 
over clay-based soil, fertilised with just sheep manure. The grapes are 
harvested by hand, fermented with natural yeasts and the wine, whilst 
youthful in style, undergos fi ve months maturing on its lees in tank with 
racking every four weeks.

Bodegas Domino de Tares

La Sonrisa de Tares - Godello
a captivating citrus scented nose with green apples; the 
refreshing palate has a mineral acidity, light, soft body 
and long fi nish.

Awards:
Silver (90 points) - Decanter WWA 2017
89 points - Guia Peñín 2016
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Castilla Y Leon, Spain

Grupo Dominio de Tares specialise in the native varieties of north western 
Spain. After founding Bodegas Dominio de Tares, in El Bierzo in 2000, it 
established Bodega Dominio Dostares, situated in Parajes de Los Oteros 
near León in 2005.

Dominio Dostares is dedicated to proving the great potential of the 
native variety Prieto Picudo to the world. This rare grape, virtually 
unique to Castilla y Leon whose name translates as “dark, pointed”, is 
used to create both light rosés and deeply pigmented reds. In the latter 
it provides big tannins, retains good acidity and responds well to oak 
ageing.

Prieto Picudo grows best in diffi cult terrains, hot and dry being its 
preference as it has a high degree of drought resistance. Here it is 
grown on a plateau of clay and chalk over river fl ints at a height of 850m. 
Dominio Dostares has some exceptional vineyards, within its 15ha it 
has vines between 80 and 115 years old including the largest area of 
hundred-year-old vines still found in the region of Los Oteros. 

Cumal vineyards are clay and limestone over river fl ints, simply fertilised 
with just sheep manure and each vine yields 3kg. Fermentation is with 
natural yeasts in stainless steel tanks for 28 days before ageing in 225lt 
oak casks.

Bodegas Domino Dostares

Cumal - Prieto Picudo
aged for 12 months in French and American oak plus 
another 12 months in the bottle. A full wine with 
aromas of red and black berries, rose, almonds and 
pistachios. A dense palate very dry with big tannins and 
plenty of ripe wild berries.

Awards:
93 points - Guía Peñín 2016
Silver medal - Vinalies 2013
Gold medal - IWC Catavinum 2012
Silver medal - Concours Mondial Bruxelles 2011
Gold medal - International Wine Guide 2011
92 points - Parker 2011
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SPAIN
RIAS BAIXAS

3512 Luna Creciente - Viñedos Singulares      Albariño 2015  13.0%      12  8.86

3421 Eiral - Bodegas Pablo Padin       Albariño 2015  12.5%      12  9.39

3420-1 Segral - Bodegas Pablo Padin       Albariño 2015  12.5%      6   11.07

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

GETARIAKO TXAKOLINA

3419 Agerre -  Bodegas Agerre Txakoli 2015  11.5%      12  8.49

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

1895 Feitizo da Noite Brut - Bodegas Pablo Padin Albariño NV  12.0%      4  17.62

Sparkling
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Agerre have been growing grapes in the family owned, single vineyard 
in Getaria for three generations. Emilio Agerre is the winemaker and 
currently runs the winery with the help of his wife and son. Annual 
production is just 12,000 cases.

Txakoli (pronounced ‘Tcha-Ko-Lee’) is a slightly sparkling, very dry and 
very crisp white wine with a comparatively low alcohol content. It is 
produced entirely in the province of Gipuzkoa in the Basque Country.

The Atlantic environment is the perfect habitat for growing the Txakoli 
grape.The soils are sandy loam over gravel and the steepness of the 
coastal hills allows further good drainage. The vines range from 10-30 
years old, and are trained to a height of around 6ft. helping to avoid 
moisture from the ground and maximise ventilation.

The wine is made from 100% (Hondarribi Zuria). Fermentation is in 
whole clusters, which allows for more dynamic fl avours. Native yeasts are 
used and there is 6 weeks of contact with the lees. Txakoli is not a fully 
sparkling wine but has a natural ‘spritz’. It is traditionally poured from 
head height into the glass held at waist level - this fl amboyant serving 
airates the wine and helps add a certain ‘sparkle’.

Txakoli is perfect light drinking and, for the Basque people, often 
accompanies seafood pinchos.

Getariako Txakolina, Spain

Bodegas Agerre

Agerre - Txakoli
a crisp, refreshing wine with a slight effervescence. 
Notes of fresh citrus and green apple with good acidity 
and minerality.
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Rias Baixas, Spain

After years of visiting countless wine-producing regions and developing 
a great deal of experience in producing and marketing wines, the Barrero 
brothers - Luis and Carlos - created the Viñedos Singulares (Singular 
Wines) project. The results of their travels are now stocked in some of the 
best restaurants in Barcelona.

Their journey started in June 1993 when two brothers confess to their 
father their dream of travelling to Santiago in the summer holidays and 
they ask him to lend them his beloved old red Seat 128 so that they can 
drive there. 

They are young, adventurous and no more than twenty-fi ve years old. Their 
father, an elderly, prudent man who is a wine-lover, lends them his car for 
two weeks in August on one condition: they must return with the best red 
wine in the Iberian Peninsula. 

The brothers, who have been brought up to follow the family wine-making 
tradition, set off on the journey without believing in miracles, but with the 
conviction that the most prized treasures are those that have remained 
undiscovered. Near Santiago, on a local road in the Rías Baixas region, an 
inopportune fl at tyre obliged them to stop and take a walk under the stars 
to seek help. They come to an old farmhouse surrounded by vineyards. 

They knock on the door in desperation and a man opens it. The man 
offers them shelter and two glasses of wine which he says he harvests 
and produces using his own methods. It is not a red wine but neither is it 
of this world. There, in that small winery, they discover the gem they were 
looking for and their particular pilgrimage makes sense: 

Erasmus was quite right when he said, “Wine speaks the truth”.

Luna Creciente - Albariño
is made using traditional methods to maintain Albariño 
character whilst leaving a delicious sensation in the 
mouth. Crisp and fl oral, melon and stone fruit fl avours 
with a coastal minerality.

Vinedos Singulares
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Rias Baixas, Spain

Galicia has a long winemaking tradition popularized by the Romans 
cultivating the vine, and later, the Route to Santiago infl uenced the 
winemaking techniques. These wines had been exported to other 
European regions since the end of the Middle Ages, however, for 
centuries, Galicians kept the privilege to enjoy one of the fi nest white 
wines known. 

The recovery of the native Albariño variety in the mid-20th century, 
allowed production of higher quality wines that gained in prestige. The 
foundation of Rias Baixas D.O. in the 80’s was a qualitative leap in the 
professionalisation of the vine-growers, and placed these wines among 
the best in the world.

Pablo Padín are the amalgamation of two families who honed their 
knowledge and experience over years of producing their own wines. In 
the 1980s they started up a small business project to supply the growing 
regional market for Albariño wine and have achieved great acclaim.

Bodegas Pablo Padín S.L. maintains all the enthusiasm and vitality to 
keep improving in order amaze every time their wines are uncorked.

NB - Don’t forget to check out their Sparkling Albarino on page 43

Bodegas Pablo Padin

Awards Segrel:
Gold - Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2015
Bronze - Decanter World Wine Awards 2015
Best Spanish White over £10 - Wines from Spain Awards 2014

Eiral - Albariño
has intense, fruity aromas and delicate hints of fl owers, 
highlighting the strong character, and an excellent 
representation of the grape - ideal for both enthusiasts 
and those discovering Rías Baixas.

Segrel - Albariño
has great varietal character with marked fl oral notes 
plus stand out herbaceous and fruity aromas; a fresh, 
tasty, balanced acidity with an elegant aftertaste 
enhanced by a hint of citrus.
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SPAIN
NAVARRA

3127 Karrikiri Blanco - Campos de Enanzo Viura  2015  12.5%      12  5.62

White

3126 Karrikiri Tinto - Campos de Enanzo  Tempranillo/Garnacha 2015  13.5%      12  5.62

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CARINENA

3540 La Fea Blanco - Bodegas Paniza Viura/Chardonnay 2016  12.5%      6  5.80

White

3148 Viña Oria - Covinca  Garnacha 2014  13.0%      6  5.50

3541 La Fea Tinto - Bodegas Paniza Tempranillo/Garnacha/Syrah 2016  13.0%      6  5.80

3543 La Fea Reserva - Bodegas Paniza Tempranillo 2012  13.5%      6  7.50

3544 La Fea Gran Reserva - Bodegas Paniza Tempranillo/Garnacha/Cab Sauv 2010  13.5%      6  8.50

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Navarra, Spain

Founded in 1958, Bodegas Campos de Enanzo is a co-operative in the 
town of Murchante, located in the southernmost part of the D.O. in an 
area called “La Ribera Baja”, meaning the lower river - south of the Ebro. 
Currently there are 269 “socios” who are shareholders in the operation, 
cultivating 750ha of vines.

Campos de Enanzo takes its name from the Navarran word “enanzar” 
which is to be lively, energetic and painstaking at work. They have been 
working with “enanzo” in the vineyards and winery for more than fi fty 
years.

Ideal winemaking conditions join forces with the age-old, Navarrese, 
winemaking tradition, which have been handed down from generation 
to generation and is now scrupulously cared for by the Designation of 
Origin Navarra.

The grapes used to produce these wines grow on land where the famous 
Karrikiri bulls (used in the Pamplona Bull Run) once used to graze, giving 
rise to wines which, just like these animals, are both sturdy and unique.

The co-operative was one of the pioneers in remodelling its vineyards, 
ensuring they were predominantly planted with noble varieties such as 
Tempranillo, Cabernet Sauvignon, Viura and Chardonnay. In the last few 
years it has made signifi cant investments in the latest technologies with 
the aim of improving grape reception and winemaking facilities.

Karrikiri Blanco - Viura
the grapes are harvested at optimum ripeness which 
helps achieve an attractive, bright, refreshing wine that 
is delicate yet possessing an intense nose with fruity 
and citric aromas.

Bodegas Campos de Enanzo

Karrikiri Tinto - Tempranillo/Garnacha 
made from carefully selected Tempranillo grapes with 
15% Garnacha blended in. Careful winemaking retains 
the character of lively red berried fruit with a good 
balance of softness and grip.
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Carinena, Spain

Located in the town of Paniza, the Bodega was founded in 1953, 
one of 31 wineries in Cariñena - a region that was a pioneer of the 
Denomination of Origin categorisation. Cariñena is the oldest of these 
DOs in Aragón and the second oldest in Spain. 

La Fea was the nickname of “Isabel The Catholic” as she was known, the 
Queen of Castille (1474-1504) and of Aragon (1479-1504). 

Unfortunately, she wasn´t very pretty and she was not initially popular 
with the people. However, through her genuine care for her subjects she 
became renowned and much loved. Their marriage became the basis of 
the unifi cation of Spain. 

Like the Queen, “La Fea” is a range of wines that are powerful and with  
character!. “La Fea” is an honest wine, clear, that keeps inside a world of 
sensations to discover, the rootedness to land and the “good-work” of its 
people along the years.

By closely working with Panizo we have created to exceptional value 
Reserva and Gran Reserva wines.

These wines refl ect the huge potential to be unlocked in Cariena.

Truly well made, oak-aged Reds, are no longer just the province of Rioja 
and Ribera del Duero.

La Fea Reserva - Tempranillo
100% old vine Tempranillo aged in American oak barrels 
for 12 months. Complex bouquet of dried fruit, vanilla, 
balsam and liquorice; delicate, balanced, with pleasant 
tannins and a persistent fruity fi nish.

Bodegas Paniza

La Fea Gran Reserva - Tempranillo/Garnacha/Cab.Sauv
a 50/40/10% blend aged 24 months in American and 
French oak. Smooth, harmonious and elegant with 
subdued tannins, it has a refi ned fi nish bursting with 
vanilla oak and fruity wild red berries.
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Carinena, Spain

Covinca draws on the best grapes from almost 1700 ha of vineyards to 
process in its modern winery at Longares. 

The grapes are hand picked from low yielding 30 year old bush vines in 
mainly unirrigated plots growing at 600m.

Covinca

Viña Oria - Garnacha
an unoaked 100% Garnacha wine with obvious red 
fruit aromatics and a mid-weight, easy drinking, well 
balanced palate.

Carinena, Spain

Paniza’s vineyards have parcels of 30 year old vines on calcareous clay 
soil and a small proportion over 40 years old on alluvial pebble, reserved 
for the top wines. The highest vineyards go up to an altitude of 850m and 
benefi t from a continental climate: cold winters and hot summers with 
contrasting cool evenings.

The wines have an excellent concentration of colour, sugar, fl avour 
and aroma. The old traditional bush-vines are hand-picked while new 
plantings are trellised allowing for a mechanised harvest.

La Fea blends traditional Spanish varietals with recognisable 
‘International’ varietals; a marriage that results in modern, fruit driven 
wines with a classic Spanish touch.

Bodegas Paniza

La Fea Tinto - Tempranillo/Garnacha/Syrah
Unoaked blend of 40% Tempranillo, 40% Garnacha plus 
20% Syrah. Forward blackberry and dark cherry aromas; 
smooth and full with an aftertaste of fruit and tannin. 

La Fea Blanco - Viura/Chardonnay
lively blend with light maceration. Aromas of apple and 
pineapple backed by fl oral notes; the palate is smooth, 
light, with a pleasing, crisp harmony. 
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SPAIN
RIOJA 

3159 Tondeluna Blanco - Bodegas Vallemayor  Viura  2014  12.0%      12  6.13 

3150B Vallemayor Blanco - Bodegas Vallemayor  Viura/Sauvignon 2016  12.5%      12  6.17

3475-1 Nivei - Bodegas Nivarius        Tempranillo Blanco/Viura 2013  13.5%      6   7.33

3474 Nivarius - Bodegas Nivarius      Tempranillo Blanco 2015  14.0%      6  8.70

3480 Nivarius Maturana - Bodegas Nivarius     Maturana Blanca 2015  14.0%      6  8.70

3475M Nivei - Bodegas Nivarius        Tempranillo Blanco/Viura 2013  13.5%      6  x150cl 14.03

White

3158 Vallemayor Rosado - Bodegas Vallemayor  Tempranillo/Garnacha 2015  13.0%      12  6.17

Rosé

3160 Tondeluna Tinto - Bodegas Vallemayor  Tempranillo  2016  13.0%      12  6.13

3151B Vallemayor Tinto - Bodegas Vallemayor Tempranillo 2016  13.0%      12  6.17

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

VALLES DE SADACIA

3149 Libalis - Castillo de Maetierra Moscatel/Viura/Malvasia 2015  12.0%      6  6.33

            

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Rioja, Spain

Nivarius translates as ‘ice house’ or ‘snow-drift’ and references the 
common sight in the vineyards in winter. The name Nivei means ‘snow’.

Bodegas Nivarius is the only winery in La Rioja to produce solely white 
wines. Its 11ha of vineyards dedicated to Tempranillo Blanco - a genetic 
mutation of a single red vine discovered in 1988 -  is the largest planting 
in the world. Based in Nalda, 17km from Logroño, the La Nevera and 
Valdecabos vineyards are north facing and 800m above sea level. This 
aspect and height gives cooler than average temperatures and helps 
produce highly aromatic, fresh and fruity grapes.

Winemaking is dedicated to preserving the characteristics of the 
different varietals. To prevent oxidation during pressing, a membrane is 
used to cover the grapes throughout. Each block is vinifi ed separately, 
with maceration times and fermentation temperature adjusted to squeeze 
the most varietal expression from the grapes.

Nivarius - Maturana Blanca
Maturana Blanca is the oldest grape variety known 
in Rioja mentioned as early as 1622 and now being 
rediscovered. Nivarius’ vines were planted in 2009. It 
has light spice notes with layers of intense tropical 
fruit. Its crispness lends an elegant freshness with 
excellent ageing potential to 2020. 6,000 bottles made.

Nivarius - Tempranillo Blanco
100% Tempranillo Blanco fermented in 3500 ltr French 
oak vats and aged on the lees for 7 months. Its medium 
intense nose is marked by fl owers, white fruit and 
fennel; the complex palate has a very rounded feel with 
a fi nal crispness that lengthens the palate to a long 
spicy aftertaste. Production is only 13,000 bottles.

Bodegas Nivarius

Nivei - Tempranillo Blanco/Viura 
a delightfully refreshing new take on white Rioja - made 
from a base of 70% Tempranillo Blanco and 20% Viura 
complemented with Verdejo, Chardonnay, Sauvignon 
Blanc, and Malvasia varieties. It has an intense 
bouquet, highly fl oral with stone and citrus fruits; dry 
and fresh on the palate - overall, very well-structured.
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Rioja, Spain

Vallemayor is the result of the dreams and vision of Luis Perez Foncea. 
He was forced by an illness to retire from working in the long established 
family vineyards and began selling wines from his home town of
Fuenmayor.  After many years he was able to realise his dream of building 
his own winery to develop his passion for the elaboration of wonderful 
Rioja wines. 

The high quality of these wines ensured a commercial success and Luis’ 
sons took over in 1996, registering the new name Vallemayor for the still 
family owned business.

Nowadays Luis Carlos and Rafael Perez run the company with the same 
passion as their father, and still draw on the advice of their mother 
Fabiola Gonzalez.

The 70ha estate, growing predominantly Tempranillo, is owned by the 
family and they have direct control over a further 60ha of local growers. 
The winery, built in 1984, has undergone recent improvements and 
expansion. A new visitor centre with a beautiful tasting room now
welcomes customers and the high quality of the wines is guaranteed by 
completely new winemaking machinery.

Vallemayor combines modern technology and traditional knowledge for 
the elaboration of their wines, Fermentation is in stainless steel tanks at 
controlled temperatures. American and French oak 225 ltr casks for the 
ageing are replaced when they’re six years old, assuring the best quality 
for the wines.

Vallemayor & Tondeluna Tinto - Tempranillo
100% varietal and unoaked and easily appreciated with 
an expressive character full of red fruits and liquorice.

Vallemayor Rosado - Tempranillo/Garnacha
a 50/50 blend giving a classic Spanish rosé style 
dominated by expressive primary fruit fl avours.

Vallemayor & Tondeluna Blanco - Viura/Sauvignon
Viura and now with 10% Sauvignon added - light and 
delicate with refreshing lime and citrus fi nish.

Bodegas Vallemayor
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The brainchild of the innovative and exciting Spanish wine producers 
Vintae. They are not just a wine company, they represent a new way of 
experiencing wine:

“Only by dreaming of revolutionising the wine world will we be able to do 
so”.

Vintae are based in La Rioja, but with Libalis they are experimenting with 
the non-traditional.

Libalis is a unique wine, capable of fascinating consumers with its unique 
packaging, as well as surprising and seducing the most demanding 
connoisseurs. Beyond the label is a bottle full of clear, fresh nectar.

Produced mostly from Moscatel, this ancient grape variety is no longer 
recognised by the DO Rioja - and so can’t be sold as such. But that 
didn’t stop Vintae who would rather put out the fi nest possible wine, than 
conform to a rigid set of rules.

Libalis is a explosion of taste. It is the beginning of many special 
moments, as many as you want to create. 

This wine is especially suitable to drink in good company, whether with 
friends, family or your partner, at any time of the day or night.

It pairs perfectly with any type of seafood or fi sh. It is great for a light 
lunch or dinner, as it is very light, fresh and easy to drink and it asks for 
another sip with a good meal.

Valles de Sadacia, Spain

Bodegas Castillo de Maetierra

Libalis - Moscatel de Grano Menudo/Viura/Malvasía
an unusual blend giving a modern, complex wine with a 
deep, elegant, fragrant and fl oral bouquet. In the mouth 
it is an explosion of taste; silky-smooth, fruity; medium 
bodied and well-balanced with a long and pleasant off-
dry aftertaste.
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SPAIN
RIOJA - Oak Aged

3156 Vallemayor Barrique - Bodegas Vallemayor Viura 2012  13.5%      6  11.38

White

3166 Tondeluna Crianza - Bodegas Vallemayor  Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano 2013  13.0%      12  7.17

3157 Viña Encineda Single Estate - Vallemayor Tempranillo 2014  13.5%      6  7.44

3152B Vallemayor Crianza - Bodegas Vallemayor  Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano 2014  13.5%      12  8.29

3153-1 Vallemayor Reserva - Bodegas Vallemayor Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano 2011  14.0%      6  10.12

3154 Viña Cerradilla Single Estate - Vallemayor  Tempranillo/Mazuelo 2011  14.5%      6  12.33

3155-1 Vallemayor Gran Reserva - Vallemayor  Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano 2010  14.0%      6  13.49

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Vallemayor Gran Reserva - Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano
80%,10%,10% blend with a stately character. Due to its 
long stay in bottle, the fi rst sensation is that of poise, 
then a building intensity that denotes its oak ageing 
and gives good fruit development.

Vallemayor Viña Cerradilla - Tempranillo/Mazuelo
from Vallemayor’s prize estate of 60 year old vines on a 
south-south-east unirrigated slope of chalky, stony soil. 
The 90% Tempranillo and 10% Mazuelo grapes have a 
long ageing - 20 months in new French oak.

Vallemayor Barique - Viura
the grapes from 50 year old vines are picked at full 
ripeness and have a double fermentation in oak giving 
vanilla, ripe pears and toasty notes from the wood.

Bodegas Vallemayor

Rioja, Spain

Vallemayor Viña Encineda - Tempranillo
100% Tempranillo from 25 year old vines in a single 
estate, with 6 months in new American oak and bottled 
unfi ltered. The fi nal wine is reminiscent of the oldest 
vinifi cation methods - wonderfully structured.

Tondeluna Crianza - Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano
90%,5%,5% blend of grapes using toasted American 
oak to give more softness and sweetness with an 
upfront bouquet of red fruits, liquorice and vanilla.

Vallemayor Crianza - Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano
same proportions as Tondeluna but a different use of 
oak to give more complexity: aromas of black cherry and 
dark fruits, toasty notes from the wood and secondary 
sensations from the malolactic fermentation.

Vallemayor Reserva - Tempranillo/Mazuelo/Graciano
85% Tempranillo, 10% Mazuelo, 5% Graciano. Red 
fruit and hints of liquorice come from the grapes; 
vanilla, coffee and spice notes from the oak appear on a 
secondary level, diffused behind the fruit.
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SPAIN
RUEDA

3478 Vega del Pas - Bodegas Castelo de Medina  Verdejo 2016  13.0%      12  6.80

3479 Vega del Pas - Bodegas Castelo de Medina Sauvignon Blanc 2016  13.5%      12   7.33

3102 Castelo de Medina  Verdejo 2015  13.0%      12   7.70

3103 Castelo de Medina  Sauvignon Blanc 2016  13.5%      12  7.89

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

RIBERA DEL DUERO

3476 Tramuz Joven - Bodegas Trus      Tinta del Pais   (Tempranillo) 2016  13.5%      12  7.33

3173 Berdugo Joven - Bodegas Martin Berdugo Tinta del Pais   (Tempranillo)  2015  14.5%      12  8.02

3477 Trus Roble - Bodegas Trus      Tinta del Pais   (Tempranillo)  2015  14.0%      12   8.60

3174-1 Berdugo Crianza - Bodegas Martin Berdugo Tinta del Pais   (Tempranillo) 2012  14.0%      12  11.70

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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Rueda, Spain

Castelo de Medina, founded in 1996 by three wine lovers, is based in the 
heart of Rueda, in a little village called Villaverde de Medina.

The 190ha of vines, are planted on a plateau 750m above sea level 
where, sheltered by surrounding mountains, summer temperatures reach 
30-40C though with cool nights. The vineyards are situated next to the 
winery, thus ensuring complete freshness during the harvest.

The winery is built in traditional Castilian architectural style: face brick, 
stone, wrought iron and wood. It has advanced technological equipment 
allowing high quality elaboration whilst maintaining the traditional 
principles of the area, and concentrating on white varietals, notably 
Verdejo, the native grape of the region, and Sauvignon Blanc. Progressive 
and innovative in their approach to wine making, the results are superb; 
from the crisp racy Vega del Pas wines, to the fuller, more structured 
whites under the Medina label.

The winery are regular award winners - the highlights of which are Gold 
for Medina Verdejo & Medina Sauvignon in the Spanish CINVE tasting, 
Silver for the same wines from Concours Mondial de Bruxelles and Silver 
and Commended respectively at the International Wine Challenge.

Bodegas Castelo de Medina

Vega del Pas - Verdejo
offers a fi ne varietal style giving aromas of grass, fennel 
and tropical fruits; balanced and crisp on the fi nish.

Vega del Pas - Sauvignon Blanc
sits between dry French and aromatic New Zealand 
styles of Sauvignon - peachy fruit and pears dominate.

Medina - Verdejo
has aromas of fresh-cut grass, anise, fennel, and hints 
of apple. In the mouth, it is ample, robust, fresh and 
very well-balanced with a persistent fi nish.

Medina - Sauvignon Blanc
crisp with aromas of tropical fruits; grassy and fresh in 
the mouth with a lovely smoothness across the palate 
and fi nish that is very long with a lingering sensation.
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Ribera del Duero, Spain

Bodegas Trus was born in 1999 with the aspiration and idea of producing 
wines of great quality and personality that are a true refl ection of “pais y 
pericia” - ‘country and expertise’.

Bodegas Trus is located in the cradle of the Ribera del Duero. The quality 
of its wines is intimately related to the provenance of the grapes. The 
vineyards are in the triangle of Pesquera, a privileged area due to its 
ideal micro climate and height. Trus benefi ts from the orientation of their 
vineyards, within the valley up to Pinel de Abajo, that are at an altitude of 
800 metres.

‘Trus’ stands for Tierra, Roble, Uve and Sol - Earth, Oak, Grape and Sun. 
It is an acronym used to symbolise the coming together of these four 
natural elements to create perfect wines.

   EARTH. A rich variety of minerals in the ground contribute to the 
personality of the grapes. 

   OAK barrels hand crafted in the best tradition and used to perfectly 
compliment the wine as it gentle ages in the cellars.

   GRAPES hand selected from the fi nest local varietals, best adapted to 
the local conditions of Pesquera in the Ribera del Duero.

   SUN “the element that leads.” Plenty of sun throughout the year brings 
top quality grapes, perfectly ripe for the vintage each September.

Trus - Tinta del Pais (Tempranillo)
oak aged for 4 months, it is soft and reminiscent of 
spicy, vanilla chocolate that mingles with fl avours of 
cherry, plums and fi gs on an earthy, smokey fi nish.

Tramuz - Tinta del Pais (Tempranillo)
has a vibrant purple colour, a complex nutty nose 
and palate dominated by fruit aromas of cherry and 
cinnamon, its softness and approachability enhanced 
by 3 months in French oak.

Bodegas Trus
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Ribera del Duero, Spain

Martin Berdugo founded in 2000 are a modern, progressive, family 
company; easily witnessed by the contemporary architecture of the winery 
and the minimalist ‘spot’ motive on the labels. Less obvious though is 
their constant evolving and experimentation with the wine making. 

Martin Berdugo looks for improvement at every harvest and have a 
passion to bring what they call an “element of difference” to those who 
share their taste and wine philosophy: one of style, fl air, communication, 
discovery and “the creation of unforgettable moments”.

The estate consists of a single 87ha vineyard of Tinto del Pais 
(Tempranillo) grapes located and surrounded by the Duero River; a major 
part of the vineyard is on alluvial beds covered with large stones.

The quality of the wines is infl uenced by a number of natural factors and, 
importantly, an attitude that “everything counts” - the use of leading edge 
technology to help in grape selection, meticulous spring and summer 
pruning, weather predictions and terroir profi ling.

The location of the cellar - surrounded by the vineyard - guarantees the 
reception of the manually harvested grapes in optimal conditions, where-
after the wine is vinifi ed in sixteen 25,000 litre stainless steel vats and 
aged in 360, mainly American, oak barrels.

Berdugo Crianza - Tinta del Pais (Tempranillo)
is aged in new oak barrels for 12 months to provide 
notes of a wider spicy complexity but always keeping its 
fruity personality; it will develop for up to ten years.

Berdugo Joven - Tinta del Pais (Tempranillo)
a fashionable wine with a young soul; unoaked with 
plenty of red fruit character, it will make fi ne drinking 
for two to four years after harvest. Both their wines are 
bottled unfi ltered.

Bodegas Martin Berdugo
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SPAIN
PENEDES 

3134-1 Cora de Loxarel - Masia Can Mayol Muscat/Xarel-lo 2016  12.0%      6  7.75

3143 Amaltea de Loxarel - Masia Can Mayol  Garnatxa/Xarel-lo 2015  13.0%      6  7.91

            

White

3141-1 Petit Arnau - Masia Can Mayol Pinot Noir/Merlot/Xarel-lo 2014  13.0%      6  8.12

Rosé

3137-1 Ops de Loxarel - Masia Can Mayol Garnatxa Negre 2016  14.0%      6  9.28

3136-1 Eos de Loxarel - Masia Can Mayol       Syrah 2013  13.5%      6  9.86

Red

code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

MONSANT

3515 El Veïnat - Viñedos Singulares      Grenacha 2014  13.5%      12  8.65

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3147 Tendral - Cellars Unio Garnacha/Mazuela 2014  14.0%      6  9.72

Red code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

 PRIORAT

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic

organic &
bio-dynamic
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Penedes, Spain

Loxarel is the brand name of the 4th generation family owned estate 
which, under the vision of Josep Mitjans, converted to organic production 
in 2002 then biodynamic in 2005. The 50ha of vineyards, located high
in the mountains, are structured around environmentally friendly 
production not simply organic cultivation. For example, Loxarel carry out 
green pruning with a fl ock of 250 sheep and goats which eat the vine 
leaves without touching the fruit as, before they mature, the grapes are 
too astringent and unpalatable.

Highlighting their concern for the environment, labels take their names 
from Goddesses of earth and fertility in Greek and Roman mythology. The 
Loxarel range mixes modern experimentation with tradition; organic and 
bio-dynamic certifi ed, all the wines are bottled unfi ltered.

Bodegas Masia Can Mayol

Ops - Garnatxa Negre
now 100% Grenache with malolactic fermentation and 
fi ve months in clay amphoras during its vinifi cation; a 
full wine with great tannins and structure.

Cora - Muscat/Xarel-lo
has light honeysuckle and fl oral aromas from the 
Muscat; the palate is dry with a bracing citrus crispness 
from the Xarel-lo.

Amaltea Blanco - Garnatxa/Xarel-lo
Grenache Blanc and Xarel-lo grapes give fi ne tropical 
fruit and ripe pear aromas, plenty of weight for a dry 
wine with a fresh and balanced acidity.

Petit Arnau - Pinot Noir/Merlot/Xarel-lo
sports a dominant orange pink colour; it is a typically 
full style Spanish rosé - powerful and dry with dramatic 
red fruit attributes.

Eos - Syrah
malolactic fermentation in barrels and the oak ageing 
give sweet vanilla on the nose and palate; elegant spice 
notes add to its coffee and dark cherry fi nish.
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Monsant, Spain

Tendral - Garnacha/Mazuela
is full-bodied and concentrated, with 6 months oak 
aging. Aromas of red fruits, with hints of raisins plus 
chocolate and opulent spice in the mouth, the fi nish is 
very long and well-balanced.

El Veïnat - Garnatxa (Grenache)
sourced from vineyards planted in the 1990s this has 
an aromatic bouquet of red fruit, vanilla and herbs. A 
subtle, balanced wine with silky tannins and a fresh, 
light feeling in the mouth.

Vinedos Singulares

Priorat, Spain

Cellers Unio has its roots in a 1940s farmers’ union based in the Catalan 
city of Reus. It is now a co-operative covering 4400ha and 4 cellars with 
a strong commitment to the land and the people working it.

The vines grow in poor, rocky soils. They are planted on mountain slopes 
in terraces at an altitude of between 100 and 700 metres above sea 
level. Most of the land in Priorat is composed of silica slate, known by the 
locals as “llicorella”, and it is the llicorella that gives Priorat wines their 
unique character.
Average production per vine is often less than 1kg, and this bestows 
excellent properties upon the grapes, which become pure gold in the 
hands of a good winemaker.

Bodegas Cellars Unio

In June 1993 the young brothers dreamt of travelling to Santiago and 
asked their father to lend them his beloved old red Seat 128 to drive from 
Barcelona. This trip ignited their desire to discover wines. 

15 years later, having developed a great deal of experience in marketing, 
the Barrero brothers - Luis and Carlos - created the Viñedos Singulares 
(Singular Wines) project. They began another journey searching out the 
best wines of Spain. The results of their travels are now stocked in some 
of the best restaurants in Barcelona.
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USA
CALIFORNIA

3346 Sun Gate  Chardonnay  2015  13.0%      6  6.10

White code  wine - producer  varietal    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3345 Waters Edge White Zinfandel  Zinfandel NV  10.0%      6  5.65

Rosé

3347 770 Miles  Zinfandel 2016  13.5%      6  6.10

Red
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California, USA

California’s wonderful year-round weather is as good for their wine as it 
is for their population. Laid back, easy going and fun.

Abundant sunshine ensures a consistent and long grape growing season, 
while the diversity of our terroir supports a multitude of winegrape 
varieties and surprising fl avour variation within them. 

California’s 1,300 kilometers (800 miles) of rugged coastline expose 
nearby vineyards to natural “air conditioning” in the form of fog and 
breezes, making for exceptional Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and other cool 
climate varieties. Warmer interior valleys receive the same cooling effect 
thanks to rivers, lakes and deltas, perfect for richer, fuller Zinfandel.

Hard-earned secrets of soil, climate and vine have been passed from 
generation to generation, providing California wine with its unique legacy 
and spectacular range. 

You might say Californians are serious about wine and relaxed about 
everything else. Well, maybe not everything else: from a thriving 
technology industry to revolutionary green farming, they work hard and 
innovate constantly. 

But when you’re surrounded by natural wonder and constant sunshine, it’s 
pretty easy to smile. Of course, a glass of California wine always helps.

Waters Edge - Zinfandel Blush
is a soft fruity gently sweet rosé wine with hints of 
strawberries and raspberries. All you need is a bucket of 
ice to go with it.

LGCF

770 Miles - Zinfandel
is a classic rich Zinfandel from California’s Central 
Valley. Flavours of coffee, blackberries and red berries 
on a warm and very lingering fi nish.

Sun Gate - Chardonnay
is Californian sunshine in a glass. A delicious, light-
bodied Chardonnay packed full of citrus, apple and 
fl oral notes with the just lightest touch of vanilla.
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USA
CALIFORNIA - Clarksburg

3350 The Crusher - Wilson Vineyard Viognier 2014  13.5%      12  12.30

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CALIFORNIA - Lodi

3337 337 - {Noble Vines}   Cabernet Sauvignon 2012  14.5%      12  11.80

3348 Predator - Rutherford Wines Zinfandel 2014  14.0%      12  14.50

Red code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

CALIFORNIA - Monterey

3335 446 - {Noble Vines}  Chardonnay 2011  13.5%      12  11.80

White code  wine - producer  varietal     vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3336 181 - {Noble Vines}   Merlot 2011  13.5%      12  11.80

3338 667 - {Noble Vines}   Pinot Noir 2012  14.5%      12  11.80

Red
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Clarksburg, California, USA

The Wilson Family has been farming the fertile land in Clarksburg for 
over three generations. Nestled among the Sacramento Delta waterways 
just east of the San Francisco Bay Area, the fertile Clarksburg AVA extends 
into three counties. Most of its wine-growing areas are contained within 
Yolo and Sacramento counties, with a small southern portion in Solano 
County.
 
The climate in Clarksburg features warm days tempered by cool coastal 
winds and fog which moves inland from San Francisco Bay. The terrain is 
mostly fl at with mineral-rich alluvial, clay and silt soils. These soils suit a 
limited number of the noble wine-grape varieties, most of which are fussy, 
requiring free-draining soils and reliable warmth. The over-fertile, poor-
draining soils found across Clarksburg are more suited to high yields 
than high-quality, refi ned wine styles.

The Crusher Wines are a testament to an enduring partnership between 
the winemaking tradition of the Sebastiani family and the Wilsons, a 
respected grape-growing family with deep roots in Clarksburg, California. 

Fittingly named for the point in the winemaking process where the fruit of 
one family’s labours literally gives way to those of the other, The Crusher 
wines highlight the vibrancy and beauty of the fruit produced in the up-
and-coming Clarksburg appellation. 

Much like Napa Valley just 20 miles to the West, considerable temperature 
fl uctuations between cool nights and hot days make Clarksburg perfectly 
suited for growing premium wine grapes. Despite this, land remains more 
affordable and wines from the Clarksburg appellation are quickly gaining 
a reputation for outstanding quality and value.

The Crusher - Viognier
A full bodied wine with rich, ripe and rounded fruit. 
There is an immediate impact from the aromas of pear, 
green apple and honeysuckle. On the palate there are 
apricot, orange zest and sweet pineapple with a hint of 
toasted coconut. The fi nish is big and impressive.

Wilson Vineyard
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Monterey, California, USA

{Noble Vines} focus on selected clones of well known grape varietals 
- vintners have historically singled out the most admired vines, naming 
each with a unique number to identify its exceptional attributes. {Noble 
Vines} have planted in their prime located, family owned estates - Clay 
Station and San Bernabe - where the vines will fl ourish best.

Located seventy-fi ve miles east of San Francisco, Lodi is noted for its 
warm day, cool night Mediterranean climate and its distinctive sandy and 
cobble-stone soils which provide the ideal environment for Cabernet 
grapes. Clay Station Vineyard is located at the foothills of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains.

Monterey benefi ts from its proximity to the Pacifi c Ocean; warm days 
and cool nights with fog blown down the valley determine the perfect 
growing conditions for Chardonnay and Pinot Noir - developing ideal 
fl avour, concentration and balance in the wines. The gentle slopes of San 
Bernabe Vineyard give one of the most diverse single vineyards in the 
world, with multiple microclimates and varying in soil types.

{Noble Vines}

{Noble Vines} - 667 Pinot Noir
is cool fermented and has a little light oak barrel-ageing 
in a mix of French and American oak. It shows wonderful 
aromas of black cherry; earthy with a touch of vanilla.

{Noble Vines} - 181 Merlot
aromas of black cherry, vanilla and toasty spice; soft 
tannins and fresh fruit fl avors of currant and cherry 
mingle gently with spicy cedar and vanilla.

{Noble Vines} 337 - Cabernet Sauvignon
aged in American and French oak it exhibits appealing 
aromas of black cherry, ripe currant and lightly roasted 
coffee notes.

{Noble Vines} - 446 Chardonnay
is made from grapes of a single vineyard; the juice has 
undergone malolactic fermentation, battonage and oak
ageing - medium bodied with creamy spice.
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Lodi, California, USA

Rutherford Wine Company. 50 years old and spanning 3 generations, is 
family owned and managed with a portfolio of wines representing the rich 
diversity of California’s outstanding appellations. 

The winery is located on Napa Valley’s scenic Silverado Trail. Of Napa’s 
14 designated AVA’s (American Viticultural Area), this district is renowned 
for producing unsurpassed premium varietal grapes. Rutherford have 
been critically acclaimed in the Wine Enthusiast, Wine Spectator and 
Decanter. Robert Parker described them as “best value in Napa Valley” 
and they were named ‘Napa Winery of the Year’ at the 2013 New York 
International Wine Competition.

What is outstanding is their uncompromising and ecologically far-sighted 
approach to wine-making. This is an ethical imperative for Rutherford. 
They are more labour intensive than other commercial winegrowing 
methods, the efforts are rewarded with fruit rich in fl avour and character 
- and great fruit is a prerequisite for making great wine.

Rutherford are committed to sustainably farming, producing and bottling 
their wines. The winery and estate vineyards are certifi ed sustainable by 
the California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance. Responsible farming is 
good for the land, good for the grapes and ultimately good for the wine.

This is philospophy witnessed in the Predator which references not the 
strength of the wine but“Natural Predation” - an eco-friendly strategy to 
control harmful insects in the vineyards. The label displays a Ladybird, a 
natural insect predator, which feed on destructive aphids in the vineyards. 

Predator Old Vine - Zinfandel
harvested from 50 year old vines, the grapes produce 
a wine that is very concentrated and complex. Great 
fruit-forward fl avours of sweet black cherries and 
raspberries, with bold aromas of exotic spice. A real 
“chewy” wine.

Rutherford Wines
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SHERRY
SANLUCAR & JEREZ

3374H Micaela Manzanilla - Barón, Sanlúcar Palomino 3-4 yrs  15.0%      12 x 37.5cl 4.54

3374-1 Micaela Manzanilla - Barón, Sanlúcar Palomino 3-4 yrs  15.0%      6  8.03

3370 Micaela Fino - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Palomino 3-4 yrs  15.0%      12  8.03

3371-1 Micaela Amontillado - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Palomino 4-5 yrs  17.5%      6  10.79

3372-1 Micaela Cream - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Palomino/ Pedro Ximénez 4-5 yrs  17.5%      6  9.32

3373 Micaela Oloroso - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Palomino 4-5 yrs  17.5%      12  9.32

3375H Micaela P.X. - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Pedro Ximénez 4-5 yrs  15.0%      12 x 37.5cl 6.49

3375-1 Micaela P.X. - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Pedro Ximénez 4-5 yrs  15.0%      6  11.97

code  wine - producer varietal     aged          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

3384H Xixarito Manzanilla Pasada en Rama Palomino 10 yrs  15.0%      12 x 37.5cl 6.65

3384 Xixarito Manzanilla Pasada en Rama Palomino 10 yrs  15.0%      12  14.66

3381 Xixarito Amontillado - Barón, Jerez Palomino 15 yrs  17.5%      12  21.20

3383 Xixarito Oloroso - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Palomino 15 rs  17.5%      12  17.73

3385 Xixarito P.X. - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Pedro Ximénez 15 yrs  15.0%      12  17.59

3394 Soluqua Manzanilla Pasada - Sanlúcar Palomino 12 yrs  15.0%      6  15.91

3395 Soluqua P.X. - Bodegas Barón, Jerez Pedro Ximénez 30 yrs  15.0%      6  38.54

Sherry
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Sanlucar, Jerez, Spain

Bodegas Barón can trace its origins back to 1631 and thus be the oldest 
of sherry bodegas. It has been in the hands of its current family since 
1984 and now headed by two dynamic young brothers. It is both one of 
the oldest and one of the most progressive quality producers.

They have 14ha of vineyards and two bodegas. Molinillos, the oldest in 
Sanlúcar, whose central naves date back to 1631 and where the 150 year 
old soleras of Anselmo Paz are held. The larger, more modern, El Hato is 
used for storage and holds 10,000 butts. 

Micaela Manzanilla 
pale straw colour, clean intense aromas of fruit and cut 
grass; classic salty notes on the palate with refreshing 
crispness on the fi nish.

Bodegas Baron

Micaela Fino 
golden yellow with copper notes and a nutty aroma. It 
is dry and expressive with plenty of dried fruit character 
on the palate and some saline and iodine notes.

Micaela Amontillado 
rich golden colour with a nose bursting with chocolate, 
caramel, almonds and wood. Silky palate - almonds 
resurface with a touch of spice in the fl avour profi le.

Micaela Cream 
dark amber with an intense smell of caramel and 
almonds which characterise the palate along with 
raisins and candied fruit. 

Micaela Oloroso 
deep and rich with lively aromas of orange peel, 
almonds and hazelnuts. The taste is dry and powerful 
rather than sweet with a sharp and crisp fi nish.

Micaela PX 
dark and sweet with raisins and fi gs on the nose 
supplemented by coffee, chocolate and liquorice on the 
palate to give a warming, velvety mouthfeel.
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Sanlucar, Jerez, Spain

After the Micaela range, Xixarito represents the second tier of wines 
from Bodegas Barón. An uber fashionable design led label is aimed at 
the more discerning and style conscious consumer or establishment. The 
montage of images depict events in the family’s history.

Soluqua is Barón’s premium range, sourced from the old wines that 
used to be reserved for family consumption - now made available to all. 
Named after the Latin for Sanlúcar, the themed labels are inspired by the 
traditional mudejar tiles seen around the town.

Bodegas Baron

Xixarito Manzanilla 
delicate bouquet reminiscent of camomile, almonds 
and brioche. The palate is dry and refreshing with a 
smooth, lingering aftertaste.

Xixarito Amontillado 
deep amber with subtle aromas of hazelnut, herbs and 
spice. Its development on the palate is complex with 
the long aftertaste including nuts and wood.

Xixarito Oloroso 
mahogany colour with pronounced aromas of walnuts 
and balsam plus truffl es and leather. The taste is round 
and full bodied; the fi nish long and complex.

Xixarito PX 
ebony coloured with great viscocity. The nose is 
dominated by dried fruits - raisins, fi gs, dates - plus 
chocolate and coffee and a rich sweetness to the palate.

Soluqua Manzanilla 
intense bouquet of wood, fl owers and nuts. It is very dry 
with great weight on the palate to balance the acidity 
and crisp bitterness on the fi nish.

Soluqua PX 
aged throughout in American oak; a dark. dense and 
mature sherry with aromas of roasted coffee, honey, 
brandy and cherry liqueur with a raisiny palate. 
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PORT
PORTUGAL - OPORTO

2997 Fine White Port  Kopke NV  19.5%      6  10.70

2998 Dry White Port  Kopke NV  19.5%      6  11.74

White code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2994 Tawny Port Kopke NV  19.5%      6  10.69

2995 Ruby Port Kopke NV  19.5%      6  10.69

2992-1 Late Bottled Vintage Port Kopke 2009  20.0%      6  15.17

2990-1 10 Year Old Tawny Port Kopke NV  20.0%      6  16.91

2996 Colheita Port Kopke 2002  20.0%      6  22.54

Red
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Oporto. Portugal

Established in 1638 by Christiano Kopke and his son, Nicolau Kopke, 
the House of Kopke is the eldest Porto wine export fi rm. Through many 
generations, the Company was run by several representatives of the Kopke 
family, obtaining an excellent reputation for its wines. 

Kopke passed to the Bohane family at the end of the 19th century, who 
tried to run it from London, where they had most of their economic 
interests. The distance and the two World Wars disabled the control of the 
Company and they decided, then, to sell it. 

In 1953 and after some negotiations, Manuel Barros, bought Kopke and 
since then it belongs to the Barros Group which includes other port 
houses such as Hutcheson and Feuerheerd. Manuel Barros and his Sons, 
João and Manuel, ran the company until the middle of the 1970s. 

In 2006 the Sogevinus Group, looking to widen its presence in Port wines, 
took control of the company, the vineyards and production of Kopke along 
with Hutcheson and Feuerheerd.

C N Kopke

Kopke 10 Year Old Tawny
attractive red-tawny colour; rich and delicate nose, 
dominated by the intense presence of dried fruits and 
vanilla notes with a well balanced palate and fi nish.

Kopke Fine White
Oak-aged for 5 years giving a wonderful, medium-
sweet style; a sweet citrus and lemon verbena fi nish is 
balanced by good acidity like an expensive Sauternes.  

Kopke Late Bottled Vintage
complex and aromatic nose, on which the intense 
aromas of very ripe berries prevail, especially blackberry 
and raspberry, with subtle notes of pepper and wood.

Kopke 10 Year Old Tawny
spicy aromas add to the dried fruits and the elegant 
notes of wood and honey. Smooth and round with a 
nutty character to the aftertaste.
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DESSERT
FRANCE

2663H Ch. Haut Roquefort - Cadillac, Bordeaux Ch. Anniche 2014  14.0%      24 x 37.5cl 6.12

2794 Reserve Dulong - Sauternes Dulong 2012  13.0%      6 x 50cl 8.18 

2663 Ch. Haut Roquefort - Cadillac, Bordeaux Ch. Anniche 2014  14.0%      12  11.29

2614 Ch. de Fesles Bonnezeaux - Anjou Ch. de Fesles 2012  13.0%      6 x 50cl 20.87

White code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

2119 Maury  Maison Hecht & Bannier 2010  16.5%      12 x 50cl 13.85

Red

SPAIN

3375H Micaela Pedro Ximénez - Jerez Bodegas Baron NV  15.0%      12 x 37.5cl 6.49

3375-1 Micaela Pedro Ximénez - Jerez Bodegas Baron NV  15.0%      6  11.97

3385 Xixarito Pedro Ximénez - Jerez Bodegas Baron NV  15.0%      6  17.95

Sherry code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

HUNGARY

1608 Blaufränkisch - Late Harvest Schloss Koblenz 2015  10.5%      12  7.18

Red code  product  producer    vintage          abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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SPIRITS
SPANISH BRANDY

2944-1 103 White Label - Solera Osborne   30%      6 x 70cl 16.27

2949 Torres - 10 year old Gran Reserva Torres   38%      6 x 70cl 16.93

2941 Soberano - 5 year old Reserva Gonzales Byaz   36%      6 x 70cl 18.13

2946 Magno - Reserva Osborne   36%      6 x 70cl 19.26

2942-1 Veterano - Solera Osborne   30%      12 x 100cl 22.41

2947-2 Carlos I - 12 year old Gran Reserva Domecq   40%      6 x 70cl 31.43

White code  product  producer             abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price

SPANISH LIQUEUR

2933 Hazelnut  Garden   17%      6 x 70cl 9.85

2932 Peach  Tilford   20%      6 x 70cl 11.06

2932-4 Green Apple  Tilford   20%      6 x 70cl 11.06

2950 Crema Catalana  Melody   17%      12 x 70cl 12.50

2951-1 Ponche Caballero   25%      6 x 70cl 15.29

2937 Pacharán - Sloe Casaro Zoco   25%      6 x 100cl 17.08

2952 Licor 43 - Cuarenta y Tres Diego Zamora   31%      6 x 70cl 21.35

2954 Anis del Mono - Dulce Osborne   36%      6 x 100cl 23.93

White code  product  producer             abv      screw-cap   veg/vegan      award         case size    £ price
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1. Availability 
 Stock availability, technical information, vintages, grape varieties any other product specifi c data are subject to fl uctuations or change without notice.
2. Prices 
 We reserve the right to change prices without notice.
3. Terms 
 a. The prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. Cash is payable on or before each delivery.
 b. Credit account payments will be due in accordance with any agreed terms set between the seller and buyer, these agreed terms will be subject to change at any point by the Morgenrot (herein after called the Seller).
 c. Overdue accounts: Interest at 2% per calendar month will be charged thereafter on all overdue accounts without any prejudice to our rights to pursue such outstanding sums.
4. Payment
 a. by Cheque/ BACS / Standing Order made payable to Morgenrot Group PLC. Payments are accepted with prior arrangement and confi rmation with a director of the Seller otherwise no liability can be accepted. 
 It remains the responsibility of the buyer to ensure that any payments made to the seller or its representatives are receipted, either by asking for a receipt or that any payments made are acknowledged and signed for 
 as being received upon the delivery note or invoice.
 b. We regret that further orders will not be despatched whilst any overdue account remains unpaid and shall be liable to be put on stop until settlement is received.
5. Delivery 
 Delay in delivery shall not give rise to any liability upon the Seller or entitle the Buyer to cancel the contract whether or not any time or date is given for delivery. The goods shall be at the Buyer’s risk on any delivery 
 or collection to the Buyer arranged by the Buyer’s carrier. Damage in transit: When the price of the goods includes the cost of delivery outside the Seller’s premises, the Seller will replace, free of charge, goods 
 lost or damaged in transit, provided the Buyer or consignee shall:
 a. Give the Seller notice by telephone on the day of delivery, confi rmed in writing within three days from the day of delivery, detailing the nature of the loss and damage; and
 b. Where the goods are delivered by outside carriers comply with such carrier’s conditions of carriage for notifi cation of such claims.
 c. Return of stock due to fault or condition, can only be accepted if legitimate fault, due to product or its packaging. Any damage that is judged to have been caused due to negligence by the buyer will not be       
 accepted for credit.
 d. The Buyer is required to provide correct information for delivery, the seller takes no responsibility for the delay or return of stock due to information being incorrect and will apply re-delivery passed on by our carrier.
6. Claims
 a. Direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage: except as provided in 5b of the Unfair Contract Terms Act, 1977 (liability for death or personal injury resulting from negligence), the Seller accepts no responsibility 
 in any circumstances for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage, howsoever arising, which the Buyer may sustain in connection with goods supplied.
 b. Indemnity - the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against all claims in respect of any loss, injury or damage sustained by a third party arising from the sale of the goods to the Buyer howsoever caused.
7. Title
 a. The goods shall be retained by the Seller until payment in full is received. In the event of non-payment by the Buyer by the payment date or if the Buyer shall in the opinion of the seller be unable to settle their 
 commitments, the seller shall be entitled to enter any premises where the goods may be and recover possession of same.
 b. Under no circumstances shall title pass to another party until full payment to the Seller.
 c. Any conditions of contract that the purchaser may purport to impose shall form no part of the contract between the purchaser and the company. Any variation of these terms and conditions of contract must be agreed 
 in writing and none of the company’s employees or agents has any authority to bind the company by any oral agreement at variance with these terms and conditions of sale.
 d. In the event of stock being returned to settle any outstanding account, the value of that stock shall be assessed and will only be accepted upon the possible re-sale of that stock, which will affect the actual value of the goods 
 after taking into account the original date of purchase, vintage and condition of products returned.
8. Credit Accounts
 a. Credit accounts opened only on completion of a customer assessment form, and upon the approval of a bank and two trade references, and home address details.
 b. A new business, which cannot supply trade references would require a personal guarantee to be completed by the owner or chief exectutive of the business requesting credit.
9. Force Majeuro
 This “Seller” shall not be liable for the failure to fulfi l any terms of any transaction governed by these conditions of sale if fulfi llment has been delayed, hindered or prevented by any circumstances whatsoever which 
 is not directly within its control.
10. Law
  The contract shall be subject to and interpreted in accordance with the laws of England and Wales.

ORDERS CAN ONLY BE ACCEPTED ON CONDITIONS OF CUSTOMERS AGREEMENT TO THE ABOVE CONDITIONS.

Prices are subject to market fl uctuation, exchange rate and Government duty or vat increases, or 
goods remaining unsold. Split cases may incur a surcharge and individual picking charges from our 
bonded warehouse.
Payment for approved credit accounts is 30 days from date of invoice otherwise stock sold is on a 
cash with order basis, in all cases prices quoted are exclusive of VAT which is additionally charged at 
the current rate.
Credit Card payments: a surcharge will be added.
Sample requests. We realise the importance of sampling wines however the company does reserve 
the right to invoice all sample bottles at the time of delivery and raise credit notes upon receipt of 
order for wines taken. Invoicing will be at either full sales value or at an agreed discount.

Delivery is free within our defi ned area of operation upon minimum order values being fulfi lled.
National delivery will incur standard delivery charges unless a minimum full single or mixed pallet 
quantity has been ordered
Surcharges on deliveries
 Orders with a value <£100 a £15 surcharge will be applied.
 Orders with a value <£150 a £10 surcharge will be applied.
Specifi c Time Request; a £17.50 surcharge will be applied.
Collection discounts may apply to minimum purchase and payment terms being agreed.
Under Bond sales are subject to payment terms being agreed and approved duty and vat payment 
accepted by the Seller.

MORGENROT - TERMS & CONDITIONS
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